His Project "30"
"30": a message ending meaning, "It is finished."

John 19:"30": "It is finished."
(Jesus’ last words on the cross.)

Jeremiah 31:31-34, Hebrews 8:6-12

God said:
I will make a new covenant.
I will put My teachings in the minds of My
children & write them on their hearts.

No longer will a man teach a man...
know Me, for they will all know Me.
I will forgive their wickedness
& I will remember their sins no more...
Jeremiah 29:11-13,

I know the plans I have for YOU, declares the Lord.
Plans to prosper YOU, not to harm you,
plans to give YOU hope & a future...
I will listen to you... you will seek Me & find Me...

Questions answered at these addresses:
Jeremiah 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...”
2 Corinthians 3:6, The “letter” of the Bible “KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.”
Is 1:18, And God said, “Come let us REASON together.”
Psalm 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...
Philippians 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
“And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.”

HIS PROJECT "30"
Part one:
Introduction: Recommendations on how to approach this message.
In only one “reading” of this message, YOU will get blessed.

<<<Please... don’t “skim” it, nor “skip thru” it-- you may get only very little.>>>
Part two:
This part introduces Father God’s simple solution to issues,
Father God’s WAY: H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
Got an issue? Any issue, HALT! Capture the thought, then,
K.I.S.S. Keep It Simple Saints (Father God’s people)...
A.S.K! “Ask, Seek, Knock,” directly with God...
YOU will get an answer from God.
In this part, the Lord also adds some...Holy Spirit “demonstrations,” based on:
1 Corinthians 2:4, 5, “...NOT with wise & persuasive WORDS, but with a
DEMONSTRATION of the Spirit's power,
so that your faith might not rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power.”
Demonstrations, TESTIMONIES of what God has done, & will do for us–
&, ESPECIALLY NOT, what “we” do for ourselves, draw future saints and saints
closer to God.
Part three:
2 Corinthians 3:6, “The letter KILLS, the Spirit gives life.”
They are teaching us to be competent as ministers of the New Covenant – not of the letter, nor
the law, but of the Spirit, for the letter kills – but the Spirit gives life.
Thus, why we cannot “read” the Bible-- without inviting God to go into the Bible WITH us-every single time.
Part four:
Approaching God’s other children WITH God.
You’ll get equipped with all you ever need to know on how God will work directly with YOU in
growing His Kingdom.
Part five:
Selected GIFTING & EQUIPPING Passages.
Part six:
God’s gift of salvation.
Part seven:
Notes.
Questions answered at these addresses:
Jeremiah 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...”
2 Corinthians 3:6, The “letter” of the Bible, “KILLS,” but the Spirit gives life.
Is 1:18, And God said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Psalm 25:14, “The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...”
Philippians 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
“And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.”
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Part one:
Introduction: Recommendations on how to approach this project.
So, something on the “cover sheet” of this message caught your eye.
Or, you asked the Lord if you should review this message.
Or, this message has been introduced to you by a saint who has greatly benefitted from this His Project "30"...
whatever the reason... wonderful!
We don’t know who you are-- we just know the Lord is right there with you-- right now.
Even if you don’t know Him, He knows & loves... YOU.
So, if you’re from ANY non-Christian religion, this message will take you to God... & heaven.
By the time you finish this little project, you’ll know one heck of a lot about how much God loves YOU,
YOU, personally...
He will PROVE it to YOU!!!
If you are Jewish, please allow us to re-introduce Yeshua the Messiah to you...
We Christians tend to call Him by His Latin name, Jesus Christ, instead of His God-given Hebrew name.
If you’re an “evolutionist,” or, “big bang” theorist, or any other atheist or agnostic... welcome aboard. Everybody gets loved.
If you are a Christian at any level, this simple little message is full of equipping, gifts, promises, edification... for YOU.
ALL to be backed up just between you & God. ZERO “men” required. You’ll still likely attend your present church, but,
Jesus will become your primary “Teacher.”
For many of you, this project will “jump” you spiritually, far ahead of where you are today.
If you know how to check with the Lord & are used to getting His “feedback,” go ahead & ask Him to
review this message with you...
If you’re not used to checking with Him... why not give it a shot... like now?
What do you have to lose?
If you’ve done all sorts of stumbling...
Here’s what Yeshua (Jesus’ God-given Hebrew name) has been reserving just for YOU... it’s a hidden “pearl” (Mt 13:45) in,
Luke 7:41, 47, and Jesus says:

“Those I forgive the MOST... love Me the MOST.”
“Ballpark” guidance on how to approach this message:
We’ve all been taught throughout our lives to “read” things... instruction manuals, newspapers, school books... even, the Bible.
So, we asked God if He had any “ballpark” guidance that could be applicable to anyone ever being introduced to this project, this

study tool.
Based on what He showed us & told us, this is how it might go with you:

PHASE 1, The “ASK” phase:
Most likely, you will not have asked Jesus to join you in going thru this message during this
“Phase 1" of the project.
That’s entirely understandable... you’ve likely had little exposure to asking Yeshua to join you in much at all...
Some of you will not even know who Jesus is. Not a problem... keep going...
The following statement is not a “marketing gimmick,” it’s a promise to YOU...

directly from Jesus:
In only one “reading” of this message, YOU will get blessed.

<<<Please... don’t “skim” it, nor “skip thru” it-- you may get only very little.>>>
Now, in this Phase 1, The ASK phase, you will DEFINITELY read things you have never seen nor heard of before–
Biblical things.
You might question them, maybe, some of them... pretty deeply.

Don’t worry about those items in this Phase 1. You might choose to, simply, take some light notes.
For Christians, you, of course, can question Yeshua on any item at any time,

<<<& are absolutely encouraged to do so!!!>>>
For those of you viewing this on a computer screen, we HIGHLY RECOMMEND you print this message
to enable you to write notes on the blank back sides of each page.
Notes: For all, you’ll see abbreviations for books in the Bible... Ge for Genesis, Re for Revelation, Lk for Luke, & so forth...
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If you don’t know the meanings, don’t sweat it. You’ll pick that stuff up later.
You will also see the references to, “saints.” The word, “saints,” simply refers to God’s people.
Yeshua absolutely loves that word, so, you will see it a lot.
It is also used in many Bibles-- almost 100 times in such popular versions as the New King James (NKJ)
& the New American Standard Bible (NASB), to mention only two.
The world is divided, primarily, into two major categories, “saints” & “future saints”... in Jesus’ eyes.
Each of you now viewing this message fall into one of these two categories.

Critical note in “Phase 1":
You may find the first 16 to 18 pages of this message to be a difficult read.

That’s entirely... OK... during Phase 1.
During phases 2 & 3...
all of that will start to “click”... ALL of it.

So, when you encounter something which may puzzle you...
particularly in Phase 1,

go ahead & press on thru it-- don’t skim it, nor, skip it,
but, don’t sweat it, for now.
After you’ve been thru Phase 1– again, recommend no “skimming,” feel free to set it aside.
Team God (Father God, His only begotten Son– Yeshua, & the Holy Spirit) just might be “knocking” on YOUR door...
They may do or SAY something to reach out to YOU-- something to interest you, to “stimulate” you...
You will have seen some... things in this project that apply directly to YOU,
for both your spiritual & personal undertakings.
You may not be able to accept them as words, teachings or promises for you... yet. But, you’re starting to wonder...

PHASE 2, the “SEEK” phase:
This second time of going thru the message, you may or may not have asked One of Team God to join you-but you might realize They are closer.
“Pursue” it this time, “chew” on it more... just maybe, you might ask One of Team God a few questions...
They ARE with YOU... every step of the way, & love YOU.
If you took notes during Phase 1, you might take looks at those notes. Starting to make sense now, isn’t it?
You may still have questions... hang in there a little longer.
You’ll see MORE promises, MORE gifts, MORE equipping... for YOU,
in many of your spiritual & personal undertakings.
You will start to “stake your claims” of ownership to many, many items in this project.
You’ll likely set it aside, again. Cool... nothing wrong with that.
You’ll mull this project over more...
You might just start talking to Jesus about Their message to YOU... just a question here & there...
“Jesus, I don’t know much about You, but... are some of these words & promises just for me? From You?”
Then, you’re ready for the final phase...

PHASE 3, the “KNOCK” phase:
You still may not know Jesus very well... but you’re ready to give Him a shot... You’ll invite Him to join you...
to guide you, to teach you, to reveal things in this message which apply DIRECTLY to you.
This time... YOU will, “consume,” “eat,” “hear” this message He has given YOU... with Him.
By the end of this third run-thru, you will have a pretty darned good handle on YOUR blessings from Father God.

General information about this project:
In actual “reading,” “perusing” time, you can go thru all three phases of this project in less time than it takes you to
read an average book.

However...
It will most likely take most of you... a few weeks to go thru the entirety of the three phases.
The three phases of this project... well, you simply cannot go thru in only three sessions.
You will find yourself attacking the message in groups of 6 to 8 to 10 pages, then, setting it aside to absorb what you
saw & heard.
Please note:

<<<No one is asking YOU for a dime of your money... not now, not ever.>>>
<<<We’re not trying to “sell” you ANYTHING... not now, not ever.>>>
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<<<And, we’re not pointing you to any specific denomination, nor, assembly.>>>
If you are a Christian who likes your current church home-- no matter what the denomination,
that’s where Father God will likely keep you.
He’ll simply ensure that you are happier there.
We’re just doing what we’ve been told to do... point YOU DIRECTLY to God,
which is the “New Covenant,” or, promise/agreement... for Him to teach & bless you beyond your current beliefs.
For non-Christians, don’t be even the least bit concerned about either “church,” or, the “Bible,” right now.
All of that will fall into place... in YOUR favor...
When the timing is “right”... just between YOU & God... ZERO men involved...
He will introduce the Bible to you. And, He will gently guide you to a good Christian fellowship – later... promised.
For Christians & non-Christians alike, at the end of Phase 3:
Well, you likely will NOT be able to comprehend this in Phase 1, however...
YOU will ALL be well down the road of becoming one of Jesus’ own “His Project 30's”-a disciple taught directly by Him.

Jn 19:30: “It is finished.”
Jn 8:31, 32: “If you hold to My teaching, you are really My disciple.
Then, you will know the truth, & the truth will set you free.”
A PARCEL OF INFORMATION:
This project is based on God’s “New Covenant” with mankind, as He announced over
<<<2000 years ago.>>>
This, New Covenant (which means “promise/agreement,” from God) is in ALL Bibles.
The New Covenant, says, basically, that God will be your personal Teacher... That’s His recorded desire for YOU & Him. We will go into
extensive detail on this subject as we go along in this message, giving you “tons” of supporting scriptures. Sadly, this New Covenant
has been very much disregarded in many church houses. However, as They are enabling us to accomplish our mission, They are very
most likely NOT disciplining YOU as much as some others are being disciplined. Yes, God is quite upset with some of His well-loved
church “leaders” & their “teachings”-- but, by the time you finish Phase 3 of this project, you will even be able to see how He is
resolving those issues... With some rebuke & discipline, but predominately, with love, and, always with... restoration.
Pr 3:12, God disciplines those He loves...
They will come to value Pr 3:11, “...do not despise the Lord’s discipline, and do not resent His rebuke.”
He 3:15, “...today, if you hear His VOICE, (please...), do not harden your hearts...”
So, God will reveal a few “harsh” passages on this subject, in this message... You do need to see some applicable passages, but, don’t
be concerned about them, for now. You’ll see why these passages are in this message... as you go along. Piece of cake... Again, the
first time you go thru this message... you may NOT be able to understand MANY parts of the New Covenant.
You’ll likely remark, “God, The God? Teaching me? Personally? And, that’s over & over again in the Bible?”
You’ve likely never been properly introduced to this New Covenant-or you probably wouldn’t be reviewing this message right now.

A VERY IMPORTANT NOTE:
>>>We have used various versions of the Bible in developing this project.<<<
We recommend you check out BibleGateway.Com.
It is an excellent internet site containing many Bibles
(in English & numerous other languages), is very user friendly & is free to use.

The major overriding “mission” of this project is to properly
“INTRODUCE” or, “RE-INTRODUCE” YOU to your heavenly Family
& to speed the return of Jesus Christ & Father God–
as well as the enhanced presence of the Holy Spirit.
Again, when you encounter something which may puzzle you... particularly in Phase 1, go ahead &

press on thru it-- don’t “skim it,” nor, “skip thru” it, but, don’t sweat it, for now.
ACRONYMS:
You will see the following three acronyms repeated throughout this project:

H.A.L.T.; K.I.S.S.; A.S.K.
H.A.L.T., Got an issue? Any issue, HALT! Capture the thought, &,
K.I.S.S., Keep It Simple Saints (or, future saints...),
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A.S.K.-- Ask, Seek, Knock, directly with God-- you WILL get an answer from God.

Okay, are you ready to get going on this His Project "30"?
You may have already noted some unusual words, warnings in this message about “reading” the Bible (without God)...
& yet, this message says it’s okay for you to “read” thru this message the first & even the second time...
Puzzled? No sweat, press on... It will ALL come to you...
So, why the cautions about “reading” the Bible? Is that in the Bible?

2 Cor 3:6, “...The letter KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.”
Later on in this message, You’ll get some specific data covering some mistakes in the Bible which, far too often, lead to
“false teaching.”
But, for you-- for now,
the Lord wants us to provide you with only a taste of “hearing” vs. “reading.”
Again, for now, do NOT be concerned... sometime during this project... PROMISED...

God will be talking to YOU!!!
Revelation– a book of allegories (can NOT be taken literally) & the last book in the Bible,
reveals Jesus’ LAST treatment of“reading” the Bible:
Re 1:3, “Blessed is the one who reads the words of this book, but blessed more are those who hear it...”
So, the first time thru, you might not “hear” Yeshua,
but, you’ll still get blessed...

Re: The only book in the Bible where Jesus says we can get blessed just for reading it.
2 Cor 3:14-16, But their minds were made blind, for to this day the same veil remains when the
Old Covenant is read.
It has not been removed, because only in Christ is it taken away...
But whenever anyone turns to God, the veil is taken away.

Old Covenant (OC), Old Testament (OT),
or New Testament (NT)...
ALL three are entirely different from & lead to the New Covenant
(NC).
Je 31:31-34, He 8:6-12

I will make a new covenant.
I will put My teachings (Torah) in the minds of My
children & write them on their hearts.

No longer will a man teach a man...
know Me, for they will all know Me.
I will forgive their wickedness
& I will REMEMBER their sins no more...
Notes:
As used in both Je & He, “Torah” – a Hebrew word, refers to the body of wisdom, precepts, & law contained
in Old Testament scripture, as well as God’s words, teachings, & even oral & written traditions. And, of
course, now, the teachings of the New Testament are included. Your Holy Family’s precious words,
instructions & promises can come orally, written or even from visions.
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Is 48:17, “I am the Lord your God,
Who teaches you what is best for you... ”
By the end of this project, you will fully understand this covenant, this promise & agreement... & God, the
Holy Spirit, & Jesus will then be your very own personal Teachers. This NC was first promised to Israel in
@ 600 B.C. & was enacted @2000 years ago. Ep 3:6, The mystery is that... now, we are heirs together with
Israel... Therefor, this New Covenant is now promised to Christians & Gentiles (non-believers), as well.
2 Cor 3:6, “The letter KILLS, the Spirit gives life.”
They are teaching us to be competent as ministers of this New Covenant – not of the letter, nor the law,
but of the Spirit, for the letter kills – but the Spirit gives life.
So, under the New Covenant, let’s go back to Revelation & see what else Jesus gives us on...
hearing vs. reading:

Re 3:20, Here I am! I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone HEARS My voice and opens the door,
I will come in and eat with him, and he with Me.
Re 2:7, He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says...
Re 2:11, He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says...
Re 2:17, He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says...
Re 2:29, Re 3:6, Re 3:13, Re 3:22,
Re 13:9, He who has an ear, let him hear... & many more...

Total score in Re? Hearing, 42 vs. Reading, 1.
So, how do we get blessed the most?
Jn 5:39, 40, You diligently study the scriptures because you think that by them you possess eternal life.

These are the scriptures that testify about Me,
yet you refuse to come to Me to have life.
So, “DILIGENT Bible study,” anyone? Without inviting Them?
Or, do as Yeshua exhorts us to... come to Him...
Enjoy the project... but... reminder, you may find it to be just plain work on the first 16 to 18 pages.

scribes’ notes:
You might have noticed that there are no authors’ names on this message.
No price.
It’s not “our message.”
It’s YOUR message, free for YOU & the Lords to use as you & They desire.
Questions answered at these addresses:
Je 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...” – even things you cannot determine from the Bible.
(They may conflict with the “letter,” but do not conflict with the Spirit of scripture.)
2 Cor 3:6, The letter of the Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks , KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.
Is 1:18, And God said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Ps 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...
Ph 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
...And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.

Part two:
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GOD’s way: H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
Preface:
In a recent fellowship meeting, there were many stories reflecting that some of the saints were still dealing with disobedience & satan
issues. One of the scribes of this message was very frustrated with God on these issues. The scribe said something to Team God
along these lines: Look Holy Spirit, Sir, You are designated to be our overall Counselor. Father God has “the lead” on issues such
as creation, Yeshua has “the lead” on church issues, but You have “the lead” on a lot of counseling issues (Jn 16:7), &, specifically
on the areas of “...telling us what is yet to come.” (Jn 16:13) These sin & satan issues, well we need some counseling on what is yet
to come. Why & how long do we have to deal with these stupid issues? As for You, Father God, Sir, You have promised us that if we
walk in the Spirit... walk & talk directly with You, You promise us that we will reach a point where sinning totally stops. (Ga 5) And,
as for You, Jesus, You’ve promised us that God would “soon” CRUSH satan under our feet, never to appear again. (Ro 16:20) Now,
back to You, Holy Spirit, Sir, You say You’ll tell us even what to petition for. (Ro 8:26) Well, this is one of those times i need You to
do that for me. i ain’t sayin’ a darned word unless you direct me. It’s Your Kingdom, Your saints, Your problems-- not ours. In about
10 minutes, this scribe was given by the Holy Spirit, a very much, “knocking,” “wrestling,” prayer, receiving specific inputs for all of
the assembled saints on both of these critical disobedience & satan issues.
After the meeting, the scribes of this message went to the adjacent parking lot, as they always do after any fellowship meeting, invoking
the, “Where 2 or 3 are gathered, there am I with them...,” promise from Jesus. (Mt 18:20) The first thing they always do is, “debrief”
with Father God, Jesus, & the Holy Spirit, to get Their take on how the meeting went. From there, they just stay in fellowship with God
& see what kind of feeding they can get. The fellowship debrief went just fine, the Lords had no hangups. As for the “feeding” portion,
it lasted for over 3 hours! The scribes were provided everything they needed regarding both satan & disobedience. Some with
testimonies God loves so much, “ ...not with wise & persuasive words, so that your faith might not rest on men’s wisdom, but with
demonstrations of the power of the Holy Spirit.” (1 Cor 2:4) In other words, specifically regarding these two satan & sin issues, not
what we “do”... accomplishing things for ourselves, but what God does for us, giving us testimonies, demonstrations & giving Them
full honor & glory-- as They deserve. The Lords also provided plenty of supporting scripture to back up these demonstration
testimonies. They were even particularly nicer than we could ever, ever have expected. They not only gave us God’s wonderful gift
of clarity (Ph 3:15) on these 2 major issues, but also fully resolved 3 “sidebar” issues which had been touched on only lightly in the
fellowship meeting: The apostle Paul’s Ep 4 & 5 vs. Ga 5 teachings, “door-to-door evangelism,” & mercy vs. sacrifice.

In this message you will be able to pick up Yeshua’s wearing of two hats:
The first hat is His being the “Lamb of God,” very loving, very gentle.
The second hat He will wear is that of being the “Lion of the tribe of Judah” still very loving, but, not so gentle...
But, it probably ain’t YOU He’s roaring at.

God has couched this section of the message in 3 acronyms:
H.A.L.T., take every thought captive (2 Cor 10:5);
K.I.S.S., keep it simple, saints;
A.S.K., covers EVERY issue in life.

Let’s present the first element of GOD’s way:
H.A.L.T.
All of the halting is done with Me, saints.
A.S.K. Me,
I will equip you with everything you need...
(Lk 11:5-13)
Ask & it will be given to you; seek & you will find; knock (= bold, shameless audacity, or, “wrestle”)
& the door will be opened to you.
For everyone who asks receives;
he who seeks finds;
to him who knocks, the door will be opened.
H.A.L.T.
H - Hungry, A - Angry, L - Lonely, or, T - Tired.
One of the scribes of this message had approached God about his having been experiencing a loneliness problem.

God said to the scribe, “H.A.L.T.”
Before we get into God’s way of H.A.L.T., let’s address some “men’s wisdom” run
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H.A.L.T. programs:
Alcoholics Anonymous(AA), Narcotics Anon, Gamblers Anon... you name it... systemite churches...
(be a little patient, we’ll explain this term in just a minute...)
A couple of years back, one of this message’s scribes was in conversation with a systemite clergyman.
It wasn’t a 2-way spiritual conversation...

The conversation went something like this:
This systemite clergyman was bragging on HIS AA “12 step program.”
Part of his bragging was how,
12,000 people had been thru HIS AA 12 step program & HE had led them to 4,000 successes,

a success rate of 33%.
This scribe, with wise counsel from Father God (of course), retorted,
“Sorry, I don’t support that.
I believe in the ‘one step program’, take it straight to Jesus.”
The clergyman became entirely angry with the scribe & practically shouted at him,
“You can’t do that! You HAVE to go thru the ‘12 step program!’”
Again this scribe was receiving counsel & said,
“No, you don’t, i was a drunkard, i just talked with Jesus.
He keeps me from getting drunk, but We still drink a few beers, together, almost every night.”
Obviously, fuming by then, the systemite clergyman bolted from the room.

After the clergyman left, Father God said to this scribe, loudly, clearly, forcefully:

“I don’t fail 67% of My children!”
INSERT: A scribe once asked Father God what term He would use in addressing these “book people,” church “leaders,” “reading”
about Him instead of walking & talking with Him & learning directly from Him.

Father God said: “System-ites.”
He was referring to the “bad-ites”: Jebus-ites, Hitt-ites, Amor-ites... systemites follow a system, not God-- as in Paul’s 1 Cor 1 & 3
warnings, “....some follow Apollos, some follow Paul, some follow Cephas (Peter)...” when we’re all supposed to be following Jesus,
DIRECTLY... verbiage. Many non-denominationals aren’t any better. Most of them have simply developed their own systems,
following themselves, leading themselves, TEACHING themselves, participating in “Godless chatter” which Paul Warns us to avoid
In 2 Tim 2:16. As you can tell, our Father is quite disappointed with this systemite clergyman’s program failure rate of 67%. Many men’s
wisdom run programs are just like the systemite churches... Jesus gets to participate, on occasion, but He ain’t running the show.
There is a huge mainstream evangelism “crusade,” which many Christians hold up as “the” standard. However...

from their OWN study... the fact was revealed that it is only:

25% effective!!!
Only 25% of those “evangelized” are still in churches-- MUCH LESS, walking & talking with God! Yeshua hasn’t given us an exact
figure, but He’s approved our using this: We’d bet if you “glumped” all of the AA-type men’s wisdom programs together, then
considered the systemite churches in that “glump,” the failure rate would be between what our Father negatively remarked to, 67%,
and the failure rate revealed on this men’s run evangelism ministry, 75%.
As Jesus addresses His case on other issues in this message, we will be able to get an overall perspective of why He does not support
many “door-to-door evangelism” efforts... it don’t work ‘cause, just like many AA-types & many systemite ministries, God’s children
are pointed to men. They are pointed to men’s teaching, men’s wisdom, vs. to Jesus & His teaching, to Father God, for His wonderful
Spiritual gift of wisdom-- how He sees things, to Them for gifts & equipping. And the Holy Spirit??? Many systemite pulpit occupants
haven’t a CLUE as to Whom He is– One of Team God we are supposed to be baptized into. (Mt 28:19) Many systemites are still locked
into the water baptism of John, for the repentance of sin-- 2000 years later. Very nice, but it don’t do what water baptism is supposed
to do, to get us to Jesus & the Holy Spirit, as well as closer to Father God, Sir... Ep 4, for there is ONE baptism... These innocent “door
-to- door evangelized” children of God often have scripture quoted “at” them. Yeshua has told us that this matter is...

“hurtful” to Him.
The failure of door- to- door evangelism is not the fault of the kids going door to door– it’s the fault of the systemite men sending them-unequipped-- without Jesus. Why? Because, since these systemite men are not walking in the Spirit... walking & talking with God,
they are also unequipped. If they were equipped, they wouldn’t continue in their systemites ways & teachings. Yeshua knows their
motives, are they: bringing the children to Him, to themselves, or, filling pews & offering baskets? So, the newly “evangelized” children
eventually fall away from Jesus. Just like in Jesus’ “parable of the sower” (Mk 4), these children of God fall away

to: satan; to: sin; to: worries... & as sadly, to: “no roots”--
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ALL of which can be fixed with God’s abundantly available & promised
Spiritual gifts, fruits of the Spirit, armoring & equipping-- ALL, 100%.
Gee, let’s see, the “parable of the sower” failure rate was 75%-- & that very popular evangelism crusade ministry... failure rate of... 75%.
This “in the neighborhood of 67 - 75% failure rate” ought to be teaching us something... What these systemite church leaders do is
as dangerous as presenting a Bible to someone, “the letter,” which can “KILL,” but not adequately presenting Jesus to them, who will
reveal the Spirit of the scriptures, which gives life, wonderfully illuminating the Bible. Yeshua directed that we place the following here:
We’re slow, but, hearing Jesus say, “hurtful,” changed us. We check with God on every statement we make. We hold Jesus to His
promise: It is not us communicating with God’s children, it’s Them... We don’t go to His future saints unless sent. A systemite might
conclude--conclude, not A.S.K. God, “Well I guess no one can be used to grow the Kingdom unless they are fully equipped.” That’s
just not the case. One of us mere scribes saw a future saint go from a “total nonbelieiver” to “in love with God” in a matter of only
twenty minutes... well before this scribe had much equipping-- except for knowing he could ask God for answers on any of the future
saint’s questions, to relay back to the future saint. Neatly, you can follow up with God on these future saints (this one happens to
reside in Galveston, Texas, & the scribe doesn’t plan on seeing him again until heaven). Anyway, the scribe would check back with
Father God on how the now saint was doing. The last report was, “He’s doing good.” The scribe now feels no need to even ask.

Jesus’ “marching orders” to each of us on this evangelism subject:
Jn 15:5, Without Me you can do NOTHING.
Jn.13:20, Truly, truly, I say unto you, he that receives whomsoever
I SEND, receives Me; and he that receives Me receives Him that sent Me.
This, “being sent,” is not a “nice to”-- it’s a “MUST”... more on that, later.
Now, to Father God’s way:
When God had said, “H.A.L.T.!” ...to one of the scribes of this message,
what He was saying was:
H - Hunger. “I have taken care of that for you, haven’t I?”
A - Anger. “I fixed that in you, didn’t I?”
T - Tired. “I tuck you into bed at night, so you’ll be rested, don’t I?”
And the “L,” Loneliness? “I’ve fixed the rest, I’ll fix that, too...”

So, for us saints or future saints?
H - Hunger, harassment, hatred... any “H” word...
A - Anger, anxiety, arrogance... any “A” word...
L - Loneliness, lust, livelihood... any “L” word...
T - Tired, tempted, tyrannical... any “T” word...
As for other letters, let’s use just 2...
s - satan (it’s not misspelled... “it” never gets capitalized...)
O - Obedience

And, just as Father God says,

“I don’t fail 67% of My children!”
Some PERFECT scripture examples which reveal the huge gap between systemite teaching & God’s H.A.L.T. are:

Ephesians 4 & 5 vs. Galatians 5,
“Stumbling blocks” vs. “Pearls” (both God’s words...),
“Offal” vs. “Equipping,”
Note: “Offal” is simply a Bible word meaning, “bull manure.” We’ll show you where that word comes from... a little later.
“The Letter KILLS” vs. “The Spirit gives life,”
“Reading” vs. “Hearing.”
First, the huge stumbling block of offal, “do-do” that KILLS God’s little children
when it’s “read,” preached “at” them, Ep 4 & 5:
“Put off falsehood, do not sin, no unwholesome talk, get rid of bitterness, anger, rage, greed, brawling, slander, malice...”
Is Paul trying to put the Ephesians back under the CURSE of the law (legalism)-- which HE warns us of in Ga 3:10???
Where only a mere handful of Hebrews could “do-do” it, is Paul asking the Ephesians to?
That’s the New Covenant? Not!

2 Cor 3:9, For if the covenant that brought condemnation HAD glory,
the covenant that brought righteousness exceeds much more in glory.
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The OC, the written code of laws, was supposed to be “faded in glory”

<<<2000 years ago!!!>>>
He 7:18,19, The former regulation is SET ASIDE because it was weak and
USELESS (for the law {legalism} made nothing perfect), and a better hope
is introduced, by which we draw near to God.
Ro 3: 28, For... a person is justified by faith apart from the works of the law.
The NC, Father God, Yeshua, the Holy Spirit– abiding in us, to write
Their words on our hearts & in our minds, to guide, counsel, equip, protect us...
First point: Ep 4 & 5 should NEVER be “preached at” God’s children.

ONLY the Holy Spirit is authorized to convict ANY of God’s children (Jn 16:8):
Absolutely ZERO men allowed.
Second point: IF Ep 4 & 5 are ever brought forth with Jesus & with Jesus’ full approval,
they should NEVER be presented without mentioning the transferable “pearls” in the remainder of Ep.
Before we get into the wonderfully transferable pearls in Ga 5, let’s touch on a very few matters revealing God’s equipping ways
vs. systemite, “do-do,” awful offal, law. For instance, “obedience”:

Lest we EVER forget:

Obedience comes from faith. (Ro 1:5)
Faith is one of the Spiritual gifts which we are encouraged to...
“...earnestly seek FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT.” (1 Cor 12, 14:1-4, Ro 12)
If we’re going to “do-do” something, why don’t we do just as Paul exhorts,
& earnestly & especially seek these abundantly available gifts & armor?
All for the A.S.K.ing.
Besides, if we do, “do-do,” who gets the glory? Not Them...
No testimony for Jesus’ power & love out of that-- is there?
Is that a demonstration of the power of the Holy Spirit our Dad so much loves?
Obedient, or, be OBEDIENT-ED?
Yes, there are a FEW blessings for obedience. However, we far too often forget:

Ro 3:20, No one will be declared
righteous (morally good) in God’s sight
by observing the LAW (legalism).
His sight is all we care about, isn’t it? Shouldn’t we continue just as He’s teaching us-go for His GIFTING & EQUIPPING? Shouldn’t we joy - fully “settle” for being

obedient-ED?
Our Dad “updated” from the OC to the NC for a reason... A.S.K.
So, if we have a disobedience issue, we H.A.L.T., we wrestle with the Lord, annoying Him until He fixes it.
Okay, until we get all the equipping, we will “stumble” – right?
So, if we are convicted by the Holy Spirit on any of the above listed Ep 4 & 5 issues, for example:

Rebuke, Repent, Restore, Report (testimony, demonstration)...
-- That’s the way the Lords do it–

Lord, I repent. Please continue to equip me to relent.
ed

Lord, i just want to be an obedientservant...
Lk 15:10, “...there is rejoicing in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents.”
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Worldly guilt KILLS,
Godly guilt leads to the beauty of repentance, followed by
salvation & restoration...
(2 Cor 7:10)
And, since They do the fixing of our stumbling-- THEY get ALL of the glory.

As for our dealings with others who repent:
Lk 17:4 Jesus said, “Even if they sin against you seven times in a day & seven times they come back
to you saying, ‘I repent’... forgive them.”
This can be accomplished with God’s poured out gift of love &/or the Gal 5 fruit of the Spirit. Seek.

It’s ALWAYS been men’s CHOICE...
“do” it, or seek God & let Him lead us.
(Remember Joshua, Moses, Gideon, Enoch?)
We know the Ephesians were pagans to the hilt-- worshipers of false gods-- Diana/Artemis. Paul obviously received permission from
the Lord to issue the Ep 4 & 5 rebukes. Sadly, the vast majority of church systemite leaders do not do the same... And, remember,
to quote Ep 4 & 5 without quoting, for instance, Ep 1's, “I never stop giving thanks for you...,” is errant, a corruption of word & Spirit.
All of Ep 1 is full of laudatory remarks. Paul’s self-description in Ro 7 is as being a wretched slave to sin, covered only by grace.
Obviously, it would be absolute hypocrisy on Paul’s part to then turn around & issue only rebukes to Yeshua’s Ephesian children.
Especially since it was Saul/Paul who was told by Jesus, “It is Me you are persecuting.” Then again, that is exactly what many church
systemite leaders do... persecute Jesus thru God’s well-loved children. The Paul-period churches were ALL barely emerging. It is
impossible to tell whether or not such transferable pearls as the 1 Cor 12, 14 & Ro 12 Spiritual Gifts EQUIPPING messages had been
revealed. For instance, Paul gave us the criteria for the Spiritual gift of prophecy in 1 Cor 14: 1-4, ...for strengthening, encouragement,
comfort, edification-- NOT to tear down. Given the countless number of “startup” churches at that time, it is further impossible to say
who got exactly what letters and, if so, when. There may be an indicator in Ep 1:17-19 that the Cor Spiritual Gifts message had not yet
been revealed, in that Paul tells the Ephesians that he has been asking God to give them the Spirit of wisdom & revelation... & His
“incomparably great power” for them-- he did not urge them to seek those equipping gifts directly. We can tell that additional equipping
GIFT passages such as the Ja 1:5, God’s abundant gift of wisdom passage had not been released by the time of the Ep letter. A further
example, Ro, with the all important “obedience comes from faith...” passage-- which could surely have been employed in Ephesus,
we know was not written until after Ep. Also, 1 Cor, for instance, appears to be a most personal letter. Was it widely circulated? And,
of course, Revelation was surely not given until after the apostle Paul’s ministry. Seeking God directly for His gifts & equipping never
caught on in Ephesus. In Re, Jesus, tho giving them some credit for some do-do, threatened to take them down for deserting their
first love –Team God. “Do-do” so often leads to that... Being good at do-do may mean we’re acting better, but, we’re little closer to
God...

Review Ro 3:20? No one will be declared righteous in God’s sight
by observing the LAW (legalism).

Ga 2:21, “...for if righteousness could be gained
through the LAW, Christ died for NOTHING!”
Paul is dismayed with the Galatians for turning away from Christ’s gospel, & back to “legalism,” which he calls “...no gospel at
all,” & asks them, “Who bewitched you?” (Ga 1:7)

One of the scribes of this message asked Jesus,“Sir, it appears that Paul struggles in some
parts of his messages...some parts of his messages not being as full of love as others.
Obviously, PAUL never got all of the Spiritual gifts passages, right?”
The scribe also queried Yeshua as to whether or not the Ephesians EVER got all of the
equipping & Spiritual gifts passages, particularly the ones in 1 Cor 12, 14:1-4, Ro, Ph, Ja,
He, 1 Jn, Re.

This is Jesus’ reply:
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“It is not important who got what passages then.
What is important to Me is that
ALL of Our children
receive the Spiritual gifts passages TODAY.”
To list the Spiritual gifts from 1 Cor 12 & 14: Wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing, miraculous powers,
prophecy, distinguishing between spirits (discernment), tongues (languages), the interpretation of
tongues, administration. “All of these are the work of one & the same HOLY SPIRIT, & He gives them
to each one, JUST AS HE DETERMINES.” Further, gifts of serving, teaching, encouraging, giving, leading,
& showing mercy are listed in Ro 12. All to be EARNESTLY SOUGHT FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT.
Hospitality is also encouraged.

Now, to a “pearl of all pearls”... Ga 5... the whole thing...
More indicative of the training Paul received directly from the Holy Spirit, Adonai (Father God), & Jesus is Ga 5:
First: Paul warns of trying to be “justified by the law,” thus being “alienated from Christ,”
and, the Galatians accepting “bad yeast.”
Ga 5:4, 9, 10, You who are trying to be declared righteous by God thru legalism have severed yourselves from the Messiah (Jesus)!
You have fallen away from God’s grace! “A little yeast works through the whole batch of dough.” I am confident that the one who
has been disturbing you... will have to bear HIS PUNISHMENT.
Next: He goes on to warn them (& us) of,

sexual immorality, impurity, indecency, idolatry, hatred, discord, fits of rage, selfish
ambitions, jealousy, dissension, envy, orgies... & the like...
Even more serious flaws than listed in Ep 4 & 5.

Finally: Paul provides the fix for EVERYTHING he warned them (& us) of:
Ga 5:16-23

Walk in the Spirit
& you will NOT fulfill (or have)
the lusts (the desires) of the flesh.
REPEAT: NOT!
That’s not too much to ask, is it?
<<< Walk & talk with God, bond with Him, H.A.L.T. with Him...>>>
Then, Paul reveals some GOD-sized bonuses we get from
walking in the Spirit-- walking & talking with God,

the fruits of the Spirit:
LOVE, joy, peace (no worries), patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, humility, self-control. (From CJB)
Those God-sized bonuses just wiped out ALL sin & disobedience issues...
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Did they not???
Ga 5:20: ...let us stay in STEP with the Spirit.

Ro 8:1, 4 “There is no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus...

who are walking in the Spirit & not in the flesh...”
Ga 5:18, ...if you are led by the Spirit, you are NOT under LAW.
Now, again, That’s called being obedient-ED.
Wanna’ try getting THOSE blessings by doing “do-do?”
Or, let’s really deeply, diligently, “Bible study”... again, without inviting Them?
Today’s systemite church leaders-- 2000 years later... well, they should know better... Unlike Paul, the Ephesians, the
Galatians, & all of the other churches of the period, they have ALL of the gifting & equipping guidance... all of it.
Let’s not lose track of this wonderful & transferable “pearl” (Father God’s word)...

Ro 5:5, We are EQUIPPED to LOVE –
God’s top command,
by the pouring of His love into our hearts. Seek.
So, in addition to love being a fruit of the Spirit... just one more way of being equipped.
Another major benefit of walking in the Spirit : walking & talking with God,

Je 29:11-13,

I know the plans I have for YOU, declares the Lord.
Plans to prosper YOU, not to harm you,
plans to give YOU hope & a future...
I will listen to you... you will seek Me & find Me...
Ps 103:2, Forget not all of His benefits...
That’s impossible... no one can count His (& Their) benefits!
Ja 1:17, Every good & perfect gift is from above...
And, just as He promises:
His plans are to prosper, not harm. His “plans” for YOU include listening to YOU about YOUR plans.

Ro 12:1, 2, “Offer yourself to God... as your SPIRITUAL act of worship...
then you will be able to TEST & APPROVE
what God’s will for YOU is – His good, pleasing & perfect will.”
So, how that works... from a very recent demonstration...
The saint was just into, walking & talking with God.
The saint & his wife did some rough planning for a personal trip...
God was listening to their desires...
At an appropriate time, they invited God in...
He pearl-ized it.
He added wonderful things it would have been impossible for them to foresee.
The saint was relaying this miracle to a scribe, & Father God said to the scribe,

“I like to hear My children’s plans.”
Hear ANY church systemite stumbling block material quoted do-do in this? Any “law?”
Nope, just more transferable pearls we get for SEEKing Him, walking in the Spirit with Him.
Je 31:31-34, He 8:6-12 ...over 2000 years ago???

I will make a new covenant.
I will put My teachings in the minds of My children
& write them on their hearts.
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No longer will a man teach a man...
know Me, for they will all know Me.
I will forgive their wickedness
& I will REMEMBER their sins no more...
2 Cor 6:16, “I will dwell in them & walk among them...”
Only those few GIVEN the Spiritual GIFT of conveying the gospel of peace-of good news & great joy (Lk 2:10), should teach.

Mt 10:19, 20, For, it will be the Spirit giving them the words.
If you’re not having joy, fun, it ain’t Jesus...
it’s someone calling themselves your teachers.
So, until you get enough of the 1 Cor 12 Spiritual gift of discernment to be able to
differentiate between who is & who is not a teacher approved by Yeshua,
(Kingdom business only, not worldly),
how can you tell, really quickly... Piece of cake...
If they proclaim themselves as teachers...

RED FLAG!
Then, check with God.

Mt 23:10, And do not be called teachers,
for One is your Teacher, the Christ.
Ja 3:1, My brethren, let not many of you become teachers, knowing that we shall receive a stricter judgment.

Further: Ma 23:9, And do not call anyone on earth “father”,
for you have one Father, and He is in heaven.
(Of course, you will still call your earthly Dad Father.)
He 8:13,

By calling the covenant, new, He has made the first one OBSOLETE,
& what is OBSOLETE & aging will soon disappear.. .
<<< 2000 years ago...>>>
And the vast majority of God’s Christian children are still being fed OBSOLETE offal, do-do, law???
Note 1:
Very recently, a saint was cleaning the gutters of his house... WITH the Holy Spirit leading the undertaking, when,

the Holy Spirit said to the saint...

“Offal is awful!”
Note 2:
During the first step of the Lord’s-directed “VALIDATION PHASE” of His Project "30",
this saint was introduced to only a portion of the, at that time, unfinished project.
In a mere THREE WEEKS:
This saint drew closer & closer to God each day, & God, closer to Him... just as He promises (YOU).
The saint was already realizing MAJOR benefits of,
Walking in the Spirit : Walking & talking with God...
In a mere THREE WEEKS.
For some examples, a FEW samples of numerous conversations & events, including the afore-mentioned trip planning:
The saint had his petitions about a job answered by both a vision
& God following up the vision by talking to the saint & confirming the vision.
The saint was saved from a wreck on slick road ice... as the saint was driving WITH God.
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The saint had approached Jesus about a beer issue.
Jesus said, “I just don’t want you so drunk that you can’t hear the Holy Spirit.”
EQUIPPING? Followed...
The saint & his wife attended a Bible study.
At the Bible study, the saint invoked the Holy Spirit & Yeshua to take over the meeting.
They did... & even spoke thru another saint attendee.

Three weeks. < enough samples > demonstrations?
And, by the way... this particular saint’s overall goal in approaching this project?
He wanted it to take him to, “his Daddy’s lap.”

Jn 19:"30": IT IS FINISHED.
And, as for YOU... your particular goals? You might not be able to see them... yet... but,

Jn 19:"30": IT IS FINISHED.
Lk 12:47 & 48-- check this out with Jesus...
“Those I give or entrust more to, I DEMAND more from...”
Mt 20:24-28-- check this out with Yeshua...

“The Son of man (Jesus) did not come to be served, but to serve...”
Do we not recognize the GLORY of the NEW COVENANT (2 Cor 3), by which we are brought into the very abiding presence of our Dad-Abba, of Jesus, of the Holy Spirit? To guide us thru the letter of the Bible which Paul says, “KILLS,” to reveal the PEARLS & guide us
around the stumbling blocks in it. There are literally THOUSANDS of word & meaning changes in all versions of the Bible. Yeshua
knows where each one is. (Much more on that critical subject as we go along...) Since Jesus was crucified, DIED on the cross, to give
us His continual presence, is it not far less than brilliant of us to read, without CONTINUALLY consulting Him? When there are so many
WARNINGS provided us concerning the letter, the "do-do,” legalism... should we not be very cautious, very wary? Such passages
as in:
Ro, 1 Cor, Gal, Ep, Ph, He, Ja... just to mention SOME...
And none of these passages even come from the direct testimonies Yeshua gives us concerning the teachings of the priests & their
legalism “yeast.” Why would Jesus warn us of the “old wine” vs. the “new wine?” Are not today’s systemite church leaders now the
“old wineskins?” ...which Jesus could not pour new wine into, for they would burst. (Mt 9:16, 17) Are they not still preaching the Old
Covenant, vs. the New Covenant (Je 31, He 8), written by our Father on our hearts & into our minds? As we know, the ancient Hebrews,
under the Old Covenant, written in letter, had neither God, nor the Holy Spirit, nor Yeshua abiding in them... & failed miserably...
The Lord has asked us to provide you with our overall approach to the letter, which KILLS:
Okay, Sirs, we hear You loudly & clearly-- ZERO reading of anything about You-- without You... Not the Bible, not any book about You.
Now, since You gave us the pearls & stumbling blocks descriptions of the letter, Here’s what we request from You: We could care less
about quoting or memorizing scripture... Under the NC, we need You to write in our minds & hearts only what You want us to know
to be most effective-- with Y’all in Your Kingdom... Lead us to the transferable pearls which can bless Your children... And, go ahead
& show us some stumbling blocks which cannot only hurt Your children... but, thus, end up hurting You, Jesus, & grieving You, Father
God, Sir, & Holy Spirit – as You’ve told us. And, Jesus, teach us how to not “meddle” in Your business (1 Pe 4:15). Equip us all to get
the, as Y’all call it, the “awful offal” out, the systemite do-do stuff that KILLS Your children’s Spirits.
What follows next is the K.I.S.S. project element of H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K., as Yeshua now applies it to address not only the sin &
satan issues, but also to address the remainder of the door- to- door evangelism & sacrifice subjects... all, most directly, His churchesrelated issues.
From Jesus... to YOU:

K.I.S.S.
Keep it simple saints. ASK Us,
We will teach you ALL you need to
know.

Lk 12:31, SEEK first the Kingdom of God & ALL these
things will be given to you as well.
Lk 11: Ask & it will be given to you; seek & you will find; knock(= boldness, shameless audacity, to annoy, wrestle)
& the door will be opened to you.
For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; to him who knocks, the door will be opened.
Ph 4:6, In everything... present your requests to God.
2 Cor 10:5, Take every thought captive...
Lk 18:1, Pray (say, talk, petition), & never give up...
Ep 6:18, “...pray in the SPIRIT on ALL occasions with all kinds of prayers & requests.”
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These are pursuable goals in walking in the Spirit : Walking & talking with Team God.
<<<Next to salvation & life itself... this could be Their VERY TOP gift.>>>
These goals are just so simple, & yet, so ENTIRELY beneficial!
We do have to think all the time, RIGHT? So, from now on, just think it to whichever Entity of Team God you’d like to. Check with
Them on EVERY thought you get... The good thoughts, thank Them for. The dumb or bad thoughts, A.S.K. Jesus where in the heck
they came from. The unclear or nebulous thoughts, don’t sweat it, let ‘em slide. Again, is it not less than brilliant to have our Dad, the
Holy Spirit, & Jesus IN us-- but we’re choosing to “think” to ourselves? This achievable goal of walking in the Spirit comes to you as
an EXTREMELY highly recommended PURSUIT, from Jesus, Paul. In asking Yeshua just how much He wants God’s children to walk
& talk with Them, He said, “Just tell them to come to Us like ‘Chatty Cathy’...,” the little doll you wind up & it never quits talking. Re
5:8, Each one had a harp and they were holding golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of the saints.
So, what’s this like-- to Them? Like a father coming home from work & the children running up & shouting, “Daddy! Daddy!” Or, like
the returning Biblical “prodigal son.” (Lk 15) It is impossible to quantify how much more God likes to see Their children seek answers
about Them directly from Them, instead of from men & men’s books ...yes, & that also includes the Bible.
Ec 12:12, Of books there are many, & much study wearies the mind. The bottom line of Ec: “Revere God.” We don’t need to go out
& buy a bunch of “how to” books full of men’s wisdom opinions to learn how to better know our heavenly Family. We just talk with
Them... While we’re driving, watching the news is great, shopping, while at work, in church... Father God WILL talk back – Jesus?
Same. We come to learn how the Holy Spirit also communicates with us. He also talks with us, however, His inputs seem to come,
many times, in the form of “downloads” into your heart, mind, & spirit. Ac 15:28, “It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us...” Lk
11:3, Give us each our daily bread (food & Spiritual feedings)... A lot of Their communications with you come in the form of reminders
of what They have already told you, via words, demonstrations, visions/vision-ettes (short visions/snapshots) – precious. Seek.
Ex 35:35, God filled them with skills to do all manner of work... A saint in our fellowship manufactures play-scapes– but what he
manufactures surely do not fit that name. They are all custom made, every one different. Many are two & three stories high with large
child houses built in. Numerous angles, turns, & annexes. They are the most complicated structures of their type we have ever seen.
He & the Lord make only a simple sketch on a piece of notebook paper. Then, he & the Lord work on every building step required for
each & every play-scape. Your Dad wants you to be happy at work. Talk with Him... at work, too.
As you learn to walk in the Spirit, boredom disappears.
The pursuit is what Jesus calls “joy,” we call it “FUN!”
Lk 2:47 & 52:
And Jesus? Knew scripture at the age of 12.
He had the hard job... had to know lots of scripture. We don’t need to... we have Him to write His words in us.
He still had to go back home to,

Grow in favor with His Dad (& man), walking & talking with God.
So, since we know the direction we are headed, walking & talking with God... bonding with God...
Let’s now get back on the satan issue... in FULL Yeshua’s K.I.S.S. fashion:
Back in the parking lot, one of the scribes got a good download from Jesus...
Ep 6, Put on the full armor of God... which is God’s power, not ours. (Verse 1)
The Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) prompted the scribes to list the full armor of Father God here:

Ep 6:14-17, Stand firm then with the belt of truth buckled around your waist,
with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with
readiness that comes from the gospel of peace– of good news of great joy.
In addition to all of this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can
extinguish ALL of the flaming arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet of
salvation and the sword given by the Spirit, which is the word of God (past,
present, & future).
We don’t buy or build the armor-- we do as God says, get His armor directly from Him, &... put it on... Then, let Them adjust it. God gave
one of the scribes of this project a vision-ette of Him slowly “dove-tailing” His fingers together, revealing that the full armoring could
take some time. Therefor, seek the fruit of the Spirit, patience. Ph 1:6 “He who began a good work in you will carry it out until
completion...” Nice promise from our Dad, huh?

So, what else does Jesus give us on the satan issue?
# 1: It’s God’s armor, Jesus’ authority, His decisions on anything satan is TOLERATED to do... in God’s universe. (Mt28:18)
# 2: Ro 16:20, God will SOON CRUSH satan under your feet...
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We have been given no direct words from Jesus as to His timetable of when God will “soon” crush satan under each of you, or you
will be fully armored– except They told us ANY saint completing this project would NO LONGER be bothered by satan. Other than that
fact, we don’t feel other direct words are necessary. Obviously, that issue is worked out directly between Team God & each saint.

Now, let’s address two good guys who were bothered by satan... Job, & Paul.
First, Job:
God ALLOWED satan to test His favored servant, Job.
Then, after the testing, Father God restored Job’s fortunes & gave him twice as much as he had before. (Job 42:10)
Second, Paul... & this is HIGHLY CRITICAL for us:
2 Cor 12:7, “To keep me from becoming conceited, because of these surpassing great revelations,
there was GIVEN me a thorn in my flesh, a messenger of satan.”
And, a little further down...
“My grace is sufficient for you...”
Let’s break this one up into three parts.
Part one: The reason for Paul’s thorn... to keep him from becoming conceited, because of these surpassing great revelations.
Paul gets to pen @ ½ of the NT-- more entire Bible books than anyone else in the history of mankind.
More “direct press” than all of the other disciples...
Gets to set up churches all over the place-- more than anyone else.
Trained directly by Father God, Jesus, & the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit).
Corrects, rebukes, two of the original twelve disciples.
Yes, we can see why Paul might be given a thorn to keep him from being conceited...
Part two: The way too far often quoted out of Spiritual context,
“My grace is sufficient for you...,” passage.
“Sufficient” grace??? Look again at what Paul got to do-- more like AMAZING grace... Is it not?
Part three: GIVEN a messenger of satan.
Jesus allowed that thorn. satan has no, ZERO, nada, sifr, power over us unless tolerated by Yeshua.
Now, as for Paul-- yes, he got the messenger thorn.

As for us saints?
As we learn to walk & talk in the Spirit, ALL that satan & sin stuff dies...
Does it not?
Saints get fully IMMUNIZED.
It’s all O.B.E.– Overcome by Elohim– Team God.
Let’s now look at one more, well, pretty good Guy, who encountered satan, Yeshua... (Mt 4)
One: Yeshua was led into the wilderness to be tempted by satan ...led there by the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit).
Two: satan quoted scriptures at Jesus–

quoted precisely.
Three: Jesus knew the rebuttal scriptures.
Four: Yeshua was, at the end of His time in the wilderness, ministered to by angels.
Five: satan never bothered Jesus again until the pre-prophesied Judas incident. (Jn 17:12)
Points made, for us?
One: He completed his time in the wilderness. From then on, He was productive in God’s Kingdom.
Two: what’s its name...
satan knows scripture:

Jesus made a point to one of these mere message scribes that,
systemite quoting of “offal,” “do-do” scripture is

playing right into satan’s hands!
Three: God will crush satan under our feet, “soon,” as promised. Gone from us for ETERNITY. (Ro 16:20)
Four: Jesus got ministering angels... A.S.K. Adonai (Father God) for angels for you & your loved ones.
Five: We have the three Entities of Team God abiding in us. They”ll teach us what scriptures we need to know.
Bottom line on ALL “satan” or “sin” type issues:

How can any of us tell whether or not an evil input is from our own
(interim... until we get equipped) flesh, or by satan, when tolerated-- by Jesus?

No man can determine that...
&, therefor, we MUST H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.... Yeshua.
Each saint will either have satan crushed underneath their feet, or, they will be armored with the Ep 6 shield of faith – to extinguish
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ALL of the flaming arrows of the evil one.

2 Th 3:3, ...the Lord is faithful, & He will strengthen you & protect you from the evil one.

Jn 8:36, ...when the Son sets you free, you are free indeed.
Polishing up the, “door to door evangelism” issue...
First let’s review Jesus’ “marching orders” to EACH of us on this evangelism subject:
Jn 15:5, Without Me you can do NOTHING.
Jn.13:20, Truly, truly, I say unto you, he that receives whomsoever
I SEND receives Me;
and he that receives Me receives Him that sent Me.
God’s “sending” is revealed over 600 times in the Bible.

This, “being sent,” is not a “nice to” – it’s a “MUST.”
Now, on with the issue...
“Stay in Jerusalem... “ (Lk 24:49)
Perhaps you are a relatively new saint, just learning from Yeshua about, “Walking & talking with God,”
& are wondering,
“Why can’t We get started with Kingdom business... now,
& if not now, can I be given a specific date to plan on?”
Surely, you can ask Him, but He probably ain’t gonna’ answer these two questions to exactitude.
Why not?
Jesus sees all sorts of unequipped saints out there “meddling” in His business-- even if unintentionally.
Jesus loses when that happens. Father God’s innocent children lose when that happens.
He will monitor your hunger level & ensure you are fed, however,
Even the 11 remaining disciples Yeshua told, on His departure to heaven, to,
“Stay in Jerusalem...”
until they had been clothed with the power of the Holy Spirit.
We all need & get a very healthy amount of that power... the Holy Spirit in us.

<<<Further, They do not want ANY more martyrs! (As in Ac 7)>>>
A parable... for all of us... from Jesus...
Jesus, in particular, loves to teach in parables. (Mt 13:34)
All of the three Entities of Team God do, but, He seems to do so the most.
YOU WILL receive these parables designed specifically for you... no doubt.
One reason He loves to teach in parables is:
Yeshua gets to interpret His parables for His DIRECT disciples-- not to other men. (Mt 8: 9, 10)
God likes to watch you “mull it over,” get a little “puzzled...”
Get used to it... it comes with the territory. We never said it was perfect.
Recently, a scribe was discoursing with the 3 Entities of Team God. The discourse went something like this:
Looks like we have plenty of passages to point saints to Father God & Jesus, but, would One of You 3 provide us a really strong
passage pointing us to the Holy Spirit – the unsung Hero of You 3? i mean, You 3, fully tied together in the Spirit, as Team God, always
seem to point to each Other– Like when, Father God points to Yeshua, or, Yeshua points to the Holy Spirit, or, the Holy Spirit points
us back to Father God... Always keeping us in full circle. Father God has “the lead” on creation issues, the Holy Spirit has the lead
on rebuking of children & many equipping & counseling issues... Since this is a church issue, & since Jesus has the lead of the 3 on
issues regarding Their churches, the scribe decided to redirect the issue to Jesus.
So, the very next morning, in response to this issue, Jesus awoke the scribe with:
2 passages & a parable.
The passages:
Passage #1:
Lk 4:14, Jesus returned to Galilee in the “power of the Holy Spirit.”
What Yeshua is teaching is that He did NOT always possess the full power of the Holy Spirit during His time on earth.
(A few other similar passages point to that, as well.)
Passage #2:
Jn 16:7-13, I will send you a Counselor... Who will guide you into ALL truth.
Whew, now, that’s one powerful passage...
Yeshua’s parable...
Yeshua’s ministry lasted for @ 3 1/2 years. Out of those 3 1/2 years of effort,
Jesus ended up with only about 120 close followers. (Ac 1:15)
Those were the 120 who,
(Lk 24:49)
Stayed in Jerusalem, waiting for Jesus’ promised gift of the power of the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit).
The power of the Holy Spirit did come to the 120 followers of Jesus, just as Jesus promises. (Present tense...)
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And, the day the power of the Holy Spirit came on the 120...
they were used to approach other children... and... about 3,000 were added to their number, that day. (Ac 2:41)
3,000 vs. 120
Two points to understanding this parable:
#1: It has nothing to do with speaking in other known languages (“tongues”), or not speaking in other known languages. (Ac 2:6)
From Jesus: Speaking in unknown tongues is for personal edification & NOT for the edification of others. (Ac 2:6)
#2: Just because it is Jesus sending us our Counselor, that does not make the 1/3 of Team God Holy Spirit subservient to Jesus.
You are now Yeshua’s direct disciple, being taught directly by Him. His desire is to teach you His parables-- Himself.

Now, what did They give us to solve the last issue brought up in the fellowship,
“mercy vs. sacrifice?”
(And remember, They’re always on H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.)
When one scribe questioned Jesus on this mercy vs. sacrifice issue, Jesus said, strongly:
“Go see what this means, I desire mercy, not sacrifice.”
(Mt 9:13)
These scribes knew to press no further.
GO! DIRECTLY to Them-- on EVERY sacrifice issue.
Negotiate with God to arrange or rearrange tomorrow’s schedule to fit your desired event “X” in.
REASON with Them to arrange your finances, so that you don’t have to sacrifice your desires.
Plan your vacations with Them so you don’t have to, “borrow from Peter to pay Paul.”
Talk with Them about tithing. They’ll provide the desire, the means & counsel you as to where to give.

2 Cor 8:5, Tithing: “They exceeded our expectations:
they gave themselves FIRST to the Lord.”
As far as what Jesus was leading us to in this, “... I desire mercy, not sacrifice,” passage:
The remainder of the Mt 9:13 passage
does a pretty good job of shedding the most light on the subject...

“For I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners...”
And, do not forget: Luke 7:41, 47, where Yeshua (Jesus) says:

“Those I forgive the MOST... love Me the MOST.”

Mt 11:28-30, Jesus’ burden is LIGHT.
We need to be taught, by Yeshua, how to drop our heavy burdens at His feet,
& not to pick up, what Yeshua calls, unbearable burdens from ourselves, or, "systems" of do-do, legalism, law, awful offal.

I Tim 5:8, If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and
especially, for his immediate family, he has denied the faith and is
worse than an unbeliever.
STOP: Remember, don’t do-do this... H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
Jesus does NOT say, “AFTER you take care of church business...”
Family : Especially– primarily. A.S.K. Jesus.
He’ll REASON with you & guide you on other business, to include, HIS church business.
Father God has made it entirely clear to us that He loves His children to have recreational time...

“I like to see My children out enjoying themselves.”
(Should we not “sacrifice” & do what our Father likes?)
Let’s polish off “sacrifice”... with K.I.S.S. reminders,
OUR “WORK”:
Jn 6:28, 29, Then they asked Yeshua,

“What must we do to do the works God requires?”
Yeshua answered:

“The work of God is this: To believe in the One He has sent.”
Yes, we’ll do good works-- as we’re equipped & sent.

Ep 2:10, For we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ to do good works,

which God prepares for us to do.
Think we oughtta’ A.S.K. God which of His works He’d like us to tackle... with Him?
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Much hurtful damage occurs because of people stepping out in false faith,
without marching orders & without God.

For some VERY GOOD news...
<<<Is there not highly visible evidence that Jesus is inserting Himself more into THEIR churches?>>>
<<<Is He not leading some of His sheep out of legalistic do-do systems,>>>
<<<& also raising up, equipping, some of His saints to make changes from within systems?>>>

We’ve now been introduced to H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
& Walking & Talking in the Spirit, so,
where do we go from here?
Jn 11:9, “Are there not 12 hours in the day?”
Their best general guidance to us from the Bible.
That doesn’t mean They won’t be working around the clock, They just don’t expect us to.
REMINDER: I Tim 5:8, If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has denied the faith
and is worse than an unbeliever.
STOP: Again, don’t do-do– awful offal this... H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
Remember, your Father says, “I like to see My children out enjoying themselves.”
And don’t forget, He took the seventh day off.
So, when do YOU go “off-duty?” God’s answer to a scribe:

“Call the shot... yourself.”
Just say, “Hey, Dad, I’m going off-duty now, see Ya’ first thing in the morning.”
Or, for instance, “OK Lord, I’m going off-duty to watch this movie, but, if You want to teach me anything during this movie,
please do.” They are great at that!

Now, let’s look at H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K. results, samples of how it works...
DEMONSTRATIONS of the Spirit's power:
1 Cor 2:4, 5, “... NOT with wise & persuasive WORDS,
but with a DEMONSTRATION of the Spirit's power,
so that your faith might NOT rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power.”
Demonstrations, individual TESTIMONIES of what God has done for us –
&, ESPECIALLY NOT what we did for ourselves as do-do, draw future saints and saints closer to Team God.
H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K. creates these demonstrations... Need a demonstration? You’ll get PLENTY.
The Lord has asked us to provide you SOME of the testimony areas, areas where we scribes have experienced these wonderful,
“Spirit demonstrations.”
They selected ones we have experienced since starting the practice of,
walking & talking with God : walking in the Spirit.
<<Okay, we could start on any letter, but, They gave us the letter “S” – in keeping with the “S”implicity of>>
Their H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K. teachings...
so, here we go...
H.A.L.T.-ing on the letter S:
Jesus directed us to amplify this first demonstration for you,
since it addresses the “S” word: Simple...., directly.

PS 116:6, The Lord protects the simple...
SIMPLE: One of the scribes of this message was attending his daughter’s basketball game in the town of Lampasas, Texas. He was
standing against a gymnasium wall & could not help but overhear a gentleman next to him complaining to another person about the
intense pain he was in. The scribe said to Jesus, “i can’t hear all this man is saying, but You can. All i can tell is, he has some sort
of long-term pain-- lots of doctors, lots of medicines... Is there anything You want to say to him?” No response... Five or so minutes
went by and the scribe approached Jesus again, “Come on Jesus, this guy is hurting! Are You going to help him, or not???”
Immediately, the scribe got a Spirit download, & approached the saint or future saint... he didn’t know which. He said to the hurting
child of God, “Excuse me, sir, i don’t mean to interject, but i couldn’t help but overhear your conversation about your pain. i had a
broken back, interspinous ligament damage... lots of bad stuff, i dealt with it for years. Like you, i also took a lot of pain medications
and was referred to many doctors, but nothing helped. My pain was so intense that i had to lie in place for 24 to 36 hours at a time.
When i moved so much as my little finger, my back killed me. One day, i was in such pain, i decided to wrestle with God over this pain
issue. i yelled at God, ‘>@!#$%&*%#$*@, God. i’ve been to Your doctors, i’ve taken their medications, & nothing works! Now,
@!#$%&*, God, You can fix this, @!#$%&* back, so, why don’t You?’ God spoke, & very gently but firmly said, ‘I am taking this away
from you...’ Now, that was over five years ago, & i haven’t had one bit of pain since. So, sir, you may want to try that approach.” The
man’s attention was 100% captivated. Not much else was shared spiritually between the two of us, & the man walked away. i said
something like this to God, “Cool... so You’re going to fix him up, huh? Yeah, i know... & he’ll draw closer to You. Cool.” About 30
minutes later the gentleman returned. He asked the scribe, “Can you tell me more about this ‘wrestling with God’ stuff?” The scribe
said, “Sure...” ...and went on to relay how Job, Moses, Abraham, Habakkuk, Jacob, David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Gideon, Ezekiel, Joshua...
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all wrestled with/complained to God, and all won. The gentleman then said, “Well, I also have this second problem,” & went on to
explain it. The scribe couldn’t believe what he was hearing, for the scribe had experienced the exact same malady. After crosschecking with Yeshua, the scribe said, “That one’s easy. i’ve had the exact problem. This time, instead of wrestling with Father God,
i wrestled with Yeshua... & won.” It was obvious, this guy was a “done deal.” A little later, the man walked off, & the scribe went
straight to the Lord for Their standard practice of debriefing. The scribe said, “Wow! Y’all did absolutely great! i have no idea where
his walk was with You before, but You just leap-yeared it!”

God’s response:
“...NOT with wise & persuasive WORDS,
but with a DEMONSTRATION of the Spirit's power...”
Now, that’s exactly what They mean by simple... let Them do EVERYTHING...
Now, let’s continue with more “S” word demonstrations:
Sacrifice: That dumb issue is-- DEAD. We mere scribes go where They lead us, give what They lead us to give, to whom They lead us
to, as much as They guide us to... it just isn’t sacrificial... it’s just plain fun. We don’t miss anything important, kids’ events... whatever.
They manage our schedules... better than we could have ever thought of. One of the scribes felt an “urge” to give another saint some
money... but he didn’t know what figure would be correct, so, the scribe queried Jesus. (Ask) No response. The scribe went back to
Jesus a little later (Seek)... still no response. On the third attempt (Knock), the scribe received a download, "$300.” Cool. The scribe
gave the other saint the $300, in Jesus’ name, of course. Two days later, the second saint relayed to the scribe exactly what the money
had gone for. The $300 met all of the saint’s needs, & he had $11 left over... & bought himself a nice lunch. Yeshua desires mercy, not
sacrifice. He’ll teach the mercy part... &, EQUIP us, of course. Mercy, a Ro 12 Spiritual gift. K.I.S.S. Piece of cake. And, if you need
more money... bug Them for that, too.
Sadness: A scribe was a member of a pretty good assembly... some offal, moderate do-do, but, not as bad as others the scribe had been
exposed to. The scribe-- without checking with God-- invited one of God’s pretty darned precious little lambs to visit the assembly.
This particular little lamb has a very sweet, close relationship with her heavenly Father. They know each Other well. She had
experienced many occasions of being “beaten down” in churches & was growing in relying on her Father’s direct advice. She & the
scribe discussed the offal & do-do she could expect to encounter. The lamb took the scribe’s advice & went to the assembly the very
following week. She, over all, liked what she heard. However, as she relayed to the scribe a little later downstream... she soon ran into
the pastor in a worldly environment. She was entirely turned off & was hurt... callous remarks about others... the pastor was definitely
NOT walking & talking with God. So, the little lamb is, again, outside of any assembly-- but, with her Daddy. LESSON LEARNED: Father
God let the scribe make this stupid mistake of not talking to Him before inviting His little girl. He knew that she would just come
running directly back to Him. But, what about His innocent children who do not possess that armor? Sometimes we invite people to
assemblies... but they never come. This may be their Dad’s way of protecting those children from being “beaten down.” Don’t learn
the hard way... as this scribe had to. Check with Team God... it’s Their assembly. A.S.K.
Sadder sadness: A scribe was watching a TV evangelist’s program-- with God. It was a major mainstream, worldwide evangelist. The
message contained some excellent remarks about God’s love for His children. Then, the evangelist slipped into his own awful offal...
going into warnings & convicting... with ZERO equipping, no pointing to Jesus to receive guidance, counsel... ZERO mention of Jesus
being their direct Teacher... on & on... Then the preacher went for the “altar call.” A heavy spirit came over the scribe as he watched
the newly “evangelized” saints labor to the altar, obeying the preacher’s altar call... No smiles, no joy, mostly, heads tilted downward...
The scribe directed this question to Father God, “Sir... what do these kids of Yours look like to You?” Father God replied, “They look
like a bunch of drowned rats...” Test the spirits... with God... not with men.
Safety: ALL issues. Driving, tornadoes approaching... One of us was at work & said, “Lord, do i need to be concerned about these
tornado warnings?” The Lord said, “Just stay where you are...” Another demonstration: A scribe was outside talking with God in the
midst of a thunderstorm when God remarked, “You better go inside... this has not been perfected, yet.” The next morning it was
revealed that a tornado had touched down a mere 1/4 mile from where the scribe had been standing. Always seek Him on safety areas.
SAGE GUIDES: 1 Cor 2:16, “We have the mind of Christ.” Nah... We don’t really, do we? But, in a fashion... we can... Since Christ,
Father God, & the Holy Spirit abide in us... ALL of Their knowledge, Their abilities... are immediately available to us... IF, IF, IF... we are
walking in the Spirit. Remember Peter-- pre & post receiving the Holy Spirit? And, the Dude with the very first “mind of Christ,” Christ...
grew in favor with His Dad (&man) by walking & talking with Him. A.S.K.
Salvation: We mere scribes have been given more than we could ever have expected concerning this critical issue... & the answers
ain’t what we hear from systemite pulpits. No one can “read” about salvation. In the letter, it’s one humongous parable-- Jesus teaches
His parables only to His direct disciples. Much more on this important salvation subject later in this message...
satan: Still an issue? Ex 6:6, God said, “I will rescue you...” 2 Th 3:3, ...the Lord is faithful, & He will strengthen you & protect you from
the evil one.
SAVING MARRIAGES: In Mal, God states, “I hate divorce.” He does NOT hate the people of the marriages that end in divorce. Let’s
repeat that: He does NOT hate the people of the marriages that end in divorce. The divorce rate in systemite churches is just the same
as in the rest of the U.S.... a sickly 50%. And that doesn’t count the sad number of cases of adultery, lying, arrogance, brutality... which
don’t result in divorce. Walk & talk with Elohim, A.S.K. Them to... manage your finances, schedules... but MOST IMPORTANTLY... to
be the Spiritual Leaders of your family... of your spouse & children. Joshua 24:15, “As for me & my house, we will serve the Lord.” In
doing so, well, it just ain’t possible to end up in divorce, it just ain’t possible. Father God asked us to provide this example for you:
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One scribe was walking with God as he was headed to a second saint’s home. The second saint was involved in an affair. The scribe
asked God, “Sir, how do You want to handle this?” God replied, “We will handle it with encouragement.” And... They did, in less than
30 minutes. The second saint is now very faithful & walking & talking with God. A.S.K. Until you’re further equipped with, for instance,
the Ga 5 Spiritual fruits of love, patience, faithfulness, etc., be a REAL MAN...-- Don’t take it out on your family... get in the wrestling tent
WITH God. KNOCK. Ph 1:6 “He who began a good work in you will carry it out until completion...”
Saving Their children: One night when one of the scribes was out walking & talking with Jesus, the scribe said to Jesus, “Sir, one of
these days i’m gonna’ get to talk to Your Mother.” Jesus replied, “Maybe...” When They tell you maybe, there’s a very good chance
it will occur. That very night, Mrs. Mary Ma’am gave the scribe a vision. In the vision, Mother Mary Ma’am was outside with a group
of girls, teaching them. In the picture was a polluted stream, with foxes dying along its outer bank... due to their drinking their own
polluted water. Song of Solomon 2:15, “Catch for us the foxes, the... foxes that ruin the vineyards...” As interpreted to the scribe, the
foxes represented preachers, the polluted waters– their teachings, & the children–Team God’s vineyard. We get to help here. SEEK.
Saving time: Hey, Dad, do i need to OPEN (REPEAT KEY WORD: OPEN) this letter? This one? This one? This one? Thanks. Do i
need to OPEN these e-mails? Delete, look at, delete, delete, delete, look at, delete, delete. Done... Hey, Lord Holy Spirit, Sir, do i need
to watch the news today... will i miss anything? i’d like to get cranking on this project We’re working on. TV UNOPENED. “Thanks,
Sir.”
Savings: Put God in charge of YOUR retirement... now. Bug Him every once in a while. Annoy Him-- tho, that’s not possible!
Saws: A scribe was working on a wood cutting project WITH the Lord. Suddenly, the Lord stopped the scribe from sawing. The scribe
yelled at the Lord, “Why’d You stop me?” The Lord showed him that a support under the piece of plywood THEY were cutting had
slipped. If the Lord had not stopped the scribe at the point He did, the result would have been a “kickback,” causing who knows what
physical harm to the scribe. Involve Team God in all you undertake. Ask yourself, “What would Jesus do?” (W.W.J.D.)
Say, talk, petition: Mealy-mouthed, weak-kneed, defeated petitioning is absolutely Spiritless. We are encouraged to approach God’s
throne of grace-- in us! – “with confidence.”-- boldly. (He 4:16) That’s not to say that you can’t “beg” – just be a “bold” beggar – those
are the ones that Jesus reached out to... Mt, Mk, Lk, Jn...
Schedules: ALL: Yours, your children’s... when the Holy Spirit teaches organization with the 1 Cor 12 Spiritual gift of administration,
it’s plain dun’ right! Earnestly seek...
Schedules: He 10:25... not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together. Yes, Christian fellowship is essential. However, God
knows we, for instance, have family, other personal, & work obligations, as well. There is no need to, “play churchy”-- attending church
events 3, 4, 5 nights a week. Added at Father God’s direction: One of the scribes of this message was in church on a Labor Day
weekend. The pastor (a fairly good one, but, definitely not walking in the Spirit), expressed his anger at the day’s low turnout. After
the pastor had walked away, God said to the scribe, “I like seeing My children out having fun.” Present your time conflicts to God.
School grades: You. Your children... Does your child have a problem? H.A.L.T. with Him on EVERY single deficiency. You can thank
& praise Him after He fixes the problems.
Schools: From Jesus, for all of us... Many Christian schools are systemite-run, to include even Christian universities. If you’re having
problems on a school selection issue, Yeshua knows every school, every teacher. A.S.K.
scribes-in-training: NC-type. His Je 31 & He 8 promises... They write Their words in our hearts & minds... & we speak or write only
what They tell us to. The jobs are open... Ask.
Scripture: Jn 14:1, Trust in God, trust also in Me. One of the scribes of this message queried our Father, “Sir, this sounds like a ‘do-do.’
i know of no equipping or gifting passage specifically addressing this very critical issue of trust. How do You expect us to get there?”
Father God replied, “Trust grows between two. It’s for those who have been thru WITH Us...” So... As we grow WITH God better, we
know Father God better, Yeshua better, the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) better... we’ll grow in trust. Precious...
Scriptures: Jn 5:39-40, “You diligently study the scriptures because you think that by them you possess eternal life. These are the
scriptures that testify about Me, yet you refuse to come to Me to have life.” Covered? See Je 31 & He 8... We’re under the NC-- THEY
write THEIR words on our hearts & in our minds... demonstration, demonstration, demonstration...
Security: H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K. Ya’ gotta’ request angels! You cannot “assume” you have them. Mt 4, Ps 34, Ps 91. A.S.K. One of
the scribes asked Father God why He uses angels. Father God’s reply: “Because they are totally loyal.” That’s where They are taking
us, too.
Seeing & hearing: A scribe was so upset that he yelled at God, “Am i so spiritually deaf that i can’t hear You, so spiritually blind that
i can’t see You?” God awoke the scribe at 2:28 A.M. with these words-- and God said them 3 times: “I will give you clarity...” Let’s look
at this one: The scribe was no longer spiritually deaf, he had heard God. And, in being given clarity, he would see God. God kept both
promises... as always... When They talk to you, check it out... it might be a parable... almost always... beginning a conversation, not
ending it. And, remember, Ph 3:15: “And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.”
Seeing & sexy: With one little request to God, a saint (now a mere scribe of this project) was taken totally out of the sin of adultery.
Then went the videos... the magazines. NEVER was there a REBUKE issued!!! The saint was in a store & had a hit of lust as he was
“scoping out” this girl in skin-tight pants. The saint asked God, “How are Y’all going to fix my ‘lust’ issue?” God focused the saint’s
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eyes on the girl’s hair,&, then, on to the rest of her head . The saint remarked to God, “Hmm... pretty face...” Then, God refocused the
saint’s eyes to the girl’s hair again, & to the girl in her entirety. The saint remarked to God, “Someone’s little lamb...” Ga 5, Walk in the
Spirit & you will NOT fulfill (or have) the lusts of the flesh!!! God told one of the scribes: “Lust is a gift from Us to be shared between
husband & wife, and-- in today’s world, to the betrothed man & wife to be, as well, since many folks are getting married later in life. Seek–
PRECIOUS!!! Jn 19:30, “It is finished!”
Seeing visions: Joel 2, Ac 2. A.S.K. Often contain absolutely tremendous “long-term” marching orders, guidance, & answering of
petitions. Often given as parables-- only They can teach. Almost always used to start or continue a subject of conversation, not to end
it. Reminder: Only God can interpret His visions for you. Test the spirits: This is simple... “Hey, Father God, Sir, if this vision is from
You, You’ll have to explain it to me... If it’s not from You, please get rid of it. Thanks!” K.I.S.S.
Seeing visions: Joel 2, Ac 2. One night one of the scribes was given a vision of flying over the new Jerusalem in a 747 aircraft. As
the plane landed, Jesus, who had been seated to the scribe’s right, arose to depart the plane. The scribe & the other passengers
followed Him. Next, they were all members of a procession headed towards a very large tent. On the way to the tent, the scribe noted
that all other members of the procession were preachers. Further, they were all attempting to get ahead of Yeshua. Finally, they all
arrived in the tent & Jesus led the entire group of preachers to an area in the back portion of the tent. They were then all disciplined
by Jesus. Pr 3:11, “...do not despise the Lord’s discipline, and do not resent His rebuke.” He 3:15, “As the Holy Spirit says, ‘...today,
if you hear His voice, (please...), do not harden your hearts...’”
Seeing visions: Joel 2, Ac 2, Ep 6. One night one of the scribes was given a vision of Jesus & he walking up a pristine, pebble-bottomed
brook. Jesus was slightly ahead of the scribe, was to his left, & was gently leading the scribe with His right hand. The vision cut to a
mountain shelf which had a wall at the back of the shelf. Behind & hovering over the wall was the Holy Spirit... in the form of a thick
cloud. The scribe had been armored with the Ephesians 6 full armor of God. The scribe sat down in front of the Holy Spirit & wall. Even
nicer, moments later, two of the scribe’s loved ones came into the picture & sat down on either side of the scribe. Their desire is for
your relationships to be healed & for you to be armored. For your information, They call that wall the, “healing & armoring wall.” Seek.
Seeking: Covered? If you’re on your second go-thru of this message... you’re already in the seeking phase. Good for you... everyone
who seeks, FINDS.
Seminaries: A scribe asked Yeshua, “What do you have for us regarding seminaries?” Jesus replied with a very unusual answer:
“Seminaries are cemeteries. They’re places where the Holy Spirit dies, in Our children.” Note that Jesus didn’t say, “some
seminaries...” What Jesus is saying is that, not all seminaries always kill the Holy Spirit, but, in all seminaries there is killing of the Holy
Spirit.
Sense of fear: Critical... ANY fear, safety, security, savings, sermons... STOP, IMMEDIATELY! H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S.... A.S.K. God may be
trying to get YOUR attention on something. ACCEPT NO FEAR! ZERO, sifr, nada! 1 Jn 4... “God is LOVE.... there is NO FEAR in love!”
An absolute PEARL to you, from your Dad: Ro 8:15, “For YOU did NOT receive a SPIRIT that makes you a slave to fear, but you received
the Spirit of sonship.”
Sense of hearing Their voices: Jesus: “My sheep know My voice...” (Jn 10) It’s dirt simple to cross-check voices, just ask if it’s Him.
Ec 12:122, “Of books there are many, & much study wearies the mind.” The bottom line in Ec: “Revere God.” We don’t need to go out
& buy a bunch of “how to” books full of men’s wisdom opinions to learn how to better know Team God-- nor, hear Their voices– nor
to know Their will for us. One scribe asked Jesus, “Sir, most people go to the three separate Entities of Team God, along these lines:
For Father God...God, Father, Dad, Abba, Yahweh, El Shaddai, Adonai, Lord. For You, Jesus, Your original God-given Hebrew name
of Yeshua, or just Lord. For the Holy Spirit, Lord &, occasionally, Counselor, very rarely, the Ruwach HaKodesh, another Hebrew name.
Or just to Lords, the Trinity, Team God, or Elohim-- catching all three of You. Do You want to add any additional addresses here?”
Jesus replied, “Our children call Us by many names, they’re all fine.”
Sense of humor...Theirs: Unbelievable. Usually, in parable fashion. Unbelievable-- it’s worth the whole search, just to get these direct
inputs from Them. They’re usually little, short quips, inputs to your mind, your spirit . Yes, the three Entities of Team God will be
talking directly to & with you... a lot. Sense of humor, example: One of the scribes was talking to Jesus-- the Team Leader on this His
Project “30" of Theirs, & remarked, “You know, Jesus, Y’all are keeping ALL of these words & promises. i mean, as for me, i just can’t
think of ANY major stumbling areas You’re working on. i mean, humbly submitted, is there anything major?” Yeshua replied, very
boldly, “pride & arrogance.” The scribe questioned, “pride... &... arrogance?” The scribe mulled those words over... then They Both
laughed. By the way, if you have either a pride, or arrogance issue... H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K. Easily fixed... Gal 5 fruits of the Spirit...
Sent: They WILL send you. The most major equipping you need right now is: Let Them do the talking. Check with Them on every
statement... when sent. A good Bible demonstration is Phillip & the Ethiopian. Phillip was directed to the precise location, the precise
person & was given precise words. (AC 8:26-40) If you go into these passages with the Lord, you will note that the Ethiopian was
“reading” the “letter,” but was unable to understand the meaning. Along comes the Holy Spirit-- in Phillip. You might note also, that
Phillip wasn’t a “Bible toter”... Let’s see, neither was Jesus– nor any of His disciples... You will experience countless of these “sent”
occasions-- both for Kingdom business and in earthly matters...
Servants: Yes, we all are (simple foot soldiers)... but is not the picture shaping up to be joy, fun. We go where we’re told, say what we’re
told to say – & They take care of everything else. What a deal!
Service, for you: One scribe was at an auto service facility, & the technician said FIVE separate items required service or replacement.
The scribe walked outside & said, “Okay, Lord, what needs fixing?” The Lord responded to the repair of only ONE item. “So what are
You going to tell that crooked tech?” The Lord said, “Nothing...” Later on, in debriefing the incident with God, the scribe asked, “Why
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didn’t You say something to that crook?” God replied, “He’s just a kid, caught up in a system. And, he knows you caught him.”
SETTLED: Just can’t give you the exact words Jesus wants you to have on it, so... we’ll go back to the Bible: Ph 4:7, it’s a “peace that
transcends ALL understanding.” Some people around you are nervous, fearful, upset, angry, tired, speeding, climbing ladders,
tyrannical, in affairs, beating their wives & children... ZERO brag... it ain’t us giving ourselves peace... The Prince of peace is here to
give YOU peace. Ask, Seek, Knock. A reminder from Paul, “Put off falsehood, do not sin, no foul language, get rid of bitterness, anger,
rage, brawling, gossip, slander, malice...” – No “do-do.” It’s ALL O.B.E. (Overcome by Elohim): Ga 5: 16-23, Again, as we practice doing
as we are encouraged, walking in the Spirit : walking & talking with Elohim, we are given the fruits of the Spirit-- love, joy, PEACE (no
worries), patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, humility, & self-control.
Sharing times: Try this. It’s cool. Just pick one of the Three of Team God, & say, as an example: “OK, today is Dad’s day. I want to
spend the entire day with just Him. I’d prefer not to hear from You, Master Yeshua, Sir, nor You, Lord Holy Spirit, Sir.” It’s a great way
to get to know Them individually– to better bond with each of Them. These are QUALITY times, seeking Their individual inputs & Their
presence.
s-h-i- -, bull-type, “awful offal”: God’s words, not ours... You NEED to be able to discern it. A.S.K. 1 Cor 12, Ps 119:125.
Shopping: ALL, recommended. You’re shopping with Them at the grocery store. You’re looking for an item, but just can’t find it. You
tell Them, “I know that You know where this item is, why aren’t You showing me?” You see a store clerk & ask her for directions. You
check with Adonai– only He knows how busy the clerk is. He might say, “Ask her, ‘so how’s the Lord been treating you?’” You do as
He told you. If she says, “Great!” You might respond, “Great! He always treats His little girls better than His little boys.” On the other
hand, the clerk might bring up an issue the Lord wanted to address to her thru you. Marvelous “feeding” opportunities... SEEK.
Showing... what is yet to come (Jn 19:13): One night Team God gave one of the mere scribes a most powerful vision to indicate the
future success of this (free) project being placed on the internet. The vision was comprised of two moving videos. In the first video,
peoples from all tribes & nations (Mt 28:19) were crossing the screen from left to right. The peoples were primarily new saints & were
attired in their differing tribal regalia. Move to the second screen, to the right of the first screen. In that video, there was a beautifully
manicured football field. On the left side of the field, forces in white– the saints of light, were opposed by forces in black– forces of
darkness-- to the right on the field. Suddenly, the forces of light charged the forces of darkness– & immediately routed them! You might
have the opportunity to participate in one of these routs, one day. Seek.
Sick... & sad... : This one is so sick, so sad, it is hard for these scribes to even relay it into this message. A preacher confronted a girl
who had experienced having to have had an abortion. The preacher told the little lamb that she and her baby were doomed to burn in
hell. When the girl sought the opinion of a second preacher, the second preacher told her that the baby would not burn in hell, but that
she would. Obviously, the first preacher was sickly wrong by sentencing the little lamb and her baby to hell. However, the second
preacher was sadly errant. He got the baby out of hell, but consigned her mother there... no equipping, no pointing the lamb directly
to Jesus for His forgiveness, cleansing, comfort, & compassion. Had either preacher only taken one tiny moment of time... & asked the
Lord what either should say to this wounded little girl, the Lord told one of the scribes He would have, on this occasion, & many others,
said something like this, “Tell her that We love her & forgive her. Tell her that We know the trials & tribulations she has been thru. Tell
her that We are holding her baby, in heaven... just for her.” Men do not judge– nary a bit. (Mt 7:1) Ro 10:6,7, Do not say... who will
ascend... or, who will descend...
Sickness: If He wants you to see a doctor, He’ll guide you to the one He wants. God said to one of the mere scribes, “I sometimes use
doctors even if they don’t know Me...” If you are at peace with your doctor choice– press on. Check with Him on ALL medications. A
scribe was directed by a physician to take six separate medications. He asked Jesus. Jesus cut it down to one medication. A.S.K.
SIMPLICITY: Are ya’ seeing it, yet?
Sin: ANY questions? Ga 5 fruits of the Spirit. H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
Sin, drugs: One saint was remarking positively about smoking marijuana. A second saint (now a mere scribe of this message), made
derogatory remarks about the first saint’s pot smoking. About 30 minutes later, Adonai rebuked the second saint, saying, “You rebuked
your brother! Now, go to him & ask for his forgiveness.” Later on, God told the second saint, “You don’t know what your brother has
been thru. I do. I took him off of heroin, I took him off of crack, I took him off of cocaine...” Please seek Team God’s gentle help...
Sin: It’s between each of Their children & Them. The Holy Spirit is the single One authorized to take the lead on convicting... It’s His
job. He”ll use Himself in Spiritual men, but men have never been, will never be, authorized to convict. REASON with Them.
Sin, ERASURE from GOD’s MEMORY: Pretty please, H.A.L.T., on this one. Here’s how They do it... Okay, let’s say you committed
adultery (or, fill in the sin)... &, naturally, you have guilt. Okay, talk with God. He not only takes the sin away from you... He takes the
guilt away. He takes the desire away. Ps 40-2, He lifts you out of the mud & the mire. Ex 6:6, “I will rescue you...” Then, He ERASES
your sin from HIS MEMORY. Just as He says in Je 31 & He 8-- the New Covenant, “I will remember their sins no more...” If it’s gone
from His memory, then, it’s gone from the entire universe-- particularly including YOUR heart and mind. It’s gone... When we all get
to heaven, all that stuff gets erased for eternity-- why not start early? Like, NOW??? H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S.... A.S.K.
Sipping suds: One scribe was working with Jesus in his garage, and said, “Hey Jesus, if it’s OK with You, i’m gonna’ have another
beer.” Jesus responded, “Approved.” Note: Jesus didn’t say, “Allowed.” He chose the word “Approved.” A couple of days later, this
scribe said to Jesus, “Sir, i know i’m a drunkard. From now on, You’re in charge of my drinking.” Yeshua immediately took the hard
liquor away, except for an occasional margarita. He took the scribe from 18 beers a day, to 12, to 8, to 7... That’s all the scribe gets to
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mention: “As for the rest, keep between yourself & God.” (Ro 14:22) Buy ‘em with Yeshua, drink ‘em with Yeshua... He’s gentle on this
type issue– & He won’t let you drive drunk.
SKIPPING JUDGMENT DAY: Jude 24: “To Him who is able to keep you from stumbling and to present you before His glorious presence
WITHOUT fault and with great joy...” Check it out WITH Jesus. It goes like this... Tuesday evening, about 8 P.M., or so, “Great day, Dad.
I’m going off-duty. I’ll see Y’all first thing in the morning...” Late Tuesday night, They decide to take you home to heaven. You see
Jesus, and He says, “I’m upset with you for doing (such & such) two weeks ago...” Your response: “That just ain’t right, Sir... We were
walking & talking Together two weeks ago & We were walking & talking Together every day since then, including today. If You had a
problem with me, You’ve had two weeks to bring it up... So, forget it! Now, where’s the banquet hall?” 1 Cor 2:15 “...these things are
Spiritually discerned. The man of the Spirit can judge all things” (but not people...) “ ...& can't be judged by others.”-- Ro 8:1, 4 “There
is no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus... who are walking in the Spirit & not in the flesh...” This is a pursuable goal, with
Elohim. And, in the interim? Father God’s GRACE, right? Finally, They are teaching us to be competent as ministers of the New
Covenant – not of the letter, nor the law, but of the Spirit, for the letter kills – but the Spirit gives life. (2 Cor 3:6)
Sleep: First, remember the original H.A.L.T. word God gave one of the scribes of this message, tired? Second, one of the scribes of
this project received a vision from God one night. It dealt directly with Yeshua’s overall church. It wasn’t a pretty picture... lots of
Christians fighting each other, killing each other, lots of gore. God awoke the scribe from his sleep & said, “I want peace in My
churches!” The scribe said to God, “Sir, you know i have to share this with my pastor...” The pastor totally “poo-pooed” the scribe’s
Yahweh-given vision. He remarked, “Well I don’t dream... I sleep well at night.” Within six months, that pastor was going from doctor
to doctor, seeking help for his new & major sleep disorders... It ain’t nice to bust on His sent saints...
Smoking: Buy ‘em with Father God... One scribe was asking Father God, “Hey, Dad, is this a good time for Us to quit smoking?” God
replied, “You know you’re not coming home until We call you...” No more sore tongue, no more sore throat, no more swollen lymph
glands. A.S.K. Je 31, He 8: He says He will put His teachings in us, not, as some “letter” says, just “laws,” or, “instructions”.
Snapshots: One night Elohim gave one of the scribes a vision-ette, a snapshot. In that vision-ette portrait, Mother Mary Ma’am was
standing out front. Behind Her & to Her left was standing Yeshua. Behind Him & to His left was standing Father God, Sir. Joel 2, Ac
2, visions... precious. Hallelujah (HalleluYahweh {Praise be to God})! Seek.
Sparring WITH THE Father God?: Je 12:5: “If you have run with the footmen, and they have wearied you, then how can you contend
with horses?” We don’t need to list all those Bible folks who argued with, complained to or wrestled with God... & won, again, do we?
Speaking, Them to us: Yes, you’ll HEAR Them and get Their downloads into your mind, heart, & spirit, plentifully. They very often
speak thru other people... even non-Christians. Test the spirits-- with the Spirit. (1 Cor 12, Spiritual gift of discernment) He 13:2: Be
careful... “some people have entertained angels...” EVERYBODY gets tested on this... thru spouses, thru children, thru sermons, thru
fellow workers... Simply, H.A.L.T. Some may receive physical signals from Them. (Jn 9:6) God will clarify them. (Ph 3:15)
Speaking, us to Them: Any questions? Remember, “Chatty Cathy”-- the windup doll that never quits talking? You can’t wear Them
out... it’s impossible. Ph 4:6, 2 Cor 10:5, Lk 18:1, Col 3:17, 1 Th 5:16... ASK!
Speaking, Them to others, thru us: You’ll mess up... guaranteed. But, you’ll be “shocked” at how much better you’ll get... &, how fast.
A.S.K.
Specific: By now, you should have a feel that You’re going to get specific guidance on Kingdom matters-- but, let’s not forget worldly
specifics... specific stores, specific purchases, specific service, specific schedules. That’s available help, but, it’s not mandatory, since
it’s not Kingdom-direct business. But, you have to be slightly “whacko” to turn Their earthly matters help offers down...
Specific: Good Bible samples are: Abraham-- go to this mountain region, then I’ll tell you which mountain, then I’ll tell you what to do.
Phillip-- go to this area, then, go to this chariot. Moses, tell the Pharaoh this and this & do this & this... camp here, cross here, cross
now... Joshua-- eat the ENTIRE book with the Lord, it’s all specific directions & guidance. Noah-- the ark. Solomon-- the temple.
Gideon... lots of specific guidance. You’ll get specific directions, but not by reading or studying– without Them. A.S.K.
Speeding: First, if They are running ALL of your schedules, why have to even be tempted to speed? Second, one of us mere scribes
was out enjoying the drive & the Holy Spirit focused his eyes on the speedometer... “Oops, thanks, Sir!” Then he saw the police car...
“Thanks, again!” DEMONSTRATION’s... Seek.
Spirits, testing: 1 Jn 4:1, 4, “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but test the spirits whether they are of God, because many false prophets
are gone out into the world. You, dear little children, are from God and have overcome them, because the One Who is in you is greater
than the one who is in the world.” Pretty darned simple... A.S.K.... the Ones in YOU.
Spiritual lions’ cubs: A scribe once asked Jesus, “the Lion of the tribe of Judah,” what it’s like for Him to have a fully equipped, fully
armored, walking in the Spirit saint working with Team God, particularly in approaching someone Jesus is upset with... Yeshua,
literally, led the scribe to a picture of large lions lying on the ground behind a tiny lions’ cub. The lions’ cub is confronting a huge
enemy. The roaring is coming thru the little lions’ cub’s mouth-- but the large enemy can do nothing, because he sees the large lions
backing the cub up. Many weeks later, the scribe said to Yeshua, “We’ve never seen a one, not a one, of these fully equipped cubs, what
are they like?” So Jesus gave the scribe impressions of these cubs being somewhere on a sliding scale from lion, on one end, to lamb,
on the other. From wrestler, to sitting on Dad’s lap. Even wrestlers get some lamb time, lap time, but not as much lamb or lap time
as the little cubs on the opposite end of the scale. Most cubbies are mostly lambs– enjoying the ride. But even all lambs will have
wrestling time... there’s a little lion in every lamb, but, a lot of lamb in every lion. Want the job? A.S.K.
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Stepping: Ga 5:25, “Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step with the Spirit.” Walking & talking with God – any questions?
Stereos: Don’t like the music your child selects? It’s Father God’s child... FIRST. REASON with Him. He’ll fix it. Don’t forget to A.S.K.
for the Ga 5 fruit of the Spirit, patience, if need be. Ep 6:4, Fathers, do NOT exasperate your children... Col 3:21, Fathers, do NOT
embitter your children, or they WILL become discouraged. You may have heard the mere men’s philosophy statement: “Spare the rod
& you will spoil the child.” NOT! Instead, spare the rod. You will NOT spoil your child. A.S.K. God. When Jesus came, the only times
He laid His hands on anyone– was to heal. What would Jesus do? (WWJD)
Students: There are many, many, many students of the Bible... but only a very few students of... Jesus... of Dad... of the Holy Spirit.
Studying: “Of books there are many, & much study wearies the mind.” (Ec 12:11,12) Check an “off-duty” type book out with Them, if
you’d like. But-- books about Them? Dangerous territory. A.S.K.
Submission: Yes. But, it’s to very reasonable directions. Adonai says, “Come let us REASON TOGETHER...”– for a reason. Yes, They
will reason with you– & They will always be true, & help you in all you do. Great bonding! A.S.K.
Success: As Adonai says, They have plans for you... to prosper you. Work it out directly. They want to hear YOUR plans... Anyone
teaching you otherwise is full of “awful offal,” “bull manure.” Many Bibles have written offal out in such passages as Ph 3:8 & Mal 2:3.
God fully invites us to TEST Him-- in the Bible. (Ro 12:1,2) Very clear examples of putting God to the test – & winning, is Gideon, in
Judges 6-8. Precious...
Suicide: (1 Sa 31) Adonai has asked us to provide you this one, tho it deals with another saint. It makes a dark subject just a shade
lighter... One saint was going to shoot himself, but had to go to the toilet. God talked to him right there, on the toilet, & addressed the
saint’s issues-- no rebukes, just love. That saint is now practicing walking in the Spirit. Far too many systemites profess & spout that
suicide victims end up in hell. It is just not so! If you have concerns about this issue-- especially as it pertains to any particular suicide
victim whom you knew, A.S.K. God, Who will comfort you.
Supervising: What can we say... ALL of these “S” words &... our finances, tithes, time, children, lust, talking, writing, e-mails, worries,
love, medicine, vitamins, water intake... ALL of life’s issues you could think of. A.S.K.
Supervisors: One scribe was having problems with two of his direct supervisors. The saint called out to God. In a matter of a couple
of months, God elevated the saint to a position wherein the saint became the supervisor over those two previous supervisors the saint
had been having trouble with. God wants you happy on your job. Talk with Him– REASON with Him.
systemite preaching: One scribe was sitting in assembly & the pastor said, “The Lord ALLOWED me to bring this message...” The
scribe said to the Lord, “Whew. This ain’t gonna’ be good... What You ‘ALLOW,’ vs. what You ‘APPROVE’ are two entirely different
animals.” The message was poor-- full of systemite awful offal. Test the spirits, as God says. Test the spirits by going to Elohim.
systemite preaching: The scribe was in an assembly & the pastor was giving a sermon on how to give & how much & why this much
to the (his) church, based on a Bible story about Elijah & a widow. (1 Ki 17) The pastor left out EVERYTHING spiritual from the passages
he taught from. As the pastor was preaching, God had the scribe go into another section of passages, dealing with Elisha (vs. Elijah)
& a (different) widow, revealing a TOTALLY different concept of giving– providing FOR the widow. (2 Ki 4:1-7) The first passages are
taught often... again, again, again. The Elisha passages, well... these scribes have never, NEVER, heard them mentioned in any
assembly nor on any church TV or radio program. Tithing demo: Talk to God. This is the way He works it... He’ll give you the desire
to tithe... the means to tithe... &, He’ll guide you as to where to tithe. Yeshua doesn’t like all “Christian ministries.” Piece of cake...
& finally... your last “S” demonstration: Spirit, Holy-type, one each...
It’s also another “S” ...Simple one.
Remember this previous verbiage in the message?
A systemite might conclude-- conclude, not A.S.K. God, “Well I guess no one can be used to grow the Kingdom unless they are fully
equipped.” That’s just not the case. One of us scribes saw a future saint go from a “total nonbelieiver” to “in love with God” in a matter
of only 20 minutes... well before this scribe had much equipping-- except for knowing he could ask God for answers on any of the future
saint’s questions, to relay back to the future saint. Neatly, you can follow up with God on these future saints (this one happens to reside
in Galveston, Texas, & the scribe doesn’t plan on seeing him again until heaven). Anyway, the scribe would check back with God on
how the now saint was doing. The last report was, “He’s doing good.” The scribe now feels no need to even ask...
God has directed that this “demonstration” be expanded, here:
This scribe was visiting a recreational establishment on the Galveston beach. It wasn’t scheduled to open for another 20 minutes.
His family had walked down the beach, just killing the 20 minutes & having fun.
The new saint, with very little Bible exposure, very little church exposure, but knowing he could talk to God anytime, asked God,
“Sir, why are we at this place 20 minutes early?”
No response.
The next moment a young man of about 20-22 walked up. He was there to prepare the facility for opening.
The man & the new saint started conversing.
The new saint checked with the Lord, and, asked the man,
“How”s the Lord been treating you?”
(Elohim will use this introductory question very often WITH you.)
Angrily, the young man said, “I don’t believe in any of that ‘God stuff.’
My father was a (systemite) preacher & I got nothing good out of all of that.
I haven’t believed in a God since I was 6 years old!”
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The new saint checked with God, and asked,
“When you were that 6 years old little boy in church, didn’t you ever hear the song, ‘Jesus loves me...?’”
He had not.
The scribe kept checking with God...
The scribe asked, “Well then, what do you believe in?”
The young man replied, “I believe in evolution. I believe in science & scientists. I am studying to become a scientist.”
The conversation went on... developing, lagging... redeveloping... until finally...
The young man asked, “Okay, how can you prove to me that YOUR God is alive?”
“Whew...,” the new saint said. “Give me a minute. I need to go for a walk & talk with Him on that–
to make sure i get the absolute correct answer for you.”

Did it. Got it.
“Okay, here’s what God says for you: He says you are experiencing one major, one big (personal) problem.
God says to do this: Every time that problem comes to mind, talk to Him about it. Don’t talk to anyone else about it.
Talk to Him until He fixes it. And, He promises you, He will fix it.”
The young man was astounded... & was melting like butter...
He asked, “Did God give you anything else for me?”
(scribe’s note: This time he did NOT say, “YOUR” God.)
scribe, “Yes, He did. He said for you to talk to Him.
He said for you to not go to church nor to pick up a Bible.
He said that when the time is right between you & He,
He will introduce you to the Bible & He will lead you to a fellowship that’s just right for you.”
Total nonbelieiver to in love in 20 minutes... All done by God.
Try getting that by,
“memorizing” the entire Bible.. Or, by deep, really deep, diligent Bible “study”– without Them.
Spirit:
Don’t go into stumbling block territory without Them...
Don’t approach Their other children... without Them...
Don’t leave home... without Them...
As our Spanish speaking friends say, “Vaya con Dios.”-PLEASE: “Go WITH God.”

Let’s now review the bidding of H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K....
We H.A.L.T.!: Take every thought captive... directly to the Lord.
Saints, let’s keep it simple: K.I.S.S.
We A.S.K....
-- If it’s a bad thought...
“Jesus, just where did that awful offal thought come from? You know I don’t want to entertain those type thoughts.”
-- If it’s a good thought, just give thanks.
-- If it’s informative, “Thanks, I would never have thought of that...”
-- If it’s neutral... no action required.
-- If it’s something good, but you would have come up with it on your own God-given abilities,
simply thank God for having created you.
PEACE: Peace or any lack of peace are ballpark forms of Their communication. ANY lack of peace... HALT... A.S.K.
Seek... &, don’t forget: If you are seeking peace.. It’s a Ga 5 Spiritual fruit... A.S.K.
Knock... Lk 11, "Knock” = Boldness, shameless audacity, importunity = wrestle...

Questions answered at these addresses:
Je 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...” – even things you cannot determine from the Bible.
(They may conflict with the “letter,” but do not conflict with the Spirit of scripture.)
2 Cor 3:6, The “letter” of the Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks, “ KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.”
Is 1:18, And God said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Ps 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...
Ph 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
“And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.”

Part three:
2 Cor 3:6, “The letter KILLS, the Spirit gives life.”

They are teaching us to be competent as ministers of the New Covenant – not of the letter, nor the law,
but of the Spirit, for the letter KILLS – but the Spirit gives life. (2 Cor 3:6)
Je 31:31-34, He 8:6-12
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I will make a new covenant.
I will put My teachings in the minds of My
children & write them on their hearts.

No longer will a man teach a man...
know Me, for they will all know Me.
I will forgive their wickedness &
I will REMEMBER their sins no more...
He 8:13 “By calling the covenant, new, He has made the first one OBSOLETE, & what is OBSOLETE & aging will soon disappear...”

<<<2000 years ago???>>>
So, under the NC, let’s go back & revisit Re to review what Yeshua gave us on...
“hearing” vs. “reading”:

Re.3:20, Here I am! I stand at the door and knock.
If anyone HEARS My voice and opens the door,
I will come in and eat with him, and he with Me.
Total score in Re:

Hearing, 42 vs. Reading, 1.
So, how do we get blessed the most?
By reading, by memorizing, by deeply studying the Bible– without Them?
Or by,
Answering the knock, opening the door?
The letter of the Bible, is NOT 100% infallible.
It contains corruption of both word & Spirit.
However, the Spirit is infallible.
This is a problem throughout the churches today:
Going primarily to the letter – &, almost always, first.
Tho...
God is in us – & should always come first.

Jn 5:39, 40, You diligently study the scriptures because you think that by them you possess eternal life.

These are the scriptures that testify about Me,
yet you refuse to come to Me to have life.
-- The Bible follows... not leads.--- The Bible is God’s wonderful & essential tool for us, we’re not a tool for it –

The Bible, as WONDERFUL as it is, is not as so oft-quoted,
“the living word.”

Jesus is the Living Word.
1 Jn 1:1, Jesus’ name is the Word of life.
Your living words can come thru Jesus, Father God or the Holy Spirit.
Might not Jesus be upset with us for calling a book, even the Bible, by His name? Why not just go ahead & call it “Jesus”??? Don’t
some systemite religions already do as much? You may or may not be aware of the following fact: The false name for the Bible, “the
living word,” first took hold in the ‘60's by some church systemite “leaders” to combat a “God is dead...” movement. Guess since they
didn’t walk & talk with God, they never bothered to A.S.K. God how they could prove He is alive. So, instead, they stole Jesus’ name...
& now we’re in the mess we’re in... everybody “reading” about God instead of walking & talking with God. And we’re to follow &
promote their example of false teaching? We are fully warned of this type of “yeast,” permeating the whole batch. (1 Cor 5:6) Obviously,
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@1.7 billion muslims could do the same thing with their koran. Would that make it “the living word?” So, does it ours? Sadly, these
systemite church leaders have chosen to worship a book, & knowing a book, over knowing God, walking & talking with Him. The Bible
has thousands of word & meaning changes, missing &/or added ENTIRE BOOKS, missing passages, totally conflicting passages-corruptions of word & Spirit. Obviously, some of that prevalent corruption leads to false teachings within the church systems. There
are books out defending the men’s wisdom 100% “infallibility” of the Bible theory. No thanks, we’re close to the Maker of the men who
wrote the books. This much has been revealed to us... Those men surely weren’t walking & talking with God when they wrote these
books for God’s children to read. Some samples of Bible mistakes God has pointed out to us for you to review WITH the Lord, follow...
Any questions about any of this... Ask Them...
In Pr 16 verse 3: “Acknowledge God in all of your ways & your plans will achieve success.”
From the Complete Jewish Bible (CJB)
vs.
“Acknowledge God in all of your ways & your thoughts will be established.”
From the New King James (NKJ)
And,
various other wordings in as many other Bibles...
You mean Bible scholars were unable to correctly determine the truth between plans, achieve, success,, thoughts, be, established?
SIX words in one portion of a single line of scripture! If the CJB version is accurate, it would be, by far, one of the best promises from
Father God showing that it is His desire to listen to us about our plans & create ways to ensure, at the very least, many of our plans fit
in. If the CJB version is erroneous, it is a “corrupted promise,” &, therefore, not from God. This time, the CJB wins out.
Yes, these type errors are in the Bible literally thousands & thousands of times...
Some times they corrupt the Spiritual meaning, sometimes not... “infallible?”
Just the fact that there are so many different versions of the Bible (<<<60+ English versions-- alone>>>), all with differing words, should
WARN us about something. Some Bibles have entire books of added canon... infallible, or, corrupt. The Bibles without those books,
infallible, or, apostasy? Missing passages, or, added passages? Which Bible is right? The largest (very well meaning but, obviously,
man-led) group that passes out versions of the Bible all over the world-- passes many of them out, except for Ps & Pr-- without the
ENTIRE Old Testament... without God’s wonderful history pictures for us, &, thus missing , as God calls them... “pearls”... for His
children... infallible? One of the reasons we have this wonderful Bible tool is to help us to properly introduce God’s children to their
Heavenly Family... without the OT?
-- 1 Ch 21:1 vs. 2 Sa 24:1, satan incited David to count the fighting men, vs. God incited David to count the fighting men. Now, how
in the heck could the teachers have confused God with satan? If they could mess that up, they could mess ANYTHING up... A.S.K.
-- Mt 17:21, Mk 9:29, “This kind can only come out thru fasting & prayer.” Your chances of finding this passage are about 50/50. In a
similar passage, Mk 9:29, about 50% of the Bibles put half of this passage in but leave out the fasting verbiage. Now, if these passages
were infallible, it would be Yeshua’s strongest guidance on fasting. But, if they’re corrupt, then we don’t want ‘em. You can’t read to
determine that. A.S.K.
-- Mk 16:9-20, These entire 11 passages are missing from many mainstream “letter.” If they are corrupt, they are apostasy corrupt. They
would contain some of Yeshua’s most acidic words on condemnation. This is not a “nice to” issue, this is definitely an A.S.K. Infallible,
huh? Whose version?
-- Mt 27:3-5 vs. Ac 1:16:25, Judas hanged himself and the chief priests took the money & bought the potters’ field vs. Judas bought the
field & there he fell headlong, his body burst open & intestines spilled out. So, two issues, how Judas died & who bought the field.
Both issues presented Biblically differently. Let’s deliberate on this Bible/letter mistake: Ac & Mt were written about the same time,
by Luke & Matthew, respectively. Don’t we think they “shared notes” & swapped EXACT findings, in truth? Surely their initial writings
were compatible. So, where was the truth lost, if the Bible is, today, infallible The Bible: Great? YES. Infallible? Not.
– Mt & Mk vs. Lk, In both Mt & Mk it is stated that the two robbers who were crucified along with Jesus “hurled insults” at Him. In Lk
it states that one of the robbers said, “...we are getting what we deserve... but this Man did nothing wrong.” Then he said, “Yeshua,
remember me when You come as King.” What’s the truth? Ask.
-- Lk 9:62, “No one who puts his shoulder to the plow & looks back is fit for service in the Kingdom of God.” Really? Prodigal son;
repentance; Peter & all the other disciples... they all “looked back”... as do most of us. One of the scribes of this message asked
Yeshua about this one sometime back. He very loudly & clearly said, “I didn’t say that.” We’ll take His word on it... & are very happy
that He doesn’t hold any of us to such a standard. Whew...
-- Mt 16:19, Another passage, but with the exact opposite approach of the previous Lk 9:62, “no one” verbiage, is the often quoted,
“Whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven...” All of us hear systemite church leaders invoke this verse constantly-- does
it work? We, us, are going to bind God & heaven? One of the scribes of this message was with another saint, seeking God’s guidance
pertaining to a very ill person. God said to this scribe, “Don’t bind this.” We’re slow, but weren’t born yesterday... We ain’t binding
nuthin’! There’s something very stinky, entirely awful offal about this passage... REASON with God? Sure... He recommends it. (Is 1:18)
Negotiate? Great. Wrestle? No problem. Bind Him? Don’t think so...
-- Ph 3:8, Mal 2:3, Paul got his training directly from Father God, Sir, Jesus, & The Holy Spirit. Paul was an EXPERT in the scriptures,
but didn’t know God – &, upon receiving his teaching directly from Elohim, threw his previous “legalism” religious training away as
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“offal”-- “dung,” “bull manure.” Many Bibles won’t say that. They have ERRANTLY added corruption of word & Spirit, changing “offal”
to “rubbish” or, “garbage”... Could it be pure coincidence that another time our Father God uses “offal,” but it was changed to
“rubbish” or, “garbage” was in Mal 2:3, where He declares He will, “...spread on your faces the ‘offal’...” On whose faces? The priests
– because they, with their teaching, were causing God’s children to stumble... Coincidence? “Offal”– corrupted both times dealing
with systemite teaching? One of the scribes was reviewing the Paul offal passage with Father God and said, “Dad, down here in Texas
we’d call that ‘bull s-h-i- -.’’’ Father God replied, “Call it like you see it.” Now, since God calls it offal, shouldn’t we? A.S.K. Still
hanging on to infallible?
-- “Below-the-line” interpretations often reveal “minority reports,” wherein some scholars didn’t agree with majority translations, thus
some were holding out in the faith to get their findings published below-the-line. Obviously, these minority report scholars believe there
is errancy, corruption of word & or Spirit, in some scripture. Yeshua can show you examples...
-- 2 DIFFERING renditions of the Lord’s prayer!!! WHY? Luke & Matthew could not get the LP straight??? Impossible... Perhaps that’s
where the Luke LP says one thing, the Matthew LP, another, & God is saying, “Good enough... you can get clarity directly from Me.”
Perhaps we should, reasonably, modify our approach to TODAY’s scriptures in the same fashion: Okay, some corruption of word &
or Spirit, but they are pretty darned good. Now, we can get clarity directly from God. (Ph 3:15)
-- Ep 1:11, “In Him we were also chosen, having been predestined according to the plan of Him who works out everything... for the
purpose of His will.” Too many systemite church leaders use this passage to support their men’s wisdom false teachings that God
planned each & every one of us thousands of years ago, thus making Him a dictatorial God. The points they miss are: He “works out”
... present tense, not “worked out”... past tense. Plus, for the purpose of His will-- for God, a purpose of His will is to walk & talk with
His children, to reason with them, to negotiate with them, to bond with them. This predestination theory would mean that the only
children who could be born to you are predestined. Bunk. Want more children? Ask God.
-- Jn 14:6, 6:44, Lk 11, Universally, church systemite leaders teach that the ONLY way to our Dad or the Holy Spirit is thru Jesus. In their
false teachings, they intentionally ignore Jn 6:44, “No one can come to Me unless My Father... draws them...” We have been granted
direct access to our Father, His Son, &/or the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit)-- the unsung Hero of the three Entities of Team God. More
false teachings: systemites who teach that we can only pray to &/or thru Jesus &/or “in His name.” Again, based on a couple of
corrupted scriptures. A.S.K.
-- Billy’s JESUS-given vision: First, isn’t it sad that so many systemite church leaders refuse to believe what God CLEARLY states in
Joel 2 & Ac 2 concerning His wonderful gift of visions for His saints? Visions require the Spiritual gift of discernment from the Holy
Spirit, coupled with the fact that, only GOD can interpret visions. (Ge 40:8) Consequently, we surely don’t interpret ourselves, or go to
Freud. We return to the Sender, directly. The genesis of Billy’s vision was that Billy always invites Yeshua to sit beside him as Billy
goes into the Bible. Soon, Billy started getting vague images of someone at Jesus’ left side. Later on, Billy was given a wonderful vision
by Yeshua. In that Jesus-given vision, Yeshua was indeed sitting at Billy’s side. However, joining Billy & Yeshua, at Yeshua’s left side
was our heavenly Father. Billy’s given assessment of the vision was that Jesus was pointing us to Father God– our Creator. Since
Billy’s vision came from Jesus, we decided to approach Jesus to see if Billy’s assessment was correct. It was, perfectly, with one
exception: The Holy Spirit was not shown in the picture. The seating was also perfectly correct, as detailed in Revelation, where Jesus
sits at the right-hand of Father God. One of the scribes asked Jesus if anyone else would sit at the throne. Yeshua replied, “Many saints
will be surprised...” He went on to explain that saints will sit on the throne, on occasions, throughout eternity. (Re 3:21)
So why is this “Billy’s Jesus-given vision” in this section dealing with Bible errors?
Jn 1:3, Thru Him (Jesus), ALL things were made; Col 1:16, For by Him (Jesus), ALL things were made. Many systemite church leaders
quote from these TWO scriptures as proof Yeshua made everything-- by Himself, no Holy Spirit participation, no participation from
Adonai (Father God). In other words, they wipe out 2/3 of Team God, Elohim, from the entire creation process. Elohim, the 3 Entities
of Team God was first mentioned in Genesis-- from the beginning... Further, God being the Creator is mentioned hundreds of times,
such as in Ep 3:9, “...God, Who created ALL things.” Ro 11:36, For from Him (God) & thru Him... are ALL things... Obviously, these two
Jn & Col scriptures are NOT infallible. Not only are they corrupted, but by being corrupted, they lead to errant teaching by systemite
church leaders who read about Yeshua, but don’t A.S.K.
Discussion: If there is zero difference in equality, why have the terms, Father & Son? To give Yeshua full credit for ALL of
creation would not only be a disservice to our Holy Spirit & our heavenly Father, but also to Yeshua – & that’s what Billy’s
Jesus-given vision is showing us. Since Jesus said He could only do what His Father said, if He were the Creator of
everything, why would He need His Father’s permission? Jesus gave His Father glory & followed His directions: Spelled out
many times. In the Lord’s Prayer, does not Jesus say, “Our Father... Your Kingdom come...?” Lk 9:35, And God said, “This
is my Son, whom I have chosen; listen to Him.” And one of Jesus’ titles, “Son of man” (Lk 12:10) – that certainly could not
be referring to God! Do two Jn & Col words negate the overwhelming package of offsetting scriptural data, & the Spirit
behind that data? If Jesus were the singular Creator-- of US even, why would He not call Himself our Father? If that were the
case, the letter is even further in error, about Paul. Paul surely shouldn’t have called Jesus the firstborn of many brothers.
(Ro 8:29) Ya’ gotta be born of something to be “firstborn”... Nor, should he call us Jesus’ brothers. Can your single Creator
be your brother? In Jn 14:28, Jesus says, “...for the Father is greater then I.” Let’s take Jesus’ word on it: Or, A.S.K. Jesus...
Some systemite church “leaders” even teach, in their apostasy, that Jesus IS the Holy Spirit, based on two more passages of corrupted
word & Spirit scripture! Obviously, they might just “read” the Bible a whole lot... but have NEVER ASKed GOD! Two passages vs.
countless times the Holy Spirit is individually addressed, in Ac, for instance, 57 times. So, let’s just totally ELIMINATE, cut out, 1/3 of
the Entities of Team God? In Lk 4:18, Yeshua says, “The Spirit of The Lord is on Me...”; He did NOT say, “IS Me.” Lk, 4:14 says, “Jesus
returned... in the power of the Holy Spirit...”-- not IS the Spirit, or, in Jesus’ power. In verse 1, “Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit...” Not,
full of Jesus. Even Bible below-the-line wordings acknowledge that, “....there is a close relationship between Yeshua & the Holy Spirit,
both dwelling in believers.” Yes, there is one Team God, the three Entities.
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-- As another reason to not put total literal stock in every word: The beliefs & writings of the ancient Hebrews were that, if it happened,
God did it vs. what we say, if it happened, God did it, approved it, or God allowed/tolerated it. So, how do we fully clarify that in
scripture? You cannot; you must ask Them.
-- Nu 12:1, De 16:11-14, In Nu 12:1: Moses married a “Cushite”-- an Ethiopian-- a black woman. De 16: And rejoice before the Lord your
God, you, your sons & daughters, your menservants & maidservants (or, "slaves"... depending on which “letter” one “reads”)... the
aliens, the fatherless & the widows living among you. Remember that you were slaves in Egypt, & follow carefully these decrees. Be
joyful at your feast– you, your sons & daughters, your menservants & maidservants (or, “slaves”), the aliens, the fatherless & the widows
who live in your towns. Bibles have so badly corrupted passages dealing with the issue of slavery... it’s definitely a “the letter kills”
issue, passage after passage of, as the Holy Spirit describes it, “awful offal”-- bull s-h-i- -. For instance, the NKJ “letter” addresses
slavery fewer than 40 times. The New International Version (NIV) “letter” has over 250 slavery-related passages. Of all the sins the
United States ever committed, slavery was certainly one of the most grievous to God’s Spirit-- very much akin to how we treated our
Indians. This putrid slavery issue can only be clarified by talking directly with Elohim. However... let’s look at De 16:11-14 again & see
how the “slaves” were supposed to be treated... The “slaves” were to “rejoice” at their FULL participation in the festivals, to be “joyful.”
Can one be “joyful,” “rejoice” while being stolen from his or her African home & family; “rejoice” in slave ships where 1/3 of them died
during the passage to America; be “joyful” when on the slave trading block in America to be sold-- usually separately from any family
members who might have made & survived the passage; be “joyful” when your children are sold away; “rejoice” at beatings, floggings,
dismemberments, castrations... burnings, lynchings, rapes. And, who had the lead on the slavery issue? Who could have led the fight
on moral ground? Preachers. Many, many of the leaders of the KKK-type organizations have been... & are... preachers. Did & does
God tolerate this? Yes, He did &... kept very good count... &, still does. “... I will repay, says the Lord.” (Ro 12:19) The Lord is a God
Who avenges. (Ps 94:1) Ask.
Paul says to not go above the written word. (1 Cor 4) Literally? First Paul gives a reason for that statement, “ ...so that we will not take
pride in one man over another.” He was addressing the “I follow Paul, I follow Apollos, I follow Cephas (Peter)...” divisions in the
church (1 Cor 1:11-13), warning us to not follow individuals, but to follow Jesus. Which, as we know, we ain’t doing... Second, as Paul
also says (1 Cor 4:6), & as it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture or anything else in life, “And if at some
point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.” How else do we get clarity on issues such as conflicts/mistakes in the
letter?
Since the Holy Spirit is an illuminator of the written word for us,
surely we need to be a little smarter about this.
Lk 24:45, “...and He opened their minds so that they could understand the scriptures.”
How many systemite church leaders A.S.K. when they go into the letter, the scriptures...
Yet, they “teach at” God’s children from them???
Let’s apply some Ja 1:5 God-given wisdom to this: With all the mistakes made in the Bible SINCE Paul’s time, we absolutely do go
above the written word – as high as we can go above, directly to “THE Living Word.” Again, there are many books written making
excuses for Biblical mistakes in espousing the 100% infallibility men’s wisdom theory. Were these men defending the books, or the
TRUTH? What system did they come from? The Bible defends itself as being pretty darned good, in the Spirit. Are systemite church
men “in-errant?” So why would we expect those “100% in-errant” theory defending men to be? Because they “write” books? So did
Hitler. Surely, we can check their books out-- with Yeshua... if He would ever lead us to do so.
If God considers the Bible to be infallible,
why isn’t that reflected in scripture-- anywhere in scripture???
In Jn 10:35, Jesus says, “Scripture cannot be set aside.”-- or broken – depending on which Bible you are using That’s correct, if you’re
in the Spirit , but, not in “reading.” Obviously, thousands & thousands of words have been “demolished,” much more than, “set aside”
or “broken.” In 2 Tim 3:16, “the letter” is called, “God inspired,” & “useful.” NEVER, NEVER is it called “infallible,” “in-errant,”
“perfect.” So why do we not simply apply the Bible-given definitions? Adam: “God inspired.” Yes. “In-errant?” Not. Saul & David had
the Holy Spirit: “Infallible?” The 12 disciples: “God inspired?” Yes. Perfect? Not. Yeshua’s churches, God inspired? Definitely. “Inerrant” – ya’ gotta’ be kiddin’ me... Going into some of these churches where Father God, Yeshua, & the Holy Spirit-- fully 1/3 of
Elohim, are not allowed to run the church houses is exactly like going into the letter/Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks... without
Them-- it’s DANGEROUS, repeated (by Yeshua), DANGEROUS ground. Back to scripture cannot be set aside/broken-- Yeshua was
addressing a Hebrew audience. The Jewish communities have ALWAYS done a great job of protecting scripture... We’re the ones who
have butchered it, “broken” it. Need a few examples? Let’s talk about Team God’s names... Christian scholars “broke” the vast majority
of the original names of God: “Elohim,” one of the most popular original names pointing to the three Entities of Team God... erased
from, “broken” from almost ALL non-Jewish Bibles-- now, get this: 256 times for “Elohim,” alone. That’s right, 256 times... Why? And
a most precious Jesus God-given name is “Yeshua”... why change that? And the “Messiah”... is now “Christ.” Why? And “Abba,” we’re
most often taught means “Father.” The closest English translation of the Aramaic word, “Abba” is, “Dad.” And one of the Holy Spirit’s
ancient Hebrew names, “the Ruwach HaKodesh?” Well... for all practical spiritual purposes... erased, except in the Messianic Jewish
communities. “Yaweh?” Erased thousands of times. “Adonai” (God)– over 6000 erasures. All of these precious, precious original
names of our Heavenly Father, the Holy Spirit, & Yeshua... all erased, “broken”... by Their Christian men & women. Still holding on to
“infallible,” “in-errant,” “perfect.” Why? A.S.K.

Je 36:32, And many similar words were added:
Isn’t that saying, “Good enough, it got you in the ballpark, now, come reason with Me & I will give you clarity... ” (Ph 3:15)
Reading & following the words of the Bible, the letter, the land of pearls & stumbling blocks, vs. walking & talking with God
& following the Spirit of HIS Bible? A major single deficiency in most church systems is men, reading, studying letter, &
then taking off and running assemblies with woefully insufficient contact with the Heads of the churches. Their poor
leadership examples filter down directly to mislead saints & future saints, and subsequently, the overall church is a mess.
Enoch had no Bible. Did EXTREMELY well, did he not? Gideon had nothing but direct contact with God. Moses got his
portion of the OT directly from God... talking & reasoning with Him. Joshua got his teaching with Moses & God, in the tent
with God (we are now those tents! [2 Cor 6]) The disciples walked & talked with Jesus – & He EXPLAINED the scriptures to
them, just as we are created to have them explained to us-- directly by Jesus, the Holy Spirit, & Father God. Did you EVER
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see anything, ANYTHING in the Gospels showing either Yeshua or ANY of His 12 disciples carrying a scroll, letter?
Let’s consider this: If the Bible were meant to be “read” (without Them),
instead of explaining the scriptures to His disciples,

Yeshua could have just taught His disciples, “Go look it up yourselves.”
Now, with all of this provided error, corruption data... is the letter/Bible infallible? In word? Not. Not. Not!. In the Spirit-- with The
Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) dwelling in us? We’ll do just fine. Is there a chance God may have tolerated mistakes, conflicts in the
letter, the Bible, for a reason? To TEST us, to see if we were going to read about Him (like the preachers were doing, & admonished
for doing so by Jesus), as the Old Covenant-- of “the letter.” Or, like the New Covenant– N OT of the letter-- check directly with Him. Pr
25:2, “It is to God's glory to conceal things, to our glory to SEEK them out.” If it’s His test of us, so far, we’ve failed miserably... A.S.K.
Since the ancient Hebrews REJECTED God as their King
(1 Sa 8:7, Ex 20:18, Ex 32:1),
He likely knew they would need a bunch of “letter”, “law” to guide them.
Since He abides in us,

<<< are we going to REJECT Him, also? For “letter?”>>>
The Bible says scripture is “useful.”
One of the scribes of this message asked Yeshua about this issue of scripture.

The Lord said, “Scripture is useful.”
Good enough? A.S.K., The Lord.

-- Again, the Bible follows... not leads.--- It’s God’s wonderful & essential tool for us, we’re not a tool for it –
Surely, the Bible (but... NEVER reading, studying... without inviting God). Surely, down on our knees praying-- tho this type petitioning
is mentioned a mere SEVEN times in the Bible (walking & talking with God? COUNTLESS...). When the disciples asked Yeshua for
DIRECTIONS (Lk 11) on how to pray, WHY didn’t Yeshua then say, “Well, FIRST, get on your knees, bow your heads, close your eyes...”
No, no, no! They were walking & talking & kept right on walking & talking!!! We believe in the Bible. Should we not put more emphasis
on this DIRECTIONAL model? And, “quiet time?” It is super, if it is related to walking & talking with God. It’s poor... if it’s in lieu of.
Elohim are with us always – & we’re going to set aside only a few moments of “quiet time” to seek Them? To God, is that not a “filthy
rag” righteous act? (Is 64:6) That’s like some systemite church leaders who, in their “awful offal,” teach that we should all have family
altars-- when we ARE the tents God lives in. (2 Cor 6) The churches are pitifully short on Spirit-led God seeking INHERITANCES for
Jesus’ saints. Again, walking & talking with God? FAR TOO SHORT. Hearing the voices of our Dad-- “Abba,” the wonderful Holy Spirit,
or Jesus? AS SHORT. Visions? FAR TOO SHORT. Emphasizing God’s abundantly available EQUIPPING for His saints? POOR, POOR.

“Do-do” vs. Team God’s GIFTING & EQUIPPING:

Jude 3, CONTEND for the faith, that has once & for all
been entrusted to the saints (God’s people).
Over these mere scribes’ pursuit, contending for the faith– seeking the truth, we have found...

zero, nada, sifr, of God’s wonderful commands which
cannot be met thru Their gifting, armoring & equipping.
FAITH... Gift. Godly WISDOM-- the way God sees things (in & out of the Bible)... gift. LOVE... gift. OBEDIENCE... gift. For each & every
“do-do” passage, there is a commensurate equipping passage. Why the serious shortfalls in these INHERITANCE areas? James says
it: Ja 4:8 “Come nearer to God and He will come near to you.” If one were to memorize, word for word, 1 Cor 12 & 14, plus Romans 12,
the Spiritual gifts chapters, would one get ANY wisdom, ANY FAITH... ANY-thing, by doing so? When Paul exhorts us to “earnestly
seek” those Spiritual gifts, seek how? Read, study, or memorize? Isn’t it sad, all of those equipping Spiritual gifts, abundantly available
for the A.S.K.ing FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT, but today, like the truest of Christmas gifts, left unopened under the tree...

Why are the churches so sickly short on precious & entirely essential Spiritual gifts & equipping?

‘Cause “reading” ain’t gettin’ us there!
Yeshua DIED to give us His ALWAYS presence & to grant us direct ACCESS to Abba, us now being Elohim’s temples (2 Cor 6:16), to
send us the promised Holy Spirit, to abide in us. Let’s not forget the two Christians in Alabama who knew the letter, very well. In
arguing over who knew the most scripture, one became angry & shot the other, dead. Paul is perfectly correct, the letter kills... pearls
& stumbling blocks. And, since we’re on Paul, all of His scripture expertise surely didn’t help him when he was stopped & blinded by
Yeshua for persecuting His children. The muslims are mostly right... Their koran calls us “book people.”
Thanks to our Dad, Yeshua, & the Holy Spirit-- the three Entities of Team God, our eternal salvation is free. However, as for a good
portion of what we get down here, does He not want us to walk & talk & work it out directly with Him. He says, “Come let us REASON
together...” for a REASON. Since we’re so into do-do, why don’t we do that, REASON with Him?
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You think there might be a reason you have been seeing the following passages... over & over...?
Each time you see them, they’re more totally GENTLE... invitations...

Questions answered at these addresses:
Je 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...” – even things you cannot determine from the Bible.
(They may conflict with the letter, but do not conflict with the Spirit of scripture.)
2 Cor 3:6, The “letter” of the Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks, “ KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.”
Is 1:18, And God said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Ps 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...
Ph 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
“And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.”

Part four:
Approaching GOD’s other children-- WITH GOD.

Mt 10:19, 20, “Do not worry about what to say... it will be given to you at that time.

For it will not be you speaking, but the Spirit of God...”
Comforting words to remember in approaching ANY of their Father’s other loved children.
Recently, in a fellowship meeting, the following two questions were posed: On "INITIAL DISCUSSIONS" with God’s future saints – who
we far too often refer to simply as “sinners,” should we remind them of the consequences of their sins? Should we attempt to get them
to admit their having broken the commandments?
These critical subjects can only be resolved with direct input from & contact with
The Creators of these Children.
Reminder: Yeshua’s “marching orders” to each of us on this subject:
Jn 15:5, Without Me you can do NOTHING.
Jn.13:20, Truly, truly, I say to you, he that receives whomsoever I send receives Me;
and he that receives Me receives Him that sent Me.
-- Father God’s sending is revealed over 600 times in the Bible.-This, “being sent” is not a “nice to”-- it’s a “MUST.”
We have only a few "templates" to shed Biblical light on the subject of this “initial” approaching of Father God’s future saints: Peter
in Ac 2, Paul in Ac 16, 17 & 28, &, of course, the testimonies of Jesus. We cannot use ANY other writings of Peter, Paul, James, Jude,
nor John, nor Hebrews, for these writings detail only "follow-on" to any "initial discussions.” None of the aforementioned passages from
Ac show Peter or Paul hitting people on their sins... which leads us to OUR Teacher, abiding in us, Yeshua. If we accept the FACT that
the Spiritual gift of prophecy is “THE TESTIMONY of Jesus” (Re 19:10) – yesterday’s, today’s, & tomorrow’s-- then, perhaps, we should
be most DETERMINED to follow Yeshua’s examples as completely as possible... Jesus and the woman at the well, the prostitute,
Nicodemus, the centurion, the blind, the disfigured, the demon-possessed, the crippled, the disciples... Does He rip any of them? He
does not. On the three instances wherein He said, "Go and sin no more...” He ALWAYS healed them FIRST.
In giving His own "mission statement" (in part), Yeshua says: The Spirit of The Lord is on Me... to provide the GOSPEL OF PEACE-- good
news of GREAT joy (Lk 2:10) to the poor (not only to the cloak of poverty, but also are future saints not, in spirit?)... heal the
brokenhearted (they could be)... provide liberty to the captives (might they not be?-- to prison, to disability, to sin, to demons, to satan,
to addictions?)... give sight to the blind (they could be, spiritually)... set the oppressed (they could be, to abuse or tyrants...) free. (Lk
4) A caution, a WARNING for us: Yeshua says it would be BETTER that we have a millstone tied around our neck & to drown than to
hinder one of God's children from coming to Him. (Lk 17:20) Does He say, "Come to Me so that I can beat you down...?” Of course not,
but to invite them to be His disciples, to learn directly from Him.
As Jesus states clearly, without Him we can do NOTHING in His Kingdom. That means, of course, none of us want to be convicted as
"meddlers" (1 Pe 4:15)-- in God's business. Since this topic is the epitome of God's business, we require the direct & continual, minuteby-minute, statement-by-statement, guidance of the Holy Spirit being given to us, as well as, of course, the 1 Cor 12/Ps 119:125 Spiritual
gift of discernment. Jesus knows their every thought-- we DON’T. If we, in our self-guided efforts-- even with our best "intentions,” lay
a guilt trip on one of His sheep-- is it worldly guilt, which we are warned, “KILLS,” or Godly guilt, which leads not only to the wonderfully
merciful beauty of repentance, but also to salvation & RESTORATION? (2 Cor 7:10) Are "we" trying to make them "holy?” Of course
not. As God is doing for us– as He PROMISES, it is His job to make them (& us) holy. (He 2:11) As Jesus conveyed to one of the scribes
of this message, any other approach could cause them to “fall short of the mark.” (Ro 3:23) Such words as rebuke, condemn, convict,
punish... are used only a few handfuls of times in the NT. Can we possibly even count the times encouragement, GRACE-- lavished
on us, LOVE, great mercy, healing, EQUIPPING, deliverance, compassion, cleansing, forgiveness... are used??? Too often, too many
systemite church leaders tend to get these percentages backwards... to the spiritual destruction, death, of non-saints and saints alike.

Let us not forget, under the New Covenant–
written on our hearts & in our minds by God,
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the purpose of "the law"-- (and our purpose)-- is to what?
TO LEAD THEM TO Jesus (Gal 3)...
to His healing, cleansing, compassion, great & tender mercy, LOVE.
Should HE want to then rebuke them, that’s His business–NOT ours. Yeshua told one of the scribes: “Quoting them incriminating
“stumbling block” scripture could possibly cause their spiritual DEATH.” (2 Cor 3:6) We all are aware of beaucoup systemite Christians
who can “quote scripture,” but are not walking in the Spirit... walking & talking with God. In rebuking God’s children, in “meddling”
in His precious business, they leave THEMSELVES wide open for their OWN condemnation. (Lk 6:37, Ro 8:1) Yeshua has conveyed
to the scribes of this message that this continual rebuking & meddling is a “hurtful” matter to Him, Father God, & the Holy Spirit.
Surely, the Holy Spirit might bring the subject of sin into the discussion with one of God’s future saints. Perhaps... He might
bring to our minds & mouths such reminders as: Those Yeshua forgives the MOST love Him the most (Lk 7:42, 47). Yeshua
is here in our hearts to forgive, to EQUIP, to TAKE AWAY and ERASE sin, from our & God's memories... (Jn 1:29, Je 31, He
8) Just maybe, the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) will give us the words of God’s wisdom to convey our OWN
TESTIMONIES of where we have had our OWN sins taken away. Getting future saints to admit their sins is not our problem
area. They know what they have done. Everyone knows they sin. (Ro 2:14, 15, Je 31) If they lie about it, is that our
problem? Not. They cannot really, in the deepest of their souls, lie to themselves & God, can they? Impossible... A.S.K.
God.

Rebuke, Repent, Restore, Report (testimony, demonstration)...
-- that’s the way the Lords do it –

Worldly guilt KILLS, Godly guilt leads to the beauty of
repentance, followed by salvation & restoration. (2 Cor 7:10)
Jn 16:8, It is up to the Holy Spirit to convict them.
As for us: One witness is not enough to convict a man.
A matter must be established by the testimony of 2 or 3... (De 19:15, Mt 18:16, 2 Cor 13:1)
So... since the Holy Spirit must also be one of our “witnesses,”
we cannot use convicting words without His direction.
Once convicted by the Holy Spirit, discipline & the beauty of repentance will follow-- even if it is not until the next "seed planter,” the
next LOVING saint Yeshua sends into their path. Parenthetically, systemite church leaders many times, in their false teachings, teach
repentance as being harsh, &, they even say it harshly & loudly, “REPENT!!!” Harsh?:
Sorry, Dad, I messed up. Please EQUIP me to not do it again...”
Harsh? NOT!!! Beautifully MERCIFUL & LOVING? Truth.
Our Father’s goals:

Ga 6:1, Those who are SPIRITUAL should RESTORE him gently.
Was that sermon you heard last weekend Spiritual? If it contained rebuke... did it point you to God... for restoration...
equipping?
We are strongly exhorted to test the spirits... A.S.K.

1 Jn 5:16, If anyone sees his brother commit a sin...
He should pray (petition, talk with God, say), & God will give him life.
Since it is up to the Holy Spirit to convict these well-loved future saints, when He does so, do they not then know they are "drowning?”
And what then should we be prepared to do-- accuse them of drowning, or, as Jesus would do, throw them a life preserver? (WWJD)
All of us have been exposed to "legalistic,” “do-do,” church "systems"-- those our Bible very much WARNS us of. We all know at least
one lamb of Jesus’ who has been deeply spiritually wounded by the “awful offal” from "systemites.”
Further, we must be cautious:

<<<1) (Re 12:10) satan is the accuser...>>>
--We surely don't want to accept our paycheck from it... do we???-2) We are cautioned concerning having "religious spirits.” The "religion" our Dad – Abba, finds pleasing to HIM is...
to take care of widows & orphans...& to not be polluted by the world... (Ja 1:27)
Are future saints & wounded saints not "orphaned" from their heavenly Father?
3) We judge not-- judgment is without mercy to those who do not show mercy. (Ja 2:13)
4) Unless God builds the house, we labor in VAIN. (Ps 127:1) God’s children are God’s houses to build, not ours.
5) Jesus’ burden is LIGHT. (Mt 11:29, 30) They need to be told, by Jesus, perhaps thru us, how to drop their heavy burdens at His
feet, not to pick up, what Yeshua calls, unbearable burdens from "systems" of “legalism”, “LAW.”
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Some guidance to reflect on with the Lord on the subject of using us in approaching His other children-- with us:

Jude 3, CONTEND for the faith, that has once & for all
been entrusted to the saints (God’s people).
To YOU– saints, from Yeshua.
Now, He is equipping us to CONTEND for this entrusted faith, the truth.

When with Yeshua in approaching do-do systemite church leaders:
We must never forget... always with God’s equipping love.. (Ro 5:5 & Ga 5:16)
A.S.K.
1 Tim 5:1, Do not rebuke an older man harshly, but exhort him as if he were your father.
1 Pe 3:15, Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give a reason for the hope & belief that you have.
But do this with gentleness & respect.
Reminder: Mt 10:19, 20, Do not worry about what to say... it will be given to you at that time.
For it will not be you speaking, but the Spirit of your Father...
systemites try to put us back under the do-do, the law, or, as Paul says, a

CURSE.
They will quote us scriptures from the letter, which KILLS.
They will try to steal the pearls our Dad is giving us, & sell us stumbling blocks... awful offal, bull s-h-i— do-do.
They will quote this, quote that, quote the other... perhaps quote precisely...

Remember... satan does that, too...
So what might we expect Jesus to give us in answer to these systemites?
Ph 3:15, And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.
When they quote this, (check with Jesus), ask them if they have ASKed God...
When they quote that, (check with Jesus), ask them if they have SOUGHT God’s wisdom...
When they quote the other, (check with Jesus), ask them if they have REASONED WITH God over this...
When they quote, word for word, just say... “Gee, let’s ASK God...”
Your Cavalry is in you... not to worry... Mt 10:19, 20
THEN, they will come to understand what Paul meant when he said he threw away ALL of his legalism training as offal,
bull s-h-i- -. (Ph 3:8)
And, they will come to value:
Rebuke, Repent, Restore, Report (testimony, demonstration)...
--- that’s the way the Lords do it.---

When with the Holy Spirit in approaching children in known major sin...
There are certain sins which God finds the most detestable, ones which particularly

grieve His Spirit & are abominations...
Example: Le 18:22, “Do not lie with a man as one lies with a woman; that is detestable.”
Further examples: De 7:26, 12:31, 18:10-11, 20:18, 22:25, 30, 27:15; Le 18:6-11, 20-23; 2 Ki 16:3; Ezek 18:12, 22:11.
Even so, the ones who commit even these most grievous sins are still His children... He will discipline them.
ALL we do is say, “Okay Father God, Sir, this is Your child. Now, how do You want to handle this?”

<<<We never know, maybe all they ever heard about their Dad is why He is sending them to hell,>>>
not,
<<<HOW He will get them to heaven.>>>
REMEMBER
Our Father’s goals:
We must NEVER forget... always with God’s equipping love... A.S.K.
(Ro 5:5 & Ga 5:16)

Ga 6:1, Those who are SPIRITUAL should RESTORE him GENTLY.
1 Jn 5:16, If anyone sees his brother commit a sin... he should pray
(petition, talk with God, say), & God will give him life.
(Don’t we wish systemite church leaders would follow these MARCHING ORDERS. Someday, they will...)
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As for us: Mt 19:19, Love your neighbor as yourself.
Watch out! Did you just slip in do-do– awful offal... ALWAYS.. EQUIPPING!
Ro 5:5 & Ga 5, Again, We are EQUIPPED to LOVE-- God’s top command, by His pouring of His love into our hearts.
Further, love is a fruit of the Spirit. A.S.K. for it...

Questions answered at these addresses:
Je 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...”-- even things you cannot determine from the Bible.
(They may conflict with the letter, but do not conflict with the Spirit of scripture.)
2 Cor 3:6, The letter of the Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks, KILLS, but the Spirit giv es life.
Is 1:18, And God said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Ps 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him... He makes His covenants (promises) known to them.
Ph 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.

Part five:
Selected GIFTING & EQUIPPING passages.
Before we get into some of the gifting & equipping passages, let’s review some things...
Men’s wisdom-built & philosophy-driven religious systems are based on:
“Do” this, “Do” that, “Do” what I “teach” you to “do,” “read” our systemite rules, follow “us” & “our” systemite rules...
“Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do, Do...”
Then, they always add their,
“Do not, Do not, Do not, Do not, Do not, Do not, Do not, Do not, Do not...”

AGAIN, GOD’s WAY IS THIS:
H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K.
Keep it simple, saints...
A.S.K. Us, We will teach you all you need to know...
Lk 12:31: SEEK first the Kingdom of God & ALL these things will
be given to you as well.
Lk 11:5-13: Ask & it will be given to you; seek & you will find; knock (annoy, shameless audacity, bold urging = wrestle)
& the door will be opened to YOU.
For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; to him who knocks, the door will be opened.
Ph 4:6, In everything... present your requests to God.
2 Cor 10:5, Take every thought captive...
Lk 18:1, Pray (say, talk, petition), & never give up...
1 Th 5:16, Pray (say, talk, petition) continually...
Ep 6:18, ...pray in the SPIRIT on ALL occasions with all kinds of prayers & requests.
These are our pursuable goals in walking in the Spirit : Walking & talking with Team God.

<<<Next to salvation & life itself, this very well could be Their very top gift!>>>
-- Ac 4:19 “Judge for yourselves whether it is right in God’s sight to LISTEN to men rather than God.” They will equip us to observe
the great majority of men’s laws. That’s correct... you did not see “100% of men’s laws.” Mt 22:21, “Give to Caesar what is Caesar’s,
and unto God what is God’s.” Ac 5:29, “But we must obey God rather than men.”
-- 2 Ch 16:7, 12, 8, 9 Verse 7, King Asa’s mistake #1: “Because you relied on a king & not on the Lord your God... (some bad stuff
happened).” Verse 12, mistake #2: He did not seek help from the Lord, but only from physicians. Verses 8, 9, lesson learned: “For the
eyes of the Lord range throughout the earth to strengthen those who are fully committed to Him.”
-- 2 Ch 16:12, Ps 30:2, Mt 14:36 +, +, +... Healing by our Dad, Jesus, &/or the Holy Spirit: They ARE in the healing business: 1) Directly
by Them; 2) Thru Their medical children & their medications; 3) Thru spiritual members of the church; 4) Thru those with the 1 Cor 12
Spiritual gift of healing; 5) If nothing else: For some, yes, take them home. As 2 Ch advises, check with Them, first.
-- 1 Cor 1:31 “Let him who boasts, boast in Adonai.” If we “do-do,” how can we then boast in God? Need humility? A.S.K. God. It’s
a Ga 5 fruit of the Spirit. Pr 3:34, God gives grace to the humble. Ja 4:6, God shows FAVOR to the humble.
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-- 1 Cor 2:4, 5 “...NOT with wise & persuasive WORDS, but with a DEMONSTRATION of the Spirit's power, so that your faith might not
rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power.” Again, demonstrations, individual TESTIMONIES of what God has done for us– &,
especially, NOT what we did for ourselves as “do-do,” draw future saints to Jesus. Need a demo? You’ll get plenty... Seek.
-- 1 Cor 2:15 “The man of the Spirit can judge all things & can NOT be judged by others.” Caution: Even the man of the Spirit judges
actions & words– NOT people. Note: Others (& satan) will attempt to judge you as you walk in the Spirit. However, with the fruits of
the Spirit & the shield of faith, it will be like “water off of a duck’s back...” Amen– I believe it! HalleluYahweh (Praise be to God)!
-- 1 Cor 11:19 “There have to be differences among you to show which of you have God’s approval.” Differences? Yes. We can always,
moment-by-moment, check with God for His approval on issues. However, in today’s churches, we have factions, men following men,
totally separate religious systems, man-created, man-orchestrated. Isn’t it sad how far we are from the unity Yeshua wants?
– 1 Cor 12, 14, Ro 12 To list the Spiritual gifts from 1 Cor 12 & 14: Wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing, miraculous powers, prophecy,
distinguishing between spirits (discernment), tongues (languages), the interpretation of tongues, administration. “All of these are the
work of one & the same Holy Spirit, & He GIVES THEM TO EACH ONE, just as He determines.” Further, the gifts of serving, leading,
teaching, encouraging, giving, & showing mercy are revealed in Ro 12. All to be EARNESTLY SOUGHT. Hospitality is also encouraged.
-- 1 Cor 12:8, Ja 1:5 “If anyone thinks they lack the Spiritual gift of wisdom, they should ASK God, Who will give it to them generously,
and without finding fault.”-- that's El Shaddai giving generously how HE looks at things!!! This Spiritual Gift could be on Kingdom
matters, or, “situational wisdom,” on worldly issues. Further, earnestly seek the gift of faith from the Holy Spirit to ensure you don’t
get “tossed by the wind...” (Ja 1:6) Faith is also distributed by Father God & Yeshua– for the seeking. (Ro 12:3, He 12:2)

-- 1Cor 12:9, 14:1 “Earnestly SEEK the Spiritual gift of FAITH!” Reminder: The Spiritual gift of FAITH is a gift key to obedience, as well
as righteousness.
– 1 Cor 13:13 “ ...these three remain: faith, hope, & love. But the greatest of these is love.” Faith: a Spiritual gift. Hope: a gift from
Father God. (Je 29:11-13, Ps 62:5, Ro 15:13) Love: God’s love is poured into us & it is a fruit of the Spirit. SEEK...
-- 1 Cor 14:29,30, Ja 1:19 BEST GUIDANCE on how assemblies should be conducted: In assemblies, “Two or three (of those with the
Spiritual gift of prophecy {the testimony of Yeshua... past, present, & future, for building up, encouraging}) should speak & the others
should weigh carefully what is said. And if a revelation comes to someone sitting down, the first speaker should STOP.” Ja 1:19, We
are admonished to be, “QUICK to LISTEN & SLOW to SPEAK.” Ga 5, fruit of the Spirit, patience. Note: Some of the other information
in Cor is archaic/outdated, such as women having to have their heads covered & not speaking during assemblies.
-- 2 Cor 4:8, 7:4 Troubles & trials: Are we not somewhat like Paul, our best model? Then, as we persevere, for the most part, should
we not anticipate we be GIVEN, EQUIPPED with, as Paul was, either, "joy,” or, at the least, be "perplexed but not despaired." If you are
not experiencing joy, you are not experiencing the fullness of God’s lavished grace & great mercy-- cry out, wrestle!
– 2 Cor 6:16 “I will dwell in them & walk among them...” Walking & talking with God– bonding with Him...
-- 2 Cor 8:5, Mt 19:26 Tithing: “They exceeded our expectations: they gave themselves FIRST to God.” He will EQUIP us with the desire
& the means to tithe & counsel us as to where to give... to grow God’s Kingdom. NOTHING is impossible WITH God! A.S.K.
– De 6:7 “Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road...”
– De 29:29 The first portion of this passage is oft-quoted: “The secret things belong to the Lord our God...” The first part should not
be quoted without the second part: “...but the things revealed belong to us & our children, forever.” HalleluYahweh (Praise be to God)!

-- Ep 6:10 “The battles & the victories belong to The Lord.” His victories for us coming thru "His mighty power"-- not ours.
-- Ga 5:1 “It is for freedom that Christ has set us free.” Here’s a sample snapshot of how that works: As you learn how to walk in the
Spirit, you will come to realize that you are under one huge, powerful tent. Walking & talking with Elohim will become so precious to
you that you will do everything you can to hold onto the center pole of that tent-- to stay as tight with Elohim as you possibly can. But,
for instance, you check with Them on question “X”... thinking They will put you to work. Nope, They tell you to let go of the center pole-to go out & have some fun... you’re always covered. As a direct Kingdom business example, They & you are approaching another of
Their children for Kingdom business. You ask, “Well, what are You going to say?” They might say, “You do the talking. You know
Us & Our business, now. We’ll be listening... We won’t let you get you or the other child into trouble.” WHEW!!!
-- Ga 5:16, 25 Again... “Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step with the Spirit.”... walk & talk with Elohim, & you will not fulfill
or have the lusts of the flesh. REPEAT: NOT! Ask, seek, knock. Precious...
-- Gal 5:16-23 Again, as we practice walking in the Spirit... walking & talking with Elohim, we are given the fruits of the Spirit-- LOVE,
joy, peace (no worries), patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, humility, & SELF-CONTROL. Earnestly seek.
-- Ga 5:18 “If you are under the Spirit, you are NOT under the law.” Walk & talk with God, you’ll always be under the Spirit...
-- Ga 6:1 “Those who are Spiritual should restore him gently.” A.S.K.
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-- Ge 1:1 & on... God created the heavens & the earth... & spoke, & there was light... & spoke, & there were seas, & spoke... Can your
god speak to you? My Dad speaks to me, & He’ll speak to you, too... ‘cause He’s also your Dad.
-- Ge 5:18-20, Ex 33:11 Enoch, Moses, Joshua: These 3 are 3 of the most favored in the Bible’s Old Testament. None of them carried
a Bible. Enoch, the very first to “walk & talk” with God, was favored & taken home... did not die. Moses, Adonai talked to, negotiated
with, reasoned with, confided in, wrestled with. Joshua got his training directly in the tent with God. WE are now the tents of God.
-- Ge 32:30, Lk 11 +, +, +... Jacob (or, his God-given new name-- Israel, meaning, “struggles with God”) wrestled with Adonai... as did
David, Habakkuk, Abraham, Isaiah, Job, Moses, Jeremiah, Gideon, Ezekiel, Joshua... Jesus... Accept God’s challenge!-- &, plan on
winning... They LOVE TO WRESTLE with Their children. Lk 11 “knock” = wrestle. Again, “knock,” refers to the requestor’s importunity- shameless audacity, bold urging. The Lk 11 requestor won, as did David, Job, Moses, Abraham, Habakkuk, Jacob, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Gideon, Ezekiel, Joshua... Oops, Jesus... lost. (Mk 14:36) Oh well...
-- He 2:18 “He is able to help those who are being tempted.” Since Paul is referring to Yeshua in this promise, you may choose to have
Yeshua take the lead on this one. If tempted, take every tempting thought straight to Him... Just say, “Hey, Jesus, just where did that
offal thought come from?” It might be satan trying to trip you up. KNOCK!
– He 8:13 “By calling the covenant, new, He has made the first one OBSOLETE, & what is OBSOLETE & outdated is ready to
disappear...” 2000 years ago??? And a large majority of Team God’s Christian children are still being fed obsolete awful offal, do-do,
law– legalism???
-- He 10:25 Note: This is also a repeated passage. Father God has directed us to place it here. “ ...not forsaking the assembling of
ourselves together.” Yes, Christian fellowship is essential. However, God knows we, for instance, have family, work, personal
obligations, as well. There is no need to, “play churchy”-- attending church events 3, 4, 5 times a week. Again, added at your Father’s
direction: One of the scribes of this message was in church on a Labor Day weekend. The pastor, a fairly good one, but, definitely not
walking & talking in the Spirit, expressed his anger at the low Labor Day weekend turnout. After the pastor had walked away, Adonai
said to the scribe, “I like seeing My children out enjoying themselves...” Present your time conflicts to God. Finally, all of the prevalent
bickering over what day we should observe the Sabbath. The Hebrews are historically correct in observing the Sabbath on Saturdays;
however, most Christians observe Sundays. Jesus is the Lord of the Sabbath. (Mt 12:8) Choose the date that best fits you... & the Lord
of the Sabbath.
-- Is 1:18 “Come let us REASON together.” Don't we need to moment-by-moment, reason with Elohim when we are being used to
present Them to Their saints or future saints?
-- Is 6:8 “Here am I, send me....” Since we have Jesus abiding in us, under the NC, is this not now, Here am I, send You, Jesus-- to
them?
-- Is 11, Re 19:11-17 “The wolf will live with the lamb... the leopard will lie down with the goat... the calf & the lion & the yearling
together... the infant will play near the hole of the cobra... the cow will feed with the bear...” Some systemites teach that this occurs
only during the millennial rule... if, at all. (Re 20:1-5) Offal, bull manure. This is animals in heaven, also. Want to know if your favorite
dog, your cat, your horse will be with you for eternity... A.S.K. their Creators. On second take on this, for some people, this is a heartwrenching issue... go specifically to Jesus. In Re 19, Jesus is in heaven, riding a white horse. Wanna’ bet He chose that horse, as His
favorite? He just reminded these meager scribes of this one... Don’t you bet He also wants that donkey He rode into Jerusalem on ...
with Him in heaven? And, that He might want to keep it around... forever? Jesus’ name, as He rides His chosen horse in heaven is,
“Faithful & True.” So, go to Faithful & True until YOU, PERSONALLY, get your faithful & true answer... directly from... Faithful & True...
-- Is 30:18, Ro 9:33, Re 3:7, +, +, + God helps those who help themselves-- right? That simply ain’t in ANY mainstream scripture-- it’s
just simply more men’s wisdom statement. Now, on the other hand, getting blessed for waiting on the Lord is detailed over 30 times-in Ps & Pr alone! CERTAINLY, you use your given skills, strengths, & abilities, but, this “waiting” is especially applicable to Kingdom
activities, as in God in us in approaching other children of His. Here's one from Isaiah: Yet the Lord longs to be gracious to you. He
rises to show you compassion. For the Lord is a God of justice. (He’s a God of GREAT MERCY, too.) Blessed are all who wait for
Him!” This DOESN’T mean we sit on our butts just waiting for His guidance-- we wait WITH Him... negotiating, reasoning, walking..
Paul says, in Ro, that if we wait in the Lord... we will NEVER be put to shame. In Re, Yeshua says that He will open doors for us that
no one can shut– & shut doors for us that no one can open. A.S.K. Is 30:22: This is where God says that once we find Him, we will
throw all of our other gods away like “menstrual cloths.”
-- Is 45:19 “I did not say SEEK Me in vain.” That's the God of the universe PROMISING YOU that.
-- Is 49:15 “Can a mother forget the baby at her breast? Tho she may forget you, I will never forget you. See, I have engraved you on
the palm of My hand.” Surely doesn’t sound like a systemite God, does He?
–Is 55:11,12 "...so is My word that comes out from My mouth: It will not return to Me empty, but will accomplish what I desire & achieve
the purpose for which I sent it. You will go out in joy & be led forth in peace...”
-- Ja 4:8 “Come nearer to God and He will come near to you.” It works like this: The more you talk with Them, the more They talk with
you. K.I.S.S. Precious...
-- Ja 5:16 “The prayers of a (made) righteous man are powerful & effective. Put on the Ep 6:14 breastplate of righteousness. Ph 3:9:
“... the righteousness that comes from God on the basis of faith.” Ro 1:7, “The righteous will live by faith.” Earnestly seek the Spiritual
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gift of faith from the Holy Spirit, Father God or Yeshua. Ro 5:17, Righteousness is also a gift from God. Ph 1:11, Further, the fruit of
righteousness which comes thru Master Yeshua, Sir. Seek this precious & essential gift of righteousness from all of Them.
-- Je 29:11 Gotta’ be repeated for YOU: “ I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you, not to harm you, plans
to give you hope & a future... I will listen to you... you will seek Me & find Me...” Is 55: 11, 12 So is My word that goes out from My mouth:
It will not return to Me empty, but will accomplish what I desire & achieve the purpose for which I sent it. You will go out in joy & be
led forth in peace... One day one of the scribes was driving down a road and God exclaimed, “I can be a pretty good Dad...” Hear ANY
stumbling block-quoted “do-do” in this– any “LAW?” Nope, just more transferable pearls we get in SEEKing Them, walking in the Spirit
with Them, bonding with Them. It’s precious...
-- Je 31:30 More false teachings... many systemite church leaders, to this day, continue to teach, “generational curses.” That’s strictly
OC stuff. God announced in Je that, instead, “...everyone will die for his own sin; whoever eats sour grapes-- his own teeth will be set
on edge.” Immediately following this verse in Je 31-34 is the announcement of the NC... systemites must have missed that, too... during
their “diligent Bible studies” – without inviting God...
-- Je 31:31-34, He 8:6-12 The foundation of His Project "30": “The time is coming when I will make a new covenant. I will put my
teachings in their minds & write them on their hearts. No longer will a man teach a man... ‘Know the Lord,’ for they will all know Me.
I will forgive their wickedness & I will REMEMBER their sins no more...” Yes, 2000 years ago... Only those given the Spiritual gift of
presenting the gospel of peace, of-- “good news of great joy,” (fun), should “teach”-- for, it will NOT be their words. If you’re not
experiencing “joy,” it’s your “teacher,” not Yeshua. A.S.K.
-- Jn 1:33, 3:34, Lk 11:13 John baptized with water for the repentance of sin. Jesus baptizes with the Holy Spirit. And God sends more
of the Holy Spirit-- as we ASK. John’s baptism for repentance of sin is being conducted throughout the church systems today. That’s
cool with Jesus (He was baptized by John), but now, the purpose of the water baptism is to point us to Jesus, who John was sent to
prepare the way for. Then, we are also supposed to be baptized into the Holy Spirit & our Dad... to our direct Teachers.
-- Jn 2:14-16 RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION: Yeshua ran thru the temple area with a whip, driving sellers out & turning over money
changers’ tables. This is the angriest Yeshua EVER got. Why? A scribe asked Yeshua that question. His response: “These people
were blocking their Daddy’s children’s access to His lap.” Think that doesn’t make Yeshua angry today?
-- Jn 10:27 “My sheep know My voice...” Far too many systemites read about Him, but do not hear His, nor the Holy Spirit’s, nor Father
God’s precious VOICES. As Paul WARNS CLEARLY, the “letter” of pearls & stumbling blocks, KILLS, the Spirit gives life. Is not going
into the Bible, “the letter,” as much as we love it, without asking Father God to go in with us, each & every time, to teach & protect us,
inviting the harm Paul warns us of? There are literally THOUSANDS of word & meaning errors & changes in all versions of the Bible.
Yeshua knows where each one is. A.S.K.
– Jn 3:16, “ For Adonai so loved the world that He sent His only Son, that whoever believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal
life.” Is it not illogical to think that the same loving heavenly Father who would send His only Son to us would be looking to beat us
down? No, but to make us disciples... to encourage us, to build us up, to reveal His love of us.
-- Jn 14:6, 6:44, Lk 11 Universally, church systemite leaders teach that the ONLY way to our Dad is thru Jesus. In their false teachings,
they intentionally ignore Jn 6:44: “No one can come to Me unless My Father... draws them.” We have been granted direct access to
our Father, His Son, &/or the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit). More false teachings, don’t listen to the systemites who teach that we
can only pray to &/or thru Jesus. A.S.K., Yeshua.
-- Jn 15:5, Mk 10:27 “Apart from Me you can do... NOTHING”: Referring to ALL Kingdom business. WITH God, everything is possible:
Kingdom business & worldly. A.S.K.
-- Jn 16:7-13 The Holy Spirit, 1/3 of Elohim & the unsung Hero as a separate Entity, is designated as our Counselor, to guide us into
ALL TRUTH-- to tell us... what is yet to come, just as He did on many occasions with, especially, Paul-- undoubtedly our “model.” You
may choose to A.S.K. the Holy Spirit to take the lead on these-type issues.
-- 1 Jn 4 “The fear of The Lord” is to have no fear... because fear has to do with punishment... & God is LOVE. Godly “fear,” in Hebrew,
is closest to respect, reverence, admiration, delight , awe. Note: Only God can determine what sins befit punishment. Note 2: We
should still pay particular attention to the possibility of meddling-- in His business with His children. In Ja 1:19, we are admonished
to be QUICK to LISTEN & SLOW to SPEAK– HALT, take every thought captive... Again, this meddling with Father God’s children is
hurtful to Team God & all of Their other children.
-- 1 Jn 4:1 Saints are to “test the spirits” to ensure they are not receiving “false prophecy.” Test how? With THE Spirit, abiding in us.
-- 1 Jn 5:16 Our Father’s goal: If anyone sees his brother commit a sin... he should pray (talk with God, petition, say) & God will give
him life. Don’t we wish systemite church leaders would follow these marching orders?
-- Joel 2, Ac 2, I will pour out My Spirit... your sons & daughters will have (the Re 19:10, 1 Cor 14:1-4, Spiritual gift of prophecy {the
testimony of Jesus – yesterday, today, & tomorrow})... VISIONS – very nice promises in the NC. Some visions actually come as “visionettes” – instant “snapshots”... can be as powerful & informative as full visions. CAUTION: Only They can interpret your visions for you.
A.S.K.
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-- 1 Ki 18:1 “I will send rain...” Talk with God about the weather. As this world of His gets their acts together, walking & talking with
Him, He will send rain, “...in due season.” (De 11:14) In the meantime, want rain? Go for it!
-- Lk 1:26 Jesus’ Mother, Mary: Some systemite church leaders badly mistreat this subject. Mrs. Mary Ma’am is highly favored by God
& the Holy Spirit, & is very well loved by her Son, Jesus. This is for you, from Yeshua: “We don’t take My Mother Mary away from saints,
We also lead them closer to the entire Holy Family.” Also from Yeshua: “Emphasize the resurrection & ascension over the death.” Mrs.
Marry Ma’am added: “Get My Son off of the cross...” Note: Yeshua walked & talked with over 500 witnesses (1 Cor 15:6) from His
Easter resurrection day until His ascension to heaven, 40 days later from Bethany, at the base of the Mount of Olives in Israel.
-- Lk 2:47-52 More, walking & talking with God ...AND Yeshua? Knew scripture at the age of 12! Still had to go home to “grow in favor
with God & man.”
-- Lk 9:1 And Yeshua gave them authority to cast out demons. Some demons are still out there. Yeshua may use Himself... in you...
Mt 12:28, When I drive out demons by the Spirit of God, then the Kingdom of God has come upon YOU.
-- Lk 10:1, Mt 28:19 Yeshua sent them out, 2 X 2. Go into all the world & make DISCIPLES. If you don’t have a walking & talking with
God buddy, girlfriend, or spouse, ask God to bring or build one. Disciples: Just as with the original 12, we also learn directly from
Them. In going into the Bible with Elohim, They will teach us only the parts that it would be good for us to know, revealing the pearls
& leading us around the stumbling blocks– in the Bible & in life.
-- Lk 10:39-41 And Mary sat at His feet, listening to Him. And Yeshua said, “ ...only one thing is needed. Mary has chosen what is better,
& it will not be taken away from her.” Nor, will it be taken from YOU.
-- Lk 11:13, Jn 3:34 How much more will God give the Holy Spirit to those who ASK! God will give the Holy Spirit without limit. Ask.
-- Lk 12:10, Mt 12:32 And anyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man (Jesus), it will be forgiven him; but to him who blasphemes
the Holy Spirit, it will not be forgiven. Many of God’s children in systemite churches are taught that this means if you say, “God damn,”
you will not be forgiven. What Jesus is teaching here could go along these lines: If works are done in YOU by the Holy Spirit, but you
are rebuked or cursed by someone saying it was satan, or demons, or you, the rebukers (or downstream gossipers) are the ones in
trouble with Yeshua.
– Lk 17:4 Jesus said, “Even if they sin against you seven times in a day & seven times they come back to you saying, ‘I repent’... forgive
them.” This can be accomplished with God’s poured out gift of love &/or the Gal 5 fruit of the Spirit. Seek.
-- Lk 18:1 “Pray (means... talk, say, petition) & never give up.”-- A.S.K. &, give Them some time... You never know, They could be
reordering the entire world’s game-plan to fit your little petition in. Meanwhile, if you need patience: Ga 5:16-23-- it’s a fruit gift, for the
SEEKing, walking in the Spirit.
-- Lk 24 Emmaus: Yeshua walked with these disciples headed to Emmaus, talked with them & EXPLAINED the scriptures– & the same
is available for us. Why choose to depend on our own or other men’s wisdom interpretations of Yeshua’s & our Father’s words – & the
Spirit behind the words-- when we have Abba, Yeshua, & the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) abiding in us??? Seek.
– Mk 9:24 And the father of the boy said, “I believe, please help me in my unbelief.” They’ll do that, too. Earnestly seek the Spiritual
gift of faith from the Holy Spirit , from Father God, Sir & Master Yeshua, Sir. Note: For those who say, “Ya’ gotta’ have faith”– without
advising you to earnestly seek this Spiritual gift, it’s just another men’s wisdom & philosophy statement, another “do do.”
– Mk 13:10 Jesus’ teachings about His return: “And the gospel must first be preached to all nations.” The gospel of peace– of good
news of great joy. Mk 13:32, “But about that day or hour no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father.”
-- Mt 4:7, Ro 12:1, 2, Mal 2, Judges 6 +, +, + “Do not put your God to the test.” This is an often misused passage. Yeshua was rebuking
satan, saying He would not put God to the test by jumping off of a building. Ro 12:1, 2, “Offer yourself to God... as your Spiritual act
of worship... then, you will be able to TEST & approve what God’s will for you is – His good, pleasing & perfect will.” Check out the
Gideon passages in Judges 6-8 sometime... with God. They reveal remarkable TESTS & results... Precious...

– Mt 5:9 Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God. Ja 3:18, Peacemakers... reap a harvest of righteousness.
Peace: a fruit of the Spirit.

– Mt 6:33 SEEK FIRST the kingdom of God & His (gift of) righteousness & ALL these things will be given to you, as well. Ph 3:9: “...
the righteousness that comes from God on the basis of faith.” Reasons to seek both God’s armor of the breastplate of righteousness
as well as the Spiritual gift of faith. Further, righteousness is a gift from God, to earnestly seek. (Ro 5:17)

– Mt 7:6, Ex, Jos 2, Acts, +, +, + “Do not give dogs what is sacred, do not throw your pearls to pigs. If you do, they may trample them
under their feet, and then turn and tear you to pieces.” First, this passage can be “read” & then “quoted” in far too harsh a fashion.
Elohim follows this passage with gentler passages, in Ac 10, for instance, wherein God says to call no man “unclean.” Now, you will
need your Spiritual “ears” on to understand this pearl of a command: Jesus fibbed-- yes, you saw that correctly-- He even fibbed to
His own brothers. (Jn 7:5-10) Rahab fibbed, Joseph fibbed, Moses fibbed, Paul fibbed... & many MORE... ALL Kingdom business. So,
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let’s give you an example of where you might have to be less than truthful... A systemite asks you a question-- either Kingdom or nonKingdom business, makes no difference. You check with God & get His answer for the systemite-- but God directs that you do not give
Him the credit-- you can’t tell the systemite where you got the answer. Later on, in your “debrief” with God, you ask, “Why did You have
me lie?” He might say something along these lines, “He is not ready to hear the truth about where the answer came from. His heart
is too hardened & he is a stiff neck old wineskin. You would have been persecuted later when the systemite gossiped about you. We’ll
pick him up downstream...” “AS FOR THE REST, KEEP BETWEEN YOURSELF & GOD.” (Ro 14:22) God told us mere scribes to call
this “diplomatic discernment.” Now, “bearing false witness” against someone... that’s an entirely different issue.

-- Mt 7:13, 14 “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to hell (or, destruction-- depending,
as usual, on which Bible version...), and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only
a few find it.” Pitifully... this passage is often quoted & taught precisely this way-- leading God’s innocent children into “do-do” & back
to the “curse” of the OC, which Paul so clearly warns us to entirely avoid. Bunk. Total bunk. By the way... if you’re in Phase 2 (the
“seek” phase) of this project, you’re now likely thru the narrow gate & on the road Jesus is referring to. A.S.K.... Yeshua.

-- Mt 7:21-23 “Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the Kingdom of heaven, but only he who does the will of My Father
who is in heaven. Many will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name drive out demons
and perform many miracles?’ Then I will tell them plainly, 'You never knew Me. Away from Me, you evildoers!’” Any clarification
required as to whom Jesus is addressing this? It ain’t His mere saints. But... Jesus was obviously wearing His “Lion of the tribe of
Judah” hat during both of these passages, as well as in much of the rest of Mt 7. Of course this passage does not mean these
preachers are going to be condemned to burn in hell for eternity. He’s just telling them a little “fib” to get their attention. However, we
mere scribes asked Jesus how He was going to handle some pedophile & rapist & hellfire & brimstone preachers (& others) when they
do get in front of Him. Well, we’ll leave that up to Jesus... Ro 12:19, ...leave room for God’s wrath... I will repay, says the Lord. A.S.K.

-- Mt 7:28, 29 “When Jesus had finished saying these things, the crowds were amazed at His teaching, because He taught as one who
had authority, and not as their teachers.” Any questions? YOU will also be amazed at His DIRECT teaching...-- Father God’s, & the
Holy Spirit’s. Amazed.

-- Mt 18:20 “Where 2 or 3 are gathered in My name, there am I with them”-- Yes, Yeshua is with us-- however, if we are SEEKing Their
enhanced presence, this is His WONDERFUL PROMISE... The key is, “in My name.” We acknowledge His presence by talking WITH
Him, not, ABOUT Him. This is an arena in which to receive countless inputs & enjoy the presence of Team God. Reminder, need a
walking & talking with God spouse, brother, or sister? A.S.K. Team God.

-- Mt 27 Jesus was crucified. Two days later He was resurrected, fully healed & full of joy. Yeshua has directed us to add the following:
While out walking with Jesus one evening, one of the scribes of this message asked Jesus, “Well then, Sir, what’s hurting you now?”
Yeshua replied, “What Our children are going thru...” Their will is to prevent & to heal your suffering. (Ps 147:3)

– Mt 27:51 When Yeshua was crucified, the temple curtain was torn in half, symbolizing providing DIRECT access to God by all of His
children... forever.

– Mt 28:20 “And surely I am with you always.” Jesus is our Great Big Brother. Like any big brother, He likes to “mess up your hair.”
Don’t be totally surprised if He does desert you-- tho on only the rarest of occasions. The Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit) & your Father
will do the same. Don’t let Them get away with that! Knock! However, being thrown out into the “desert,” on occasion – &, it’s likely
not your fault, surely makes you value being back in “the tent”-- even if it’s to wrestle. Further, sometimes they just aren’t there, giving
you your private off-duty time, but, They’ll be back-- the instant you need Them to be. Finally, in walking in the Spirit, you often get to
operate off of Their “hard disk drives”-- everything goes smoother. On occasions, They kick you out & make you go totally back to your
own “hard disk drive.” Well, that’s just frustrating as heck! They won’t tell us why They do that, but, we believe it’s Their way of keeping
us from getting too spoiled.

– 1 Pe 4:8 “...love covers over (& PREVENTS) a multitude of sins.” Reminder: Love is a Ro 5:5 & Ga 5 gift.

– 1 Pe 5:7 Cast all your anxiety ON HIM because he cares for you.

-- 2 Pe 3:12, Ro 8:30 Yes, many systemite church leaders teach, in their APOSTASY, that our lives are “predestined.” 2 Pe says we can,
“speed the return” of Master Yeshua, Sir, of Father God & the enhanced presence of the Holy Spirit. Is there anything Yahweh likes
to do more than CREATE? Yahweh is not bent on predestination. The only thing we need to know about predestination is that saints
are destined for heaven – &, that we’ll see tons of other children of our Dad’s there, as well. More on this critical subject later... As for
speeding the return of Team God-- YOUR VOTE COUNTS!!!
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-- Ph 1:6 “He who began a good work in you will carry it out until completion...” Father Yahweh is a promise keeper!

– Ph 4:5-7, 19 The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, (&, when you can) with
thanksgiving, present your requests to Yahweh. And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and
your minds in Christ Jesus. And... God will meet all your needs according to the riches of His glory in Christ Jesus. Amen.

-- Pr 3:6 & Ps 37:4 “Acknowledge God in all your ways and He will direct your paths & give you the desires of your heart.”

-- Pr 3:25 “You will have no fear of sudden disaster.” We have several testimonies concerning this promise, particularly in regard to
dangerous weather. Dangerous weather approaching? Check with God. Check with Him on ANY fear. H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S.... A.S.K.!

– Pr 18:15 “The heart of the discerning acquires knowledge, for the ears of the wise seek it out.” Discernment, knowledge, wisdom:
all are Spiritual gifts to earnestly seek FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT.

–Pr 20:7 The (made) righteous man lives a life of integrity, blessed are his children after him. Integrity is a righteous character gift of
armor (Ep 6:14) which no one can steal from you– you must choose to surrender it yourself. Embrace integrity. Seek.

-- Pr 25:2 It is to Yahweh's glory to conceal things, to our glory to SEEK them out.

-- Ps 25:14 Yahweh will confide in you– & reveal His covenant to you-- and don't we need that continual confiding of His covenants, His
compacts, His agreements, when approaching His children?

-- Ps 23 The whole thing. Another great one to “hear” WITH Adonai (Father God).

-- Ps 34:7, 34:20, 91:11 YOUR angels: Your loving God will COMMAND His angels concerning you & your loved ones, to guard you in
ALL your ways. A.S.K.! And, if you need the Spiritual gift of faith to believe this, a.s.k. the Holy Spirit or Father God, for that, too.

-- Ps 68:6 Adonai puts the solitary in families-- perhaps, future saints, in our church homes, first.

-- Ps 77:14 “You are the Yahweh Who performs miracles.” Present tense. You will experience them.

-- Re 3:19 & Is 54:9 From, "Those whom I love I rebuke... "-to-" ...never to rebuke you again.” What the Ruwach HaKodesh, Yeshua,
& Father God are teaching us here is that, as we practice walking in the Spirit, walking & talking with Elohim, the rebukes continually
diminish, until we are fully gifted & equipped. Just stay in the Spirit... keep after Them until They totally remove that cup.

-- Re 19:9 “Blessed are ALL who are INVITED to the wedding supper of the Lamb. These are the true words of God.” Isn't that truly
the "crux" of our Kingdom job?

-- Re 19:10 & 1 Cor 12:10, 14:1-4 EARNESTLY & especially SEEK the Spiritual gift of prophecy... which is... “THE TESTIMONY of
Jesus”-- for strengthening, encouragement, comfort, edification-- NOT to tear down! We ALL NEED this Spiritual gift in regards to
approaching Father Yahweh’s other children. CAUTION: As we are warned throughout the Bible, many call themselves “prophets”-they present “words” they have fleshly taken & memorized from scripture. They do not walk & talk with Yahweh, then employing THE
Spirit & words of Jesus’ TESTIMONY. The first Test to see if the person is a prophet or not is... if he proclaims himself to be a prophet.
If he does so... he is a FALSE prophet. No one with the Spiritual gift of prophecy would EVER dare let anyone address himself or herself
as a prophet or prophetess. This is a very good one to discuss with Yeshua. He will illuminate this for you.

-- Re 21 “There will be a new heaven & a new earth... all things will be made new.” There are no wheelchairs in heaven, all of our flaws
will be gone, there will be tears of joy. Ph 3:21, We will all have glorified bodies. 2 Cor 5:2, We long to be clothed with our heavenly
dwelling... Men are not authorized too big of a glimpse of heaven. The clear picture will not be provided until Father God, our Great
Big Brother, & the Holy Spirit show it off to us. However, you can always A.S.K. for a little, private glimpse of your own... we’ve had
several... SEEK.
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-- Ro 7 Stumbling: Ro 7 reveals Paul stumbling, doing what he didn’t want to do, saying what he didn’t want to say... What covered
Paul’s stumbling? Elohim’s lavished grace. Paul is our “model”-- taught directly by Jesus, the Holy Spirit, & Father God. Ergo, we’ll
stumble, too. That’s what our Team God’s gifts of repentance & grace are for... until we’re fully equipped.

-- Ro 8:1, 4, 1 Cor 2:15, Jude 24 “There is NO condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus... who are walking in the Spirit & not in
the flesh...” This is a pursuable goal, with Yahweh. And, in the interim? God’s grace, right?

-- Ro 12:1, 2 Yahweh’s will for us: Again, we submit to God as our reasonable & Spiritual act of worship & we will be transformed. Then,
we will be able to TEST & approve what God’s will for us is-- His GOOD, PLEASING & PERFECT will. As we learn to walk & talk with
God-- our Spiritual act of worship, we NEGOTIATE, REASON, directly with God. Your loving heavenly Family are not, as is often
presented, “dictators”-- They are Relationships. Your vote counts with God. Please, caution: Those systemite church leaders who
far too often say, “Well, it must be God’s will...”-- have, obviously, not A.S.K.ed God. Further, those who say, “Everything happens
for a reason...” – as if everything is part of God’s plan – surely have not REASONED with Yahweh.

-- Ro 14:14-17, Mt 11:19; 26:27-34, 1 Cor 10:31, +, +, +... Ro: “For the Kingdom of Yahweh is not a matter of eating & drinking...” Col
2:16, “Do not let anyone judge you by what you eat or drink...” Mt: “For the Son of Man (Jesus) came both eating & drinking...” The
Greek word for the wine Jesus made & drank is “oinos,” fermented, not grape juice, as some systemites teach. 1 Cor: “So whatever
you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of Yahweh.” So, how do you give Him the glory? Drink what you want, eat
what you want, smoke, if you like... WITH Them. We mere scribes have testimonies covering all 3 areas, drinking, eating. smoking:
Buy your oinos with Him, drink your oinos with Him. He will gift you with His situational wisdom for these-type issues. A.S.K. If you
smoke, eat or drink too much, that just won’t last long. They will gently fix you... &,They will make certain you don’t drive drunk,
become a drunkard, remain obese or smoke too much. PLEASE: Seek Their healing & prevention on matters such as these!!!

– Ro 15:13 May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you TRUST in Him, so that you may overflow with hope by the power
of the Ruwach HaKodesh (Holy Spirit). Reminder: Trust comes from going thru things together WITH Them– bonding with Them.

-- Ro 15:15, 1Cor 14:8, Ga 1:9, Ga 4:9, Ga 5:1, Ph 3:1, Heb 4:7, +, +, +... So why so many repeated passages in this message? First,
A.S.K. God-- it’s Their message... But, for a little help, some passages... “I have written you quite boldly on some points, as if to remind
you of them again....” “Again, if the trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle?” “As we have already said, so
now I say again: If anybody is preaching to you a different gospel... let him be eternally condemned!” “But now that you know God-how is it that you are turning back to those weak and miserable principles? Do you wish to be enslaved by them all over again? It is
for freedom that Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and do not let yourselves be burdened again by a yoke of slavery.” “Therefore
Yahweh again set a certain day, calling it today, saying, ‘Today, if you hear My voice, (please...), do not harden your hearts...’” “Day
after day every priest stands and performs his religious duties; again and again he offers the same sacrifices, which can never TAKE
AWAY sins.” For we know Him who said, "It is Mine to avenge; I will repay," and again, "The Lord will judge His people." “Finally,
my brothers & sisters, rejoice in the Lord! It is no trouble for me to write the same things to you again, and it is a safeguard for you.”

-- Ro 16:20, Ep 6 God will “soon” CRUSH satan under YOUR feet. Or, you will be fitted with the Ep 6 armor of the shield of faith– to
extinguish ALL of the flaming arrows of the evil one. Jesus has been given ALL power & authority! (Mt 28:18) Problems that sound
like the soon to be crushed one? Go to Jesus. 2 Th 3:3, ...the Lord is faithful, & He will strengthen you & protect you from the evil one.

– 1 Sa 15:22 To obey is better than sacrifice. Ro 1:5, Obedience comes from faith. 1 Cor 12, Faith is a Spiritual gift which we are
encouraged to earnestly SEEK from the Holy Spirit, or, from Yahweh. (Ro 12:3)

Finally... some closing passages...a few more pearls...

-- Jn 21:15-17 Do you love Me? FEED My sheep...
Do you love Me?
TAKE CARE of My lambs... Do you love Me?
– Jude 24 “He is ABLE to keep us from falling AND to present us before our Father's glorious presence,
WITHOUT fault and with great joy.”
-- He 13:20, 21 “May the Yahweh of peace EQUIP you with EVERYTHING good for doing His will.”
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They’re still here... take your time...

Questions answered at these addresses:
Je 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...” – even things you cannot determine from the Bible.
(They may conflict with the letter, but do not conflict with the Spirit of scripture.)
2 Cor 3:6, The “letter” of the Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks, “ KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.”
Is 1:18, And Yahweh said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Ps 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...
Ph 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
“And if at some point you think differently, ASK God, Who will make it clear.”

Part six:
God’s GIFT of SALVATION
For Christians & non-Christians.

PLEASE H.A.L.T.!
Reminder: Please invite the Lord to review this message with you. Thank you.

PREFACE:
1 Cor 2:4, 5, ...NOT with wise & persuasive WORDS, but with demonstrations of the Spirit's power, so that your faith might not rest on
men's wisdom, but on God's power. Demonstrations, individual TESTIMONIES of what Yahweh has done for us. By Jesus’ direction,
we have to personalize this section of the message, to include elements of His demonstrating His, the Holy Spirit’s, & our Dad’s love
for many Christian & non-Christian children-- to the point of heavenly salvation.

We are NOT, repeat, NOT, addressing the subject of PUNISHMENT
to be received in heaven...
That subject is between each individual child & God.

They want us to specifically address heavenly, eternal salvation.
We Christians are not in question in the heavenly realm salvation issue. Ro 8:38, NOTHING can separate us from the love of our
heavenly Family. Ro 8:33, So who will condemn Yahweh’s chosen people? Certainly NOT Yahweh... Jn 10:28, 29, ...no one can snatch
them out of My hand. My Father, who has given them to Me, is greater than all; no one can snatch them out of My Father's hand.
Everything else you need to know... A.S.K.
God’s Jewish children are not at issue. Jesus, Who is a Hebrew (& abides in us), makes it perfectly clear, especially thru Paul, that we
will see them in heaven. Besides, have we Christians not been “grafted in,” as Paul says in Ro 11? Ep 3:6, The mystery is that... now,
we are heirs together with Israel... Further, salvation is first for the Jews. (Ro 1:16) Reminder: When with Jesus in approaching a wellloved Jewish child of Yahweh, Jewish children are looking for Jesus by His original Yahweh-given name, “Yeshua” vs. His Latin name,
Jesus. They are not looking to be “converted,” but to become Messianic Jews. Christ, to Hebrews, is the “Messiah.”
Here is just one “equipping pearl” for you concerning Father God’s Jewish children:

Ro 11:25, 26, I do not want you to be ignorant of this mystery, brothers,
so that you may not become CONCEITED.
Israel has experienced a hardening, in part,
until the full number of the Gentiles (non-believers) has come in.
And so ALL Israel will be saved...
Yahweh promises His Jewish children salvation... He’s a promise keeper. A.S.K.
Jn 4:22, ...for salvation is from the Jews.
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Ze 2:8, “...for whoever hurts you hurts the very pupil of My (God’s) eye.” No change...
So, that now takes us to non-Christians:
2/3 of God’s 7+ billion children.
Ones He created in His image – just as us.
Jesus wants us to address muslims (@ 1.7 billion of the total number of the children of Yahweh), first.
So, here goes...
One of the scribes of this message lived in the Arab world for 4 ½ years. He found most Arabs to be kind, gracious, generous children
of God. Many are trapped in a system, & are aware of no alternative. If they would convert, the penalty in many islamic-run countries
is death, in some countries, by chopping off their heads. Further, they are also taught in the koran that if they desert islam, they would
be hell-bound. God KNOWS these facts... & certainly does NOT want any more martyrs! (As in Ac 7) Their religious teachers are, far
too often, very repressive. They yell & scream at God’s muslim children as systemite “hellfire & brimstone” preachers do at us. One
night while this scribe was wrestling with Adonai over the salvation for non-Christians issue, God very kindly said, “Great Mercy, Great
Mercy.” Those two words answer a lot of salvation questions. The scribe said, “Thanks, Dad.” Sometime later, the same scribe was
wrestling hard, this time with Yeshua, over the specific salvation of a muslim friend, named Karim, who is very much like a brother to
the scribe. So, this scribe was perplexed with Yeshua when he saw Re 9:21, where it says, “Nor did they repent...” The scribe asked
Jesus, “But, Sir, what if they did repent?” Yeshua knew this scribe was specifically addressing the muslim brother, Karim – who he
knows will repent, but that this scribe was also asking about other non-Christians who might repent. Yeshua very kindly took the scribe
on a wonderful journey revealing many, many salvation passages to fit the scribe’s questions. At the end of that journey, & a follow-on
gift of a vision, this scribe was entirely, 100%, convinced by Yeshua that this scribe would see Karim, & many, many, many other nonChristian children... in heaven. So, this scribe said to Yeshua, “But, Sir, that’s not what we’re hearing from Your pulpits!” Jesus
replied, “But you ASKed.” No brag, but the mere scribe of this paragraph has to tell the truth, just as it was given to him. It is worthy
of note that tho the non-repenters are more clearly addressed in the Bible, the repenters are not as clearly addressed. Think the Ruwach
HaKodesh, Father God, & Yeshua might have left it that way for us to A.S.K... Them? We are fully warned to “judge not.”
Only Jesus knows which of His sheep are truly “lost”.
And, we all know where He is... & how to find Him, don’t we? A.S.K.

Mt 9:13, “...for I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners.”

God’s STATED position on many of HIS muslim children:
Here are a mere few of Elohim’s precious passages... not to be “read,”
but to be “heard,” WITH The Lord...

Hos 11:9, “I am not like man... I will not come in terror.”
(Or wrath, or fury, depending, as usual, on which Bible you are using...)
systemite church “leaders” often quote the Ro 1, “wrath of God” verses, but, disregard this Hosea verse– which are Yahweh’s OWN
words. Ro 1 is referring to the “most godless, most wicked, most depraved,” and says they deserve death. But, Hosea 11:9, for the
vast majority, still stands.

<<<God reserves His wrath for His (& our) avowed enemies.>>>
Want to review who Yeshua was maddest at when He did come in the form of the third Entity of Team God? The systemites, the
legalists, the teachers of the law (legalism).

– Is 19:23-25, “I WILL BLESS them, saying, blessed be Egypt, MY people, Assyria (mostly,
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Cyprus, Iraq, parts of Turkey, & even parts of Persian Iran), MY
handiwork... ”
– Is 42:11, “Let the settlements where Kedar live (most of the Arabian Peninsula: Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, Yemen, U.A.E., Kuwait, Oman, Qatar), REJOICE.”
– Is 26:1, “God MAKES salvation...” Since Yahweh has clearly chosen to “make” salvation for some of His muslim children, is that not
OK with us?
– Ep 2:8, “For it is by grace you have been saved – and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of Yahweh.” Have many of the church
“religious” leaders become, as Paul warns, “conceited” with their GIFT of salvation? Yes. More on that in a bit...
– 2 Sa 14:14, “God... devises ways so that a banished person may not remain estranged from Him.” Obviously, Jesus is “The Way,”
but, many systemite church “leaders” bar the Ruwach HaKodesh from participating in Jesus’ own churches. How much more is He
barred from some of the hardline islamic countries... Does that stop El Shaddai’s love for His muslim children? A.S.K.... their Dad.
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– Jn 10:16, Are not some of these muslim children part of Yeshua’s, “I have sheep in other pens...,” He says He has to go get? So, how
is Yeshua to “get” these sheep of His? Him in us, right? Since most of Yeshua’s churches have not done their job of spreading
Yeshua’s gospel of peace– “good news of great joy”, should the 5+ billion non-Christians pay the price for the systemite churches’ poor
jobs? Jesus’ gospel... is that what the American Indians got? The South American Indians? The European Jews? Our blacks? Peace,
good news of great joy??? Current systemite churches... many continue to teach, in their “APOSTASY,” “why we’re going to hell,”
instead of “why we’re going to heaven.” Paul warns us to weigh CAREFULLY what is said in assemblies... Yeshua cautions us to be
CAREFUL what we listen to. No wonder.,, Again, we are to believe Jesus will make these 5+ billion of our Dad’s precious children pick
up the tab for OUR Christian sins against God’s humanity? Jesus tells us to go into all the world to make “DISCIPLES” – His disciples,
to learn DIRECTLY from Him. Do we really do that? A.S.K. Jesus, NOT ANY, ANY, mere men.
Our Dad – these muslim children’s God, has not, will not, change His stance – so, why have we? We don’t really plan on denying God
His chosen stance on this... do we? Discuss it with Him? Surely. Deny Him? Don’t think so... Can one, SHOULD one “read” the Bible,
“the letter,” full of pearls & stumbling blocks, without Yahweh, to determine Yahweh’s will on this critical salvation issue? If so, why
does Paul warn us that, “the letter KILLS, the Spirit gives life.”???
As we all know, many church systems, representing the vast majority of Christians, claim & teach, in their “APOSTASY,” that their
system is the “ONLY” way to heaven. If you are not a member of their particular system, you are destined for hell. What does that tell
us? It means these systemite church “leaders” could not possibly be walking & talking with Elohim. Surely, they “read,” they “study,”
the Bible, the “letter,” but, without inviting Elohim to join them, each & every time. Surely, some set aside “quiet time” – but don’t walk
& talk with Them & seek Them throughout the day.

Need more precious salvation scriptures... more “armor” from your true “Teachers?”
Let’s apply some general ones, ones that can fit most “repenter” creations of His, anywhere in His world. But first,
with only 1/3 of the world being Christian, do any of us who really know Yeshua, not just His book, but Him, believe
He would sentence 5+ billion of El Shaddai’s children to hell, ETERNAL FIRE? Punishment? No issue. Severe
punishment? Yes, for some. Hell, eternal, burning, scorching fire... for 5+ billion? A.S.K. God... Or, “read” the
above passages revealing HIS words about HIS plans, for HIS children, for HIS heaven, for HIS eternity.
– Is 49:15, “Can a mother forget the baby at her breast? Tho she may forget you, I will never forget you. See, I have engraved you on
the palm of My hand.” We don’t really believe He reserves this level of love & compassion for only us Christians... do we? Let’s see,
Is 49:15 was written to Israel– still think Adonai (Father God) might have changed His mind? Don’t you bet there’s room in His loving
palm... for lots & lots of us?
– Ro 14:9-11, “Every knee will bow... every tongue will confess to Yahweh.” Judgment day? Obviously... we sure ain’t gettin’ the job
done here. So, why are they bowing & confessing? In submission, right? So, 5+ billion non-Christians are bowing, confessing,
submitting, & ALL are getting sent to eternal fire in hell for it? Does our Dad really work that way? Some may choose to “read” it that
way, even, sadly & totally sickly, to “teach” that way, but... they darned sure ain’t REASONED with God.
– Back to, “God MAKES salvation.” Did God ever ask us for our votes? It’s Their heaven, Their salvation, Their eternity, Their children...
Their decision. A.S.K. Need that be repeated? In case you accidentally slipped back into “reading”... A.S.K.– & LISTEN.
– Re 20, Hell & the graves will be emptied. That ain’t us, Christians... It is not Their Jewish children. We don’t go to either hell or
graves... Do They say They will dump hell & the graves, obviously, then, full of non-Christians, BACK into hell or the graves? Do NOT.
– Re 2:6-15, “...the dead were judged according to what they had done.” That ain’t us, either: Again, we don’t die... once our mortal
lives are over... we go straight to heaven. So, once judged, if they, again, being non-Christians, repent? Aren’t their names written in
the “Book of Life,” as mentioned in the OT, therefor, at worst, applying OC criteria... exactly as Paul explains?
– Ro 2:14, 15, “...for when Gentiles (non-believers), who do not have the law, by nature do the things in the law, these, although not
having the law, are a law to themselves.” And that’s what they will be judged by. Again, not Christians, nor Jews.
– Lk 18:27, 1 Cor 7:14, “ ...what is impossible with men, is not, with God.” Many systemite church “leaders,” from various “ systems,”
teach, in their sick “APOSTASY” – their “Awful Offal,” as the Holy Spirit calls it, that if our children are not baptized before the ages of
between 7 & 12, or, whatever... the kids are going to burn in hell. Paul says our children “are holy,” sanctified thru us, no age
mentioned. Your unbelieving spouse is sanctified thru you, as well. (1 Cor 7:14) Isn’t this a typical example of where we can only, A.S.K.
Yahweh? Men have not been given the authority to make salvation determinations... never have been... never will be. But, nothing is
impossible, WITH Yahweh. He’ll tell us... A.S.K.
– Ja 1:27, The "religion" our Dad – “Abba,” finds pleasing to HIM is... “...to take care of widows & orphans, & to not be polluted by the
world...” We all know Gentiles who do that, don’t we? He knows every one of them... & loves all of them!
– Ro.14:4 - thru - 14:12, “Who are you to judge someone else's servant? To his own Master he stands or falls. And he will stand, for
the Lord is able to make him stand.” Thru to, “Every knee will bow before Me, every tongue will confess to Yahweh.” Then, to, “So
then, each of us will give an account of himself to Yahweh.” This group of passages may require the Ja 1:5/1 Cor 12 Spiritual gift of
wisdom... A.S.K. Finally, one of the scribes asked Jesus, “Sir, wouldn’t it be best if that all happened before we all get to heaven?”
Jesus’ reply: “Yes, it would be best.”
– Ac 10:1, “There was a certain man in Caesarea called Cornelius, a centurion of what was called the Italian Regiment...” – a Gentile
(non-believer), who God sent Peter to. Perhaps, if Jesus had more disciples– learning directly from Him, walking & talking with Him,
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again, taught by Him– directly, Jesus could SEND more Peters to more “Gentile” Corneliuses. And, He’ll do just that... like Him in YOU.
– Ac 10:28, “But God has ‘shown’ me that I should not call any man common or unclean.” And, perhaps, He has “shown” us, again...
– Revelation, Ex 32-14, Ps 106:45, Joel 2:13, Jonah 4:2, Je 18:8 – & on & on, Reminder: Re is the only book in the Bible for which we
are told we can receive a blessing for “reading.” However, we are more blessed if we “hear” from the Spirit what the Spirit has to say-mentioned 42 times. “Reading” (mentioned only 1 time) these passages is supposed to open us to seeking the Holy Spirit, to become
more blessed. Many systemite church “leaders” use Re to preach a “gloom & doom scenario” for countless of Yahweh’s children–
especially by taking this ALLEGORICAL book LITERALLY! Even if they “read” it that way, should they not take into account Yahweh’s
proven character of “relenting” – Ex 32:14, Ps 106:45, Joel 2:13, Jonah 4:2, Je 18:8, Je 26:19, Zep 2 – & on & on... Let’s just “taste test”
one little relenting passage, Je.18:8: “And if that nation I warned repents of its evil, then I will relent and not inflict on it the disaster I
had planned.” Even if we do receive a minor amount of blessings for “reading” Re, we cannot take it out of context with the balance
of other Spiritual scripture. Seek.

1 Sa 16:7, He 7:21:

Our Dad judges – by the heart.
Has He changed His mind on this issue?
No!!! He will not change His mind...
A.S.K. Him!
Given, There are passages in the Bible which if “read” & then “interpreted”are to the contrary...
Examples: Many passages stating “condemned” &/or “convicted” are often “read” & “interpreted”...
then taught using mere men’s wisdom & philosophy as being
“damning to hell” passages. It’s just not so... A.S.K. Yeshua.
For us, are we still “reading?”
If you’re still in Phases 1 or 2... you can continue to press on with “read.”
Now, let’s take a look at a potentially “acidic,” “stumbling block,” “damning” section of passages.
Let’s approach Lk 16: 19-31:
“There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and lived in luxury every day. At his gate was laid a beggar named
Lazarus, covered with sores and longing to eat what fell from the rich man's table. Even the dogs came and licked his sores. The time
came when the beggar died and the angels carried him to Abraham's side. The rich man also died and was buried. In hell, where he
was in torment, he looked up and saw Abraham far away, with Lazarus by his side. So he called to him, 'Father Abraham, have pity on
me and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue, because I am in agony in this fire.' But Abraham replied,
'Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your good things, while Lazarus received bad things, but now he is comforted here
and you are in agony. And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm has been fixed, so that those who want to go from here
to you cannot, nor can anyone cross over from there to us.' He answered, 'Then I beg you, father, send Lazarus to my father's house,
for I have five brothers. Let him warn them, so that they will not also come to this place of torment.' Abraham replied, 'They have Moses
and the prophets; let them listen to them.' ‘No, father Abraham,' he said, 'but if someone from the dead goes to them, they will repent.'
He said to him, 'If they do not listen to Moses and the prophets, they will not be convinced even if someone rises from the dead.’”
Tough set of passages, huh?
The Holy Spirit awoke one of the mere scribes of this message one morning... very late in the development of this project.
He wanted to provide a touch of “illumination”on these passages – that’s one of His jobs – for you.
First, salvation for Their Jewish children...
The passages show Abraham & Lazarus (both Hebrew)... in heaven. right?
Let’s next illuminate... & erase any doubt about the “rich” being condemned to hell...
When the rich young ruler turned his back on Yeshua, Yeshua stated how difficult it is for the rich to accept the Kingdom.
But, clearly states,
“What is impossible with men is... possible with Yahweh.”
Abraham, Job, Joshua, Caleb, David, Solomon, Jacob... on & on... all received rich material blessings.
And, the rich man who provided his personal tomb for Yeshua, Joseph of Arimathea?
Surely, they’re all in heaven... right?
To paraphrase wordings from Pr 30:8,9: Don’t make me so poor that I might steal,
nor so rich that I might have too much and forsake You...
Yes, the rich man received punishment for his selfishness, hard heartedness... but, eternal fire? No way. A.S.K.
Now, let’s shed light on verse 26... the most damning passage:

And besides all this, between us and you a “great chasm” has been fixed, so that those who want to go
from here to you cannot,
nor can anyone “cross over” from there to us.

So, yes, at that time, there was that “great chasm” which no one could
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“cross over”...

Jn 19:"30": “It is finished.”
Yeshua closed that “great chasm”
immediately upon His earthly taste of death...
Re 20, Hell & the graves will be emptied.
And, Jesus closed that “great chasm”... again.
Remember this passage?
2 Sa 14:14, “God... devises ways so that a banished person may not remain estranged from Him.”
So, if He has to “devise ways” to close that “great chasm”... again, & again...
We keep “preaching” & “teaching”, & “quoting” Their children into hell...
&, They keep getting them out... Re-closing that “great chasm.”
Or, remember this passage?
Is 49:15, “Can a mother forget the baby at her breast? Tho she may forget you, I will never forget you.
See, I have engraved you on the palm of My hand.”
Again, we don’t really believe He reserves this level of love & compassion for only us Christians... do we?
Or, this passage?
Mt 9:12,13... again, “Go learn what this means: I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners.”
So, again, how do we “learn” what He means? We A.S.K. Jesus. There is no alternate solution... right?

Some cautions to all of us about judging:

Re 12:10, satan is the accuser...
Mt 7:1, Do not judge, or you too will be judged.

Ro 10:6,7, Do not say... who will ascend...
or, who will descend...
Ro.14:10,13, Who are you to judge someone else's servant?
Therefore let us stop passing judgment on one another.
Ja 2:12, Mercy triumphs over judgment. Seek the Spiritual gift of being merciful.

Given, the “letter,” the Bible, is NOT “infallible.”
It contains both corruption of word & Spirit.
However, the Spirit is “infallible.”
So, these passages, taken together, WITH the Ruwach HaKodesh, in us,
should present a pretty darned good picture, right?

<<<Then, why do so many systemite church “leaders” disregard these passages?>>>
3 Passages for Christians, Jews & other non-Christians, alike:
Seek peace & pursue it! (1 Pe 3:11) Peace: a Ga 5 fruit of the Spirit... abolishes worry!
When a man’s ways are pleasing to The Lord,
He makes even his enemies live at peace with him. (Pr 16:7)
And the shalom (peace) of Yahweh, which transcends all understanding, will guard your heart... (Ph 4:7)
More passages you will want to review WITH Elohim:
(For ALL of us, don’t forget Ro 5:5 & Ga 5:16, always with... Yahweh’s equipping love...)
Jn 17:23, “I in them... so they may be brought to complete unity, to let the world know that You sent Me.”
Let’s look at this: “Complete unity,” Yeshua’s personal expressed heart’s desire for His churches.
Let’s look at this: Why “complete unity?” “ ...to let the world know You sent Me.”
Let’s look at this: Obviously, systemite churches, leading the vast majority of Christians, ain’t close to any kind of “unity,”
forget, “complete.”
You can only get to heaven if you join “my” religion; you’re going to purgatory; your 7-12 year old children are going to burn in hell;
your non-believing spouse will burn in hell; only “my” version of the Bible is right; the Bible is the “living word”; all muslims &
Jews & other non-Christians will burn in hell; you’ll burn in hell because of your having had to have an abortion; because you’re a
drinker; because you didn’t “do-do” this...
on & on...
Now, let’s look at this: Why the lack of unity Jesus desires? It’s dirt simple... they ALL miss the key to this unity passage:
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“I in them... ”
They do NOT walk & talk directly with Yahweh to get His DIRECT inputs concerning EACH of HIS children.
Remember, your Great Big Brother says that anyone’s abuse of YOU is “hurtful” to Him...

Je 23:1-4, Woe to you shepherds who are destroying & scattering
the sheep of My pasture & have not cared for them.
Because you have scattered My flock & driven them away from Me,
<<<I will bestow punishment on you for the evil you have done.>>>
Lk 12:47, That servant who knows his Master’s will & does not do what his Master wants will be
beaten with many blows.
Lk 17:20, Yeshua says it would be BETTER that they have millstones tied around their necks & to drown
than to hinder ONE of Adonai’s children from coming directly to Him.
Lk 12:48, From the one who has been ENTRUSTED with much, much more will be demanded.

<<<Now, as for us, who will be our “teachers” on this most-critical issue???>>>

Ac 4:19, “Judge for yourselves whether it is right in
God’s sight to LISTEN to men rather than God.”
Further:

Ac 5:29, “But we must obey God rather than men.”
1 Cor 14:29, In assemblies, saints are to “weigh carefully what is said...” (Weigh how? A.S.K. God...)
1 Jn 4:1, Saints are to “test the spirits” to ensure they are not receiving “false prophecy.”
(“Test” how? With “THE HOLY Spirit,” abiding in us... Just a.s.k.)
And, saints... a reminder:
Critical... ANY “fear”-- safety, security, savings, sermon... STOP, IMMEDIATELY! H.A.L.T., K.I.S.S., A.S.K. God may be trying to get
YOUR attention on something. ACCEPT NO FEAR! ZERO, nada, sifr!

1 Jn 4... God is LOVE.... there is NO FEAR in love!
An absolute “PEARL,” to you, from your Dad:
Ro 8:15, For YOU did NOT receive a SPIRIT that makes you a slave to fear... but you received the Spirit of son-ship.

Jude 3, Remember, contend for the faith,
that has once & for all been entrusted to the saints.
Notice it does not say, “entrusted only to church leaders” – EVEN the very BEST of them...
No! To YOU, saints, from Team God. A.S.K. Jesus, Who is with you always, abiding in YOU...
Closing:
Mt 22: 37-40: Jesus said, “Love the Lord your God with all of your heart, all of your soul & all of your mind. This is the first & greatest
commandment. And the second is like it: Love your neighbor as yourself. All of the law & the prophets hang on these two
commandments.” Reminder: No “do-do”... Ask, seek, knock! Ro 5:5, Love: God’s equipping gift is poured into us by the Holy Spirit.
Further, it is a fruit of the Spirit. From 1 Cor 13: Love is patient & kind, not jealous, not boastful, not proud, rude or selfish, not easily
angered & it keeps no record of wrong. Love does not gloat over other’s sins & delights in the truth. Finally, from 1 Pe 4:8, ...love covers
over a multitude of sins. Mt 28:19, “Therefor go & make disciples of all nations...” Making of disciples: Gifting, teaching, armoring,
equipping... & sent.
How’s the Lord been treating YOU... lately?

Questions answered at these addresses:
Je 33:3, God “...will TELL you great & unsearchable things...” – even things you cannot determine from the Bible.
(They may conflict with the letter, but do not conflict with the Spirit of scripture.)
2 Cor 3:6, The “letter” of the Bible, full of pearls & stumbling blocks, “ KILLS, but the Spirit gives life.”
Is 1:18, And Yahweh said, “Come... let us REASON together...”
Ps 25:14, The Lord CONFIDES in those who revere Him...
Ph 3:15, As it applies to ALL questions we might ever have about ANY scripture, or anything else in life,
“And if at some point you think differently, ASK Yahweh, Who will make it clear.”
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Part seven:
Notes:

His Project "30"
“30”, a message ending meaning: “It is finished.”

John 19:“30”: “It is finished.”
(Yeshua’s last words on the cross.)
Genesis 32:24-"30": So Jacob (Israel) wrestled with God & won,
“ ...& called the place Peniel.”
(Hebrew: P’ni-El... face of God)
One of the scribes asked Jesus,
“Sir, this is Your project... You gave us the name.
What do You want to name the website?”

Free printable “online” copies of this His Project "30" can be obtained at:

HisProject30.com
You may also choose to participate in fellowship or ask questions,
also via the HisProject30.com site.
Your comments,

>>>negative or positive<<<
are sincerely valued!
Thanks, & God bless!
As of: Christmas Season, 2017

"30"
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